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Agreement Establishing the
Gommdnwealth of lndependent States

We, the Republic of Belanrs, the Russian Federation
(RSFSR), Ul*caine, being States-Founders of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, who signed the Treaty
of Union in 1922, referrd to hereinafter as the High
Contracting Parties, note that the USSR has ceased to
exist as a subiect of international law and as a
geopolitical reality.

ftoceeding from the historic closeness of our
nations, and from the relations existing between
them,

taking into account bilateral treaties concluded
between the High Contracting Parties,

seeking to create a democratic state of Iaw,
wishing to develop their relations on the basis of

mutual recognition and respect for state sovereip$,
the inalienaEle right of selfdetermination, the piinCi-
ples of equality and non-interference into internal
affairs, the non-use of force or of economic or any
other me€u:rs of coercion, the principle of settlement
of disputed .ttrough instruments of conciliation, as

well as other universally recognised principles and
norru of international law,

considering that the further development and
consolidation of relations of friendshipr good neigh-
bourliness and mutually beneficiil cooperatibn
among our states witl meet the basic national
interests of their peoples and will serve the cause of
peace and security, .

reaffirming their commitment to the goals and
principles of the UN Charter, of the Helsinki Final
Act and of other CSCE documents,

pledging to respect universally recognised norms
concerri.g human rights and the rights of peoples,

have agreed on the following:

Article 1
The High Contracting Parties shall form the Com-
monwealth of Independent States.

Article 2
The High Contracting Parties shall guarantee to their
citirens equal rights and freedoms without national
or any other distinction. Each of the High Contracting
Parties shall guarantee to citizens of other Parties, ?s

well as to persons without citizenship residing on its
territory, civil, political, social, economic and cultural
rights and freedoms in conformity with universally
reiognised international norms ioncer.i^g human
rights, without national or any other distinction.

Article ,1

The High Contracting Parties, willing to contribute to
the expression, preservation and progress of the
ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity of
national minorities on their territories and of unique
ethnocultural regions, shall place them under their
protection.

Article 4
The High Contracting Parties shall promote equal
and mutually beneficial cooperation between their
peoples and states in the political, economic and
cultural spher6, in the spheres of education, health,
environmental protection, science and trade as well
as in the humanitarian and other spheres. Th"y shall
encourage a wide-ranging exchange of information
and shall fulfil their reciprocal obligations in good
faith and unfailingly. The High Contracting Parties
consider it necessary to conclude cooperation agree-
ments covering the above mentioned spheres.

Article 5
The High Contracting Parties recognise and respect
the territorial integrity of each other and the
inviolability of the borders existing within the
Commonwealth. Th"y guarantee the openness of
borders, the free circulation of citizens and of
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information within the Commonwealth.

Article 6
The Member States shall cooperate in ensuring
international peace and security, in implementing
effective actions for the reduction of armaments and
of military expenditure. They seek to annihilate all
nuclear weapons, to achieve general and complete
disarmament under strict international control. The
Parties shall respect each other's will to become a
non-nuclear and neutral state.

The Member States of the Commonwealth shall
preserve and maintain a common military-strategic
space under ioint command, including unified control
over nuclear weapons, the procedure for which shall
be regulated by a special agreement. They shall also

iointly guarantee the necessary conditions for the
deployment, functioning, material and social supply
and protection of strategic armed forces. The High
Contracting Parties pledge to conduct a coordinated
policy concerning the social safety and social security
of military personnel and their families.

Article 7
The High Contracting Partie recognisel that the
sphere of their common activities, pursued on a basis
of equality through common coordinating institutions
of the Commonwealth, shall cover:

coordination of foreign poliry actions;
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markets, and in the sphere of customs poliry;

cooperation in promoti.g transportation and
communication systems;

- cooperation in environmental protection, partici-
pation in establishing a comprehensive international
system of ecological security;

problems of migration policy;
prosecution of organised crime.

Article I
The High Contracting Parties, aware of the planetary
scope of the Chernobyl catastrophe, pledge to pool
and coordinate their efforts aimed at minimising and
overcoming its consequences. They agree to conclude
a special agreement to these ends, which shall be
commensurate with the gravity of the consequences
of this catastrophe.

Article 9
A.y disputes concerning the interpretation and
application of the provisions of the present Agree-
ment shall be resolved through negotiations between
the respective organs and, where necess?rlr between
heads of governments and states.

Articlc 10
Each of the High Contracting Parties reserves the
right to suspend the Agreement or certain articles of
this agreement. Other Parties to the Agreement shall
be notified about any such action one year in
advance. The provisions of the Agreement may be
augmented or amended with the mutual consent of
the High Contracting Parties.

Article 11
The legal norms of third parties, including those of
the former USSR, are declared to be null and void
on the territory of the Commonwealth from the duy
of the signing of this Agreement.

Article 12
The High Contracting Parties
plementation of international
from treaties and agreements
USSR.

guarantee the im-
obligations stemming
made by the former

Article 1,.]

The Agreement shall not affect the obligations of the
High Contracting Parties with regard to third states.
The Agreement is open for adhesion by all member-
states of the former USSR, as well as by all other
states sharing the goals and principles of this
documerrt.

Article 14
The city of Minsk shall be the official seat of the
coordinating organs of the Commonwealth.

Acfivities of organs of the forrner USSR on the
territory of the Member States of the Commonwealth
are terminated.

Done in the city of Minsk on 8 December 1991,, in
three originals, each in the Belarussian, Russian and
Ukrainian languag€s, all three texts being equally
authentic.

For the Republic of Belarus
S. Shushkevic V. Kebich

For the RSFSR
B. Yeltsin G. Burbulis

For Ukraine
L. Kravchuk V. Fokin

f
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PROTOCOL

To the Agreement establishing the Commonwealth of
Independent States, signed by the Republic of
Belarus, the Russian Federation (RSFSI,) and Ukraine
on 8 December 1991, in the city of Minsk.

The Azerbaidzhan Republic, the Republic of
Armenia, the Republic of Belarus, the Republic of
Kazakhstan, the Republic of Khirgizstan, the Republic
of Moldova, the Russian Federation (RSFSR), the
Republic of Tadjikistan, Turkmenistan, the Republic
of Uzbekistan and Ukraine, acting as High Contract-
i.g P#ties on the basis of equality of rights, hereby
establish the Commonwealth of Independent States.

The Agreement establishing the Cornmonwealth of
Independent States enters into force for each of the
High Contracting Parties from the mornent of its
signafure. Documents regulating cooperation within
the Commonwealth shall be worked out on the basis
of the Agreement Establishing the Commonwealth of
Independent States, and taking into account reserva-
tions made during its ratification.

The present Protocol is an integral part of the
Agreement Establishing the Commonwealth of Inde-
pendent States.

Done in the city of Alma Ata, on 2l December
1997, in one original in each of the Arerbaidzhanian,
Armenian, Belarussian, Kazakh, Kirghiz, Moldovian,
Russian, Tadjik, Turkmen, Uzbek and Ukrainian
languages. All texb have equal power. The original
is deposited in the archives of the Government of the
Republic of Belarus, which shall forward certified
copies of the present protocol to all High Contracting
Parties.
Alma Ata, 21 December 7997
(This is not an of/fcial translation.)
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The collapse

one superpower
by DanielSinger

The road to capitalism in eastern Europe is uncharted
and it is therefore difficuit to foresee where it will
ultimately lead. But an era has clearly come to an
end, notably in foreign poliry. The age of two nuclear

[" iffi o 
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collapsed. The Soviei Union can no longer be
presented as the other superpower. Not because it
lacks nuclear weapons; even after START, it is still
able to destroy the world. Not even because of its
utter economic disarray. Simply because it has ceased
to be an antagonist, art opponent, a rival. When Bush
and Gorbachev talked of partnership, it was not a
relationship of equals but the link between the
suzerain and his more or less important vassal. The
"great contest" between the "two systems" did not
culminate in a compromise. It carne to an end
through the surrender of one of the contenders.

Nor did it happen suddenly after the putsch. The
surrender was obvior:s earlier, for instance when
Mikhail Gorbachev, at the London meeting of the rich
Western nations, made a bid for the Soviet Union to
be an "organic part" of the world market, begged for
it to be admitted to the International Monetary Fund
and the World Bank, and promised to abid" by their
rules of the game. What was at stake here was not
an opening of frontiers and a certain expansion of
foreign trade. At stake was a radical break with the
past. For all sorts of reasons, including the military
burden, the un-Marxist experiment of building
socialism in one backward country, then in a bloc,
ended in total failure and the current Soviet leaders
drew a lesson from that flop. Yet, at this stage in the
development of the two systems, to dismantle
controls over foreign trade and establish a full
convertibility of the ruble can only lead to the
invasion and destruction of the Soviet one.

Soviet foreign policy
It is more difficult to say what impact this new
balance will have on progressive forces throughout
the world, on those who, relying on movements from
below, tried to challenge both nuclear giants. Here
the iudgement largely depends on the assessment one
makes of the role played by Soviet foreign policy
prior to perestroika, which is not simple. One thing,
at least, can be stated plainly. Gorbachev and
company did no more betray a revolutionary and
democratic foreign policy than they did dismantle
socialism in the Soviet Union and for the same reason

you cannot get rid of the nonexistent, Except,
possibly, for a brief spell at the very beginning, Soviet
diplom aq was never subordinated to the needs of
the international movements for radical transforma-
tion of society. Quite the contrary. The illusion was
preserved for a long time by the wrong assumption
that socialism was being forged in Russia and,
therefore, the main battlefront was there. In practice,
Stalin managed to turn genuine Communist parties,

with strong local roots, into obedient puppets and to
impose his own pattern on authentic revolutions
from below and not only on those brought about by
the advance of the Red Army.

However, this is only the seamy side of the story.
The Russian revolution did inspire millions of
downtrodden throughout the world and encouraged
them to d"fy their rulers. Even later, as th"y were
potential cards in the diplomatic game/ Moscow had
to support and protect moveilrents of national
liberation, to aid and defend states standing up to
Western imperialism Adrnittedly, this poliry stopped
short of the risk of direct confrontation with the other
nuclear giant, as was shown during the Cuban
missile crisis or in the Middle Eastern conflicts. Yet,
limited as it was, the threat of Russian retaliation was
the only brake on the Americandominated expansion
in the Third World, while the current Soviet
abdication in this sphere is the only novelty in
President Bush's otherwise very old order. This shift
in the balance already weighs on the Palestinian
question or on the mood, pr6spece and transforma-
tions in Latin America. For the movements of
national liberation, to some extent, it is a curse.

Blessing in disguise?
Could it not prove, in more historical terms, a
blessing in disguise? And not only because it should
put a final stop to guilt by association, to the often
successful attempts to paint any radical rebellion with
the Stalinist brtr,sh. Who will dare to see the "hand
of Moscow", for instance, in a British strike today,
when on his London iourney the Soviet leader paid
a visit to the then prime minister, Mrs Thatcher, out
of sympaflry, not out of duty, or when Edouard
Shevardnadze writes, quite earnestly, that "the
international community cannot accept the appear-
ance of robber states" and then refers to James Baker
as his bosom friend. Luckily, all pretenses have been
dropped about running the worli through the "new
democraqr" of the United Nations. The Russian
leaders are now striving for membership of the not
so magnificent but wealthy Group of Seven. For
services rendered a seat in the Holy Alliance

A blessing also in a deeper sense. Though the
'soviet model' was shattered long ago, there was still
a tendency to see the future in terms of the East-West
conflict. Now each country and each movement will
have to face advanced capitalism such as it is, with
its global connections, its changing labour force, its
old or new forms of exploitation and thought control.
Each should not be read here as meaning each one
on its own. It is simply to be hoped that the world
movement will never again take the shape of a
dominant centre and obedient battalions. The diffe-
rent movements in various countries will have to
elaborate their own common strategies together.

Indeed the scope for common action is tre-
mendous. In the European Community the workers
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of various countries must unite or perish as a political
force, since within the EEC capital can already move
freely across frontiers. The labour unions of Europ€,
America and Japan will be defeated tomorrow, with
arguments about imperatives of foreig. competition,
unless they can work out new forms of joint or
coordinated action. For political as well as moral
reasons, progressive forces in all the advanced
capitalist countries must evolve strategies towards
the Third World so as not to find themselves blind
and bewildered when faced with something like the
Gulf crisis, with mass migrations, with clever
affempts to present the seething south as the threat
to the western worker. As nationalism raises its ugly
head again, internationalism is really thrust upon the
progressive movement, if it wants to survive. On
labour unions - because the economy is now linked
on a world scale; on ecologists, because it is hopeless
to preserve the world only ttuough spontaneous and
sporadic action; on socialists, because capitalism now
eitends its rule throughout the planet.

But the immense scope for action does not,
unfortunately, mean that what has to be done will be
accomplished. While doing what we can to prod, to
explain, to disclose, we should not cherish too many
illusions about our capacity to influence the foreign
poliry of our governments, particularly its conduct in
the former Soviet empirb. It is idle to expect Wetern
powers to help Eastern Europe and allow it freely to
choose its mode of development. It is hopeless to try
to persuade our masters and moneybags to show,
sa! r special favours to Russia becau,se without the
heroic resistance of the Red Army in World War II,
the Nazis would not have been defeated. O.ly in
lyrical orations does governmental policy rest on
gratitude and benevolence (and it is important to
reveal official hypocri"y).

Aid conditional
Our rulers could have been influenced by the
argument that, considering the daziling long-term
prospects of the Soviet market and the dangerous
fall-out of a political explosion followi^g an economic
collapse, it might have been better to provide
immediate and substantial aid to Gorbachev. This
was the line proposed by the French and the
Germans before the August putsch and it was
defeated by the American contention that the West
should stick to minor concessions, such as technical
aid to teach the Russians the proper functio^i.g of
capitalist institutions, until the Russian leaders give
concrete proofs of economic good conduct.

Even today, where there can be little doubt about
the direction in which this area is heading, Western
powers are agreed that credits to Easterrr Europe ceu:r

only grow stage by stage and that any aid should be
conditional. But conditional on what? On progress
towards democracy? Nobody with a knowledg" of
client states in Latin America or Africa will take such
slogans seriously. The crucial conditions, logically
enough/ are those ensuring the expansion and the
undisputed reign of Capital. Countries of Eastern
Europe, includi^g those of the disrupted Soviet
Union, must cut their controls, allow foreign capital
to acquire maiority holdings in their enterprises. They
have to ensure the mobilif of that capital throughout
the country and guarantee the possibility of re-
exporting it, with profie and all, first through special
provisions and soon through the full convertibility of
their currencies. The watchful eye of the Internation-
al Monetary Fund has replaced that of Big Brother.

Such is if," nature of the system. Capfal climbs
over frontiers, breaks barriers, destroys values in
search of higher profitability. East Germany has i*t
shown us its capacity for "creative destruction" which
cares neither about smooth transitions nor about
peoplels desire to preserve a job, and one should not
forget that other countries of Eastern Europe do not
have the advantage of being poor parts of a rich state.
Yet, in pursuing their eastward drive, our rulers can
plead that they are supported, naf r welcomed by
democratically elected goverrunents. This is both true
and understandable. Faced with the material and
moral bankruptcy of "really existing socialism" the
people of Eastern Europe were dazzled by Western
prosperity and greeted capitalism as a salvation.
Whether this honeymoon will last, when they
discover that it is not quite like Dynasty, that the new
regime spells for the bulk of them a drop in living
standards, greater inequality and the threat of
unemployment, is another matter.

Progressive movements
Western progressive movements can help in this
awake*i.g by describirg the true nature of our
system, with its exploitation at home and abroad, by
warning East Europeans that what is in store for
them is not our relatively privileged position but the
doubtful blessings of primitive accurnulation. There is
no question that the number of allies beyond the
Elbe, small at the moment, will grow. But because of
the heritage, because of the identification of socialism
with the gulag or the Soviet tank, this process wiU
take tirne and meanwhile Western movements must
proceed with their own international agenda.

The obvious first item is a vast campaigr for
drastic disarmament, conventional as well as nuclear.
The removal of tactical nuclear weapons from the 

:n

heart of Europe is fine, though it is a tiny move when '

measured against real possibilities. The "Soviet
threat" can no longer be r.sed as justification. The
resources required for health and education, for
development that does not destroy our environment,
for the starving populations of the Third World, are
tremendous. In such circumstances, not to shift
resources and preserve the huge arrns budget that is
still being planned can only be explained in two
ways: the need to perpetuate the hegemony of the
Western system throughout the world (and within it
the American domination threatened by the economic
rise of Western Europe and Japan); the necessity of
an important, wasteful expenditure on arms for the
economic mechanisrn devised since the last war to&w
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function. Both of the reasons or either are sufficient
to damn the system.

Lessons of Eastern Europe
One can keep on contrasting the eloquent proclama-
fions and the less glorious realify they are supposed
to conceal. Thus, we are told that the United Nations
has now returned to its original democratic function,
which simply means that the Soviet Unior has
resigned itself to the Pax Americana. The Gulf crisis
and the campaig* against nuclear proliferation
provided plenty of examples of double standards. It
msfr however, be objected that debunking, though
useful, remains negative, whereas people need vast
projects to be drawn into action. Here, the problem
seems quite complex. Vast proiects are the product of
great social movements, which themselves are the
result of contradictions and conflicts within society;
as such, they cannot be invented artificially. On the
other hand, social rnovements find it hard to grow
without the vision of an alternative and without the
belief thpt it can be reached through political action.
This is, indeed, what the current ideological baffle is

about.
The collapse of the ruling regimes, first in Eastern

Europe, then in the Soviet Union and their at least
verbal association with socialism has enabled our
establishment to launch a tremendous cafirpaig.
designed to convince the world at large 

- 
t6at

capitalism is forever our horizon. Poles, Hungarians
and Czechs were yesterday mobilised for this
exercise. Now comes the furn of the Soviet
marketeers who today preach the purity of profit,
qr.roting from Hayek and Milton Friedman with the
same zeal they once showed in backing Brezhnev's
platitudes with distorted extracts from Marx or
Lenin. The campaig. may be phoney but it is quite
efficient. Paradoxicaltry yet quite successfully, our
propagandists draw from the events in Eastern
h*bpu the conclusion that history has come to an
end and that capitalisilr, whatever its vicissitudes, is
eternal. We mr.rst drive home the opposite lesson,
namely, that when regimes are obsolete thuy are
ultimately torn apart by their own contradictions and
that, by iollective action, people can alter both their
own lives and the course of history.

Political Parties in Russia
by Jeremy Lester

In classifying political parties in Russia today, I
identify four rnain groups: the mainstream centre, the
new right, the new left and the post-CPSU. The
mainstream centre encompasses those parties and
organisations that support a free market economy
and liberaldemocratic political structures. The new
right incorporates those parties that are traditionalist,
fundamentalist or reactionary in nature. They are
opposed to the westward direction of the recent
socio-economic and political changes and frequently
support an extreme chauvinistic form of nationalism

The new left is critical of an unregulated, private
property-based market economic system and emphas-
ises the participatory, devolved aspects of a new
democratic political system. Once again, this classifi-
cation will cover a wide spectrum of groups and
organisations, differing in the extent of their hostility
to the free market and their understanding of
anti-statist forms of political organisation. Finally,
there is the post-CPSU, those groups and organisa-
tions that have been emerging in the aftermath of the
failed Augr:st coup attempt and which claim to be
the successors to the now disbanded Communist
Party of the Soviet Union. Since, in the last couple
of years of the CPSU's existence, internal factions
openly existed, covering the whole political-ideologic-
al spectrum, this has inevitably complicated the
post-CPSU succession struggle.

1. The fulainstrearn Centre
Democratic Union
The Democratic Union was set up in Muy 1988 out
of the old human righb organisations, the Group to
Establish Trust Between the USA and USSR and the
Seminar for Democracy and Humanism. It had the
reputation of being virulently anti-communist, anti-
Cf€U. Led initially by former prominent dissidents
Valeriya Novodvorskaya, Igor Tsarkov, Yuri Skubko,
Eduard Molchanov, Sergei Skripnikov and Yevgeniya
Debryanskaya, the current party wants to replicate in
Russia a western liberal democratic state, with
parliamentary democrdc! r independent trade unions
and judiciary, .e professional army and a market-
dominated, private enterprise economy. Although
part of the mainstream of liberal tendencies emerging
in the country, the party is isolated, not only because
of its old uncornpromising stance towards the CPSU
as a whole, but also towards its more liberal factions,
many members of which are now involved in many
of the new party organisations.

Democratic Pafty of Russia
Another party of the liberal-centrist mainstream is the
Democratic Party of Russia (DPR) led by Nikolai
Travkin. Established in May 1990 with the backing of
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informal organisations like the alternative writers'
movement, April, the anti-Stalinist Memorial society,
the independent trade union, Shield, and tlie
industrial workers' Confederation of Labour, the
"party of Travkin" claimed 33 500 supporters at its
second congress in April 1,991. Guided by its motto,
"For a Society of Equal Opportunities", the party's
platform rests on a firm commitrnent to free rnarket
economic principles and denationalisation of state
controt.' It wants to restore Russian "statehood" and
for a long time supported the convocation of a
Russian Constituent Assembly.

There was a major split at the party's second
congress in April 799'I,, when two prominent
members of the party's presidium, world chess
champion, Garry Kasparorr and Arkady Murashev
resigned after their alternative programme was
defeated by the Travkin wing. Kasparov and
Murashev were supported by over 100 delegates at
the Congress (representing sorne 25Vo of those
present). The two have since gone on to establish a
Liberal{onservative Union, which has 'a traditional
conservative orientation in the spirit of Thatcherisrn'.

The party had its third congress at the beginni.g
of December 1991, with delegates from 549 local
branches in 1,7 reg;ons of Russia. A new programme
described the party as 'Iiberal-conservative'. A
contentious issue at the congress concerned the
party's stance on the structure of Russia and the
question of a future union. Held iust a few days prior
to the announcement of the creation of the new
Commonwealth of Independent States, the party
voted overwhelmingly lgOqd in favour of 

-

Gorbachev's plan for a new confederative Union of
Sovereign States. As for the current ethnic dishrrb-
ances within Rr,r^ssia, the congress documents and the
report by Travkin made it absolutely clear that the
DPR supported a strong and indivisible state; a
matter that was to lead to the party's withdrawal
from the political coalition grouping Democratic
Russia (see below).

Republican Party of Russia
In his days as a member of the Moscow Purty Higher
School, Travkin had played a prominent role in
setting up the Democratic Platform the liberal
reformist wi.g of the CPSU. However, when the
major section of the Platform's membership broke
away from the CPSU after the 28th Party Congress,
it wasn't Travkin's Democratic Party that they
headed for, but an entirely new organisation, which
eventually became established as the Republican
Party of Rr.r,ssia (RPR).

Officially inaugurated in November 1,990, the
founding congress (attended by a delegation from the
Italian Communist Party) brought together 230
delegates from 50 different republics, territories and
regions of the Russian Federation. A loose Coordinat-
i.g Council was set up with three former prominent
members of the Democratic Platform, Vladimir
Lysenko, Vyacheslav Shostakovsky and Stepan
Sulakshin. A looser organisational structure was
adopted, giving local and regional organisations a

considerable amount of autonomy.
Composed as it is of mainly former communists,

the RPR's uncertainty as to what kind of attitude it
should adopt towards the CPSU has plagued it from
the very start. Accordi^g to Shostakovsky, speaking
at the November inaugural congress, the party's main
task was to be a recognised champion of human
rights. It should be a "post-communist" rather than an
"anti-communist" force, he went ofl, suppdrti.g a

gradual road of constitutional reform. The Social
Democratic Party of Russia called on the new party
to immediately merge with their own organisation.
Although endorsed by 57Vo of the attending dele-
gates, the proposal was nevertheless passed to a
negotiating cpmmission, headed by Chubais. In
January 7997, a joint conference of the parties agreed,
in principal, to work towards a unified structure. It
was not, however, a decision that found much favour
in some of the larger local RPR organisations and, at
the party's second congress in June 1991, the
Coordinating Council considered unification to be
'inexpedient in the immediate future.'

According to recent estimates, the party currently
possesses some 5p0&7p00 active members and
supporters in 50 regions of the Russian Federation,
the majority of whom are members of the
intelligentsia or skilled workers.

Social Democratic Party of Russia
Of all the parties to emerge in this liberal+ocial
democratic mainstream of thought, perhaps the
organisation that was awaited with most anticipation
was the Social Democtatic Party of Russia (SDPR).
Speaking at its inaugural congress in May 190,
Aleksandr Obolensky captured this mood when he
remarked: 'We are here to revive Russia's Social
Democratic movement. We accept the legary of the
best traditions of the Narodniks and the Russian
Social Democrats from the end of the last century and
the beginning of this one. We also aspire to adopt the
experience of the century-old international social
democratic movement.'l The SDPR. attracH the
biggest number of foreign representatives to any of
the independent party congresses/ with delegate
coming from as far afield as the USA, Germany,
Czechoslovakia and even Mongolia. 237 delegata ,
representing some 94 towns of the Russian Federa-
tion, elected a 40 member party council and a smaller
presidium of the council under the cp<hairmanship
of Obolenslg, Oleg Rumyanbev and the Moscow
historian, Pavel Kudyukin.

At its second congrress in Sverdlovsk at the end of
October 1990 the party adopted a programme.
Entifled "The Path to Progress and Social
Democracy", the 68 page document owed much to
the theoretical influence of Eduard Bemstein ('the
father of social reformism', as Rumyantsev has called
him) and to the practical influence of Scandinavian:
type social democrary. [r essence, the programme
tried to combine what the party leadership regarded
as the best in socialism and liberalism. According to
Rumyanbev, speaking at a prcss conference after the
second congress, contemporary Russian social demo-
crary had to follow a somewhat inverted path of
development. Whereas western social democracy, he
argued, had engaged itself in , strggle to socialise
capitaism, Russlan social democrary would have to
set itself the task of capitalising socialism. Radical
privatisation and marketisation were therefore to be
the key planks of this "capitalisation" process, and to
carry this out in what Rumyantsev termed, 'a
civilised manner', the SDPR would be fully commit-
ted to the creation of a 'new middle class'. Only if
and when a fully functioning western market
economy had established itself in the counky could
the party take up the cudgels of defending workers
interests and promoing greater state regulation.

That this was no "off the cuff' remark made in the
heat of a press conference has since been indicated
in a number of Rumyantsey's more considered
contributions to the Russian press/ where the twin
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themes of 'creating' and 'representing' the new
middle class in Russia have been the central plank of
social democratic ambitions.2 The SDPR did not
involve itself in the strike movement at the beginning
of last year. Accordi^g to a report of Muy 199'1,, the
party has only 5 600 working-class members. The
growing influence of the party in the Russian political
s3,'stem, however, shotrld not be ignored. With eight
of the sixteen members of the parliament's Constitu*
tionatr Cornmission belonging to, or sympathetic to,
the SDPR and with Rumyantsev himself as Chairn :r
of the Commission, the party clearly carries a lot of
weight at the rnoment.

If the Democrafic Union, the DPR, the Free
Democratic Party, the RPR and the SDPR represent
the most important component parties and organisa-
tions within the centrist mainstream, they are not
short of other new parties aspiring to join thern. Chief
amongst thip sub-strata of organisafions, mention
should be given to the Consfitutional Democratic
Parfy (Party of Popular Freedom) led by Georgi
Deryagin. As the self-appointed successor of the
pre-revolutionary Cadets, 

-tfre party at least has a
longer heritage than most frorn which it can draw
support. Founded (or re-founded , &s th*y would say)
in M"y 199A, the party has adopted the programrne
of the old Cadets originally drawn Lrp in March 1918.

Four other groups worthy of mention are firstly
the Par,W of Free Labour," established in December
7990 and led by Vladimir Tikhono\r, drtyom Tarasov
and Igor Korovikov. According to the well known
political commentator, Igor Klyamkin, this is a party
which will be a significant force because of its
ever-increasing linl<q with the counfry's neur entrep-
reneurs. Secondly, there is the Peasant Party of
Russia (established in March 1991), led by Yuri
Chernichenko, which as its name implies, is primarily
geared towards the denationalisation of land and the
return to small private peasant plots. Thirdly, there
is the People's Party of Russia, led by the popular
investigator Tel'man Gdlyan and Oleg Borodin,
which was established in Muy L991. And fourthly,
there is the newly established (November 1991)
Bourgeois Democratic Party led by Yevgeny Butov,
which as its name suggests, is primarily devoted to
articulating and defendi.g the new needs and rights
of businessmen engaged in small and medium*ized
operations.

Finally, there is the Russian Christian Democratic
Movement, established in April 1990 and led by three
deputies of the Russian parliament, Gtreb Anish-
chenko, Viktor Aksyuchits and Vyacheslav Polosin.
The RCDM prides itself on being the first ever
Christian Democratic Party in Russia's history,
Having brought together a whole range of samizdat
organisations, formerly illegal Christian clubs, Ortho-
dox communes and unofficial charity centres, the
party claims a membership and support base of some
L5-20 000.

2. The New Right

Liberal Democratic Party of Russia
One organisation not in the centrist mainstream/
despite its name, is the Liberal Democratic Party of
Russia (LDPR) led by Vladimir Zhirinovsky. It
identified itself initially with the the pre-revolution-
ary traditions of the Cadeb, the Octobrists and the
Trudoviks and shared the traditional liberal beliefs in
a law-governed state/ a multi-party system/ a market

Vladim lr Znirinous!ry

economy regulated only by taxation and a complete
de-ideologisation of Soviet society. Zhtrinovslgy's
election platforrn, when he stood in the Russian
presidential elections in June 199'1,, was very controv-
ersial.

Firstly, he proposed. that the USSR, in its present
borders (including the Baltic states etc.) should revert
tcr the old name of Russia. In foreign po1iry, he
argued that Rr:^ssia shoulC move away from its
traditional relations with the Third World and
concentrate entirely on the rich nations. Ztririnovsky
was adamant tlrat Soviet troops should have r€-
nrained in Eastern Europe 'at least until proper
condifions had been created' to cater for fheir refurn;
and in a further piece of advice to the military, he
put forward a plan of rlsing the Soviet armed forces
under the United Nations flug in different parts of the
world in return 'for large payments in foreign
currency.' In the election, he came third place behind
Yeltsin and Ryzhkov with a poll of 7.BTo (represent-
ing some 6 rnillion Ru.ssian voters).

hr the aftermath of the failed August coup, which
the I-DPR openly supported, the 'rZhirinovsky phe-
nomenon'o (as it is now openly refemed ta in the
Russian.press) has seemingly gone frorn strength to
strength" In an adrnission that his party's original
adheience to classical liberal democratic 

-values 
was

a 'gamble' that was misplaced, Zhirinovsky now
makes no bones about the fact that he supports a
rigid authoritarian approach to the problerns beset-
tirg Russia and the once 'glorious Ernpire'. His main
intention now, he says, is to appeal to the alienated
youth of the counfiry, the 'new poor', as well as to
a large section of the new business community which
have long recognised need for order and stability.

Other groups
In a somewhat similar vein, the Russian Party,
(formerly the Russian National Democratic Party), set
up in Muy 199'j,, promotes the rebirth of a powerful,
unitary Russian state. Led by Viktor Korchagh, the
party wants a state where 'Russians could live
without fear and not be subject to humiliation, insults
and encroachments on their civil and political rights.'
Even more entrenched in the nationalist mire are the
various offshoots of the infamous and antisemitic
Pamyat association, Three groups in particular
originated in Pamyafi Dimitri Vasil'ey's National
Patriotic Front, Igoi Sycher/s Russian Popular Front
and the Popular Orthodox Movement.

Other ,groups are trying to pave the way for a
monarchist revival in Ru^ssia. Leading the field here
is the so-called Orthodox Monarchist Union Order
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left: Boris Kagarlitsky

(Pramos). Established in Muy 1gg0
(on the 1.2?r:d anniversary of the
birth of Nicholas II), the group,
which claims to have led an under-
ground existence since 1,924, is led
by Sergei Engelhardt-Yurkov and is
composed entirely of orthodox be-
lievers.

3. The New Left

The Socialist Party
The Socialist Party was founded in June 1990 by
informal groups such as the CIub of Social Initiatives,
the Federation of Socialist Clubs, the Moscow
Committee of New Socialists and the Moscow
Popular Front. The party is most clearly associated
with the Moscow City deputy, Boris Kagarlitrky.

For Kagarlit"ky, the years of statedominated
Perestroika have resulted in the emergence of a
peculiar hybrid he describes as 'market Stalinisrn'.
Trus is a mixture of traditional strong state, free
market economic principles and social rhetoric. The
only ideological force able to oppose this market
Stalinism would be a democratic socialism that
argued for decentralised power strucfures, workers'
self-management and a stronger emphasis on univer-
sal welfare rights.

The original 9 member executive committee,
elected at the party's first congress, also included two
other Moscow Council deputies, Vladimir Kondratov
and Aleksandr Popov, ai wel as Viktor Komarov
from lcningrad and Oleg Voronin from Irkutsk. At
the party's second congress in March 1991. (held in
Leningrad) the committee was reduced to 7 members;
with Popov being omitted and his place taken by
Vladmir Lepekhin, Though small in number, with a
membership of around 2,000, the party nevertheless
has been quite successful in attracting the support of
the newly radicalised members of the younger
generation, and seems to have particularly attracted
the allegiance of intellectuals untainted with past
"collaboration" with the old style regime and a
growing number of skilled workers, not to mention
the more progressive looking enterprise managers.

With its emphasis on the municipal level of power
organisation, the party has sought greater links not
only with established independent trade union
organisations like the Moscow Federation of Trade
Unions, but also with a number of established
anarchist organisations, most notably the Confedera-
tion of Anarcho-Syndicalists. Led by amongst others,
Andrei Isayev, Aleksandr Shershukov, Aleksei

Koralev and Aleksandr Shubin, the Confuderation
was established at a foturding congress in May 1989
and was the product of a successful amalgamation of
a whole range of anarcho-syndicalist, anarcho-
communist, anarchodemocratic and anarcho-pacifist
groupings, all of whom shared a basic common
allegiance to the ideological teachings of Mikhail
Bakunin and to such principles as collective, social
property rights, devolved, self-governing political
institutions and a democratically planned and
administered economy.

The Socialist Party has also linked up with a whole
range of ecological and environmental organisations,
as well as with the Green Party of Russia. Established
in Leningrad in February 19% , this part!, which is
led by Ivan Blokov, Vladimir Gushchin and Valentin
Panov, has defined its main task as being to secure
'a radical ffansformation of socief on the basis of the
primary importance of ecology, civil self rule and
direct democracy.' As with nearly all the other new
party organisations, however, internal schisms have
plagued the Socialist party. During its second
congress in March l991., a new faction was created,
the Labour and Republic Club, which would take the
party in a more social democratic direction and into
a possible alliance with some of the organisations
cited earlier. At the party's third congress in October
1991, meanwhile, there was also opposition, largely
from Mikhail Malyutin, Vladimir Lepekhin and
Aleksandr Kolpakidi, to a proposal from the execu-
tive committee to establish a much broader-based
organisation in the form of a new Party of Labour.

Finally, there is the Marxist Workers Party,
established in March 7990 and associated with the
Trotskyist Fourth International. Led by Yuri Leonov,
Vladimir Zerkin and Nizami Lezgtn, it has been
fighting for the full political rehabilitation of Trotsky
and for the creation of a society based on 'working
class principles and traditions'. Divisions within the
part!, meanwhile, have also given rise to a number
of smaller Marxistoriented parties, most notably the
Democratic Workers Party (Marxist) ted by Aleksandr
Khotseem.

4. Post-CPSU

Accordi.g to Boris Yeltsin's version of recent history,
the sole responsibility for the August coup d'etat lies
with the old CPSU. The attempted takeover of
constitutional power from the ltesident of the USSR
was comrnitted by CPSU members in the name of the
restoration of the leading role of the CPSU. The strict
accuracy or otherwise of this assessment cannot
concern us here. Yeltsin then disbanded the CPSU
and the Ru^ssian Communist Party (RCP).The search
is now on for a successor organisation. However, this
is no simple process. At the time of the CPSU's
demise, nurnerous political and ideological factions
were competi.g for the right to steer the CPSU ship
and not surprisirgly all these different factions are
prominent in organising official or unofficial post-
CPSU organisations and parties.

People's Party of Free Russia
Without doubt, the most prominent party claiming to
be the legal and "moral" successor, though certainly
not the ideological successor, to the CI€U is the
People's Party of Free Russia led by Russian Vice
Itesident, Aleksandr Rutskoi. The roots of this
particular party can be traced to the establishment of
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the internal CI€U/RCP faction known as
Communists for Democracy at the beginnirg of 1991.
At that particular time the grouping Jaw itself as the
successor to the liberal-inclined Democratic Platform,
the majority of whose members left the CPSU after
the 28th party congress to set up the Republican
Party of Russia

From the very outset, the Communists for Demo-
cracy leadership never entertained the possibility of
renewing the CPSU. At an inaugural conference at
the beginning of August 1,991, the group officially
declared itself to be the Democratic Party of
Communists of Russia, though there was no question
at this time of it formally brepking away from the
CPSU itself. Barely a week after the collapse of the
coup, however, at a time when the CIrSU had already
been banned, the party finally declared itself inde-
pendent and was registered as-such with the Russian
Ministry of Justice. To avoid any possible association
with t-he io**unist Party, 

- 
in late October a

conference of the party voted overwhelmingly to
rename itself the People's Party of Free Rtrssia and
reconfirmed the existing leadership of Rutskoi. With
a claimed membership of some 2.5 million, the parfy
would be the largest bf tf,e post-CPSU organisations.
On the question of its relationship to the CPSU,
Vasily Lipitsky, a leading figure, said at the
conference that the PPFR was 'the only legitimate
successor to the CPSU on the territory of the RSFSR'
and would therefore seek to assurne the rights of
ownership of the Russian share of CPSU property
and assets in foreign banks. The party's ultimate
identity, whether on the right or the left, is unclear,
as is its relation to Yeltsin.

All-Russian Communist Party
Whatever the doubts about Rutskoi's political or
ideological credentials, there can be no such doubts
about Nina Andreyeva and her attempts to establish
a post-CPSU organisation in the guise of an
All-Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks), a name,
of course, that dates back to the formal name adopted
by the revolutionaries in 1918.'Formally estabhJhed
in November 1,991, in Leningrad, the party is a
successor to two previous organisations, the Ur,ity
Group for the Promotion of Leninist and Communist
Ideals, and the Bolshevik Platform, set up in luly
1,991. 150 delegates attended its inaugural conference,
representing 15 000 members. According to the
manifesto, the party regards ibelf as the heir to the
1917 Revolution and dictatorship of the proletanat,
and wants a centr"lly planned economlr internation-
alism abroad and patriotism at home based on the
watchwords of 'Motherland or death! Socialism or
death!' Viewing the cument Yeltsin-proposed reforms
as a means of instigating 'bourgeois political baccha-
nalia', Andreyeva fears that this will lead to a form
of fascism. She opposed the August events because
it was nothing more than an 'operetta coup'r
produced and stage-managed by Gorbachev and
Yeltsin

Russian Communist Party of Workers
In a sornewhat similar vein to Andreyeva's new
organisation, the Russian Communist Party of Work-
ers held its inaugural congress in November in
Sverdlovsk (Yekaterinburg). Attended by 500 dele-
gates (mostly white collar employees, pensioners and
unemployed), representing a wider party member-
ship claimed to be. approximately 10,000, the two
most prominent members of the new Central

Uice-president Rutskoi

Committee are Aleksei Sergeyev and General Albert
Makashov. These two figures, both of whom
professed support for the August coupr were
previously prominent in the CPSU faction "The
Movement for Communist Initiativ€", which formally
supported General Makashov's candidafure in the
Russian presidential elections in June 1991"

Socialist Party of Workers
One leftdemocratic party that mighf given time,
attract a corrsiderable proportioru of the CPSU's
former rnembers is the new Socialist Party of Workers
(SPW), led by the former political dissident, Roy
Medvedev. Formally set up at the end of October, the
party's constituent conference was adamant that
while the old CPSU has to bear great responsibility
before millions of people for all the hopes that have
been betrayed over the past 70 years, nevertheless the
ideological and philosophical foundations of social-
ism. and communism would still have a future
attraction for the people of Russia. The primary aim
of the new partfr it was stated, was to find a peaceful
and constitutional way of extricating Russian society
from its existing deep econornic, political and cultural
crisis.

Ln its economic policy, the party continues to
recognise the prio.rity of collective property and
shareholding, but does not reject the free choicb of
working people to establish alternative forms of
property and economic managemenl It is
fundamentally opposed to the 'socially unjusf and
'economically ineffective' measures of reform inaugu-
rated by Yeltsin's presidenry in the aftermath of the
August coupr arguing that the kind of measures so
far implemented will not create a basis for moderni-
sation and structural change in the Russian economy.
It sees itself as a defender of the interests of 'those
who produce material and spiritual values, the hired
personnel, and the collective and individual owtrers
who live by their own labour, os wetrl as groups such
as students and pensioners.' Above altr, the new party
argues that the construction of socialism must mean
a mixed economy and political and cultural diversity
in society.

315 delegates from 68 regions of Russia took part
in its founding conference. Many delegates and
members, it was reported, were former middle level
apparatchiks in the old CITSU, and the new party had
also drawn heavily on the work of the former Young
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Communist faction in the CPSU. In addition to
Medvedev, other prominent members of the party
leadership include Anatoly Denisov (a deputy to the
former USSR Peoples Congress), as well as Russian
Congress deputies Ivan Rybkin and Vitaly .Sevas-
tyanov.

League of Communists
One organisation of a similar democratic-left orienta-
tion, which the SPIV regarded as a possible future
ally, was the new league of Communists. Established
in Nnvember with delegates from 5 former Soviet
republics, the League is led by Aleksei Prigarin, a
former prominent member of the Marxist Platform
set up within the CPSU in early 199A. With a new
Programme very much based on the old Marxist
Platform itself, ihe League is strongly anti-capitalist,
anti{PSU in its old nomenklatura-based structure
and very much in favour of workers' controlled
enterprises, socially owned property and a rejuven-
ated political system based around the old revolu-
tionary slogan of "All Power to the Soviets".

Apart from programmatic issues, the other domi-
nant theme of its inaugural confererlce was the need
for a speedy forrn of communist unification. We are
faced with a situation in which the country may have
six or seven communist parties', it was emphasised,
and because "the working class will not come to
know the particulars" of such a vast quantity 9f
programmes, followem must "work to build a single
party of communists"; "even Rutskoi's reptilian
partt"r it was stated, "should not be pushed aside
[from this process' of unification].'3 More than a
doren post-CPSU organisations have been established
since Augu^st 7991,.

5. Movements and Goalitions

As the CfrSU's hold on power has waxed and waned
in recent years a political vacuurn has inevitably been
created, which ,p until now has only been partially
filled by u number of dominant individual personali-
ties. The new political parties. have so far' not been
able to fill this vacuurn by themselves. For well over
a year, various efforts have been made by all sides
of the ideological/political divide to create a cohesive
bloc of political forces which might attract greater
support from society and which might eventually
emerge as a single, fairly homogenous political entity
able to articulate a well defined set of social interests.

Centrist Bloc
One of the first such attempl" to unite a set of parties
and groups around a set of perceived common values
and aims came from the new Right in the guise of
the so-called Centrist Bloc, established in June L99A
under the overall chairmanship of Vladimir Voronin.
Uniting some 1,7 specific groups and parties of a
conservative, nationalist and Orthodox nature, the
new bloc, however, survived for less than a y9ar,

before once again breaking up into its component
parts. Somewhat surprisingly, recent reports have
indicated that the Centrist bloc is about to re-establish
itself and shift its allegiance to the Yeltsin camp.

Soyuz
By far the most serious attempt to unite the political
forces on the Rr.ssian Right, however, has come from
the Soy* (Union) organisation. Originally estab-
lished in February 1990 as an all-Union parliamentary
force, at its second congress in April 199'1, the Soyuz
leadership took a decision to transform itself into a
fully fledged mass movement with branches through-
out the USSR. With an ever-expanding leader:ship
structure which began to bring together key members
of the army elite, k"y members of the non-Russian
republican 

-Sluv *or.*ents, prominent intellectuals,
and leaders of conservativeoriented workers organ-
isations as well as active support from many
"independenf' parties like Zhirinovsky's LDPR, it
certainly.looked at thip fi1n* as though -Soyuz was
well on the way to becoming an extremely powerful
and effective political force. Indeed, with corTsiderable
links as well to the existing CPSU structure (most
notably Yegor Ligachev), the movernent was clearly
well placed to absorb many of the internal party
tendencies as the process of Communist Party
disintegration began to quicken.

At the April congless it declared itself to be a
'non-partisan third force' in 'constructive opposition'
to both the CPSU and the emerging neo-liberal,
centrist organisations. Reiecti.g capitalism and com-
munism on equal terms, Soyuz now placed itself in
the forefront of uniting "all the healthy forces in
societ5/" who retained their trust and belief in Eu:r

all-encompassing Ru.ssian patriotism. A state of
emergenry should be imposed which would immedi-
ately ban all political parties (including the CPSU), a[
industrial strike acfivities and all kinds of public
demonstrations. Censorship should be introduied to
stop the degrading spread of liberal permissiveness;
while any proposals or actions already undertaken to
privatise the country's resources should be irnmedi-
ately rescinded.

This sounded like a very coherent blue-print for a
possible coup d"etat. Indeed, the similarities between
the April programme of Soyuz and the prograrune
of the Augr:st conspirators, as outlined in their first
(and only) programmatic statement on the first duy
of the coupr is remarkably striking. Some Soyuz
leaders reieited the coup because of its weakness.
Others, however, for instance, Nikolai Petrushenko,
supported the "entirely constitutional" measures
announced by the State Emergency Committee.

Whether Soyuz will be able to retain a niche in
Yeltsin"s new Russia is too soon to say. Prominent
members of the organisation continue to call for for
a strong centralised, authoritarian Union. They want
polificJ parties banned and oppose current economic
policies. If Soy* does disappear, thery there are
already signs that a new right wirg bloc of forces is
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being forged anew under the influence of A1ksnis,
Aleksandr Nevzorov (the Leningrad TV presenter)
and the highly prominent conservative intellectual,
Sergei Kurginyan; that movement being the Nashi
(Our People) Liberation Movement.

tlemocratic Russia
Within the mainstrearn centre, two separate attempb,
though not entirely unconnected, have been made to
forge a cohesive bloc of forces. The first attempt r rle
with the official foundation of the Democratic Russia
movernent in October 1990. Origlnally uniting 18
socio-political organisations and I political parties
(the nnost important of which were the SDPR, RPR,
DPR, Free Democratic Patty, the Russian Christian
Democratic Movernent, the Party of Constitutional
Democr&b, the Constitutional Dernocratic Party and
the Party qf Free Labour, the rltCIvement achieved
widespread acclaim following its official backing for
Yeltsin"s candid ary in the presidential election.

As for the leadership of the movement, it is going
to be very hard to neconcile the differerrces among the
main personalities. These include Yuri Afanasiev,and
Gawil Popov.

Movement for DemocmtEs Heform
The second political bloc which has emerged within
the mainstream centre is the trVfovement for Democra-
tic Reforms, set up in Iuly 1"991. One of the
rernarkable features 

-of this grouping is the list of
famous names among its leaders: Eduard Shevard*
nadzn, Alexander Yakovlev, Stanislav Shatalin, to
name but a few. What their reaction will be to they
way thry have been deprived of their high posts,
only time will tell. Add to this list the names of
Anatoly Sobchak and Aleksandr Rutskoi, and one has
a Who"s Who of heavyweight ex{P reformers.

Judging by some of the press reports which
described the inauguratr congress of the Movement in
Decernber 199'1,, it seems quite possible that the MDR
may evenfually become an official "democratic
opposition coalition bloc" to most of the incumbent
republican govemments, including that of Yeltsin"s
Russia.

Party of Labour
The new Russian left has been slow in establishing
broader political unity. Certainly, the pcsition of the
Left in Russia today is an extremely difficult one.
Murry of the groups look to western socialist
traditior:us such as self management schemes and
rnodem democratic fornts of ptaruring and devolved
polver sfructures that are themselves poorly suppor-
ted in the West. They use a language of socialism that
is popularly, even if wrortgli,dlscredited jn their
own environment. The popular concept of a "third
way" and a "third force"* his already bben monopol-
ised by their right wirg opponents.

I* S.ptember 1990, there was a demonstration of
the potential power pf unity amongst the Left when
a Moscow conference held to discuss the inade-
quacies of the official reform programme brought
together for the first time leading representatives
from the Socialist Party, the Green P*ty, the
Csnfederation of Anarcho-syndicalists, the Marxist
Platform within the CPSU, the newly established
"Committee to Aid the Labour and Self Management
Movemeftts", as well as representatives of the left
wing tendencies inside the Russian Social Democratic
Party and the Moscow Memorial organisation.

More recently, and more importantly, the two

Boris Yeltsin

leaders of the Socialist Party and the former Marxist
Platform, Boris Kagarlitsky and Aleksandr Buzgalin,
have established an initiative group which will have
as its main aim the establishment of a Party of
Labour, geared towards a broad articulation of
lvorkers" rights, needs and aspirations'in a develop-
i*g market economy. The announcement of their
intention came shortly before the holding of a two
duy conf.erence in Leningrad i* September, organised
by the Socidist Party, on "The Left Against Totalita*
rianisrn"; a conference which similarly brought
together a range of participants from democratic
socialist groups, representatives from the Constitu-
tional Democratic Party, Anarcho-Syndicalists and
Social Democrats and a number of independent
historians and sociologists. At the conclu,sion of the
conference the Political Council of the Socialist Party
also adopted a decision to effectively work for the
creation of a much broader Movernent of Left Wing
Forces.

Notes
1" The Guardian, M"y 5, 1990
2. See, for example, "Nash put" k sotsial"noi
demokratii", Norodnrli Deputat, No.? 1991, pp.8390
3. Moscow Nrzos, No.47, 1991 p.10

Yeltsin a social-democrat?
'What do* Rasia need in order to be abte to carry out
ynur reform pckage within the ycwr?

Yeltsin: Food. Then the technology for storing and
processing agricultural products, for road building,
for kansport. If you could give all this to us on credit;
also your knpw-how, yCIur experience in the privat-
isation of state-owned enterprises and, in addition,
the whole theory of Ludwig Erhard [conservative
German chancellor 1,963-1966. Ed.J, for whom we
have a great deal of respect"

Rut we thought y* hnd becorue a socialdemocrsl?

Yeltsin: What"s the difference nowadays?

Interviernr in the German weekly , Der SprN, 25
November 1991.
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The follou,ing docuwtent, an Appeal of the
Initintioe Group fo, the Formation of dt

Parhl of Labour, rnfiF published tn 'Obozre-
tniel', specinl issue, Innunrll 1992. Trfinslation
is bV Riclc Sinron,

A new political situation has developed in our
country. During the events of 19-20 August the
people demonstrated their desire not to live in the
old way and their preparedness to defend democra-
tically elected organs of power. Nevertheless, the
crisis has not been or*ercom€. It is essential that the
economy finds a rapid way out of the crisis, that
nonnal economic links between regions and enter-
prises are reestablished and that the consurner market
is supplied with goods.

The forces ruling our country today, irrespective of
their different hues, agree that resolving these tasks
requires a gamble on the widest privatisation and the
mass attraction of foreign capital into the economy
while defendi.g the rights of entrepreneurs and new
owrrers who, as a rule, have emerged from among the
ranks of the old nomenklatura. In this effort to build
the 'bright capitalist future' more quickly, everything
in any way connected with socialism is being
rejected, including even elementary social guarantees,
the right to work, free education and healthcare.

We believe that the new unanimity of the victors
is especially dangerolls, for if opposition or dissent
is not represented'in the organs of power, democracy
will not be democracy. If the parties of the presently
ruling majority see their aim in the defence of the
interests of entrepreneurs, then we declare our
intention to defend primarily the interests of wage-
workers.

Decades of the totalitarian communist regime have
discredited socialist values and the very idea of the
emancipation of labour. But these values and ideas
are engendered not by theoretical discussion^s but by
the real need to defend workers' interests politicallv.
The bankruptcy of the CPSU at last provides the
opportunify to create a full-blooded dernocratic
left-wing movement expressing this need.

Society needs a broad party which is:
for the maintenance of the right to work;
for reforrn of the system of social guarantees;
for econornic democracy and the participation of

workers in taking economic decisions which affect
their material situation and working conditions;

for independence and guarantees of the rights of
trade unions in all enterprises, under any forms of
property, and the ratification of the Convention of the

International Labour Organisation;
for the development of collective and municipal

forms of property, the conversion of the state sector
of the economy into an efficient and modern
decentralised public sector, capable of leading the
country out of the economic crisis;
- for the prevention of uncontrolled and bureaucratic
'wild' privatisation of former national property, and
against turning state monopolies into private ones;

for the rights of consumers and independent
domestic entrepreneurs;

for democratic regulation of the economy as a
necessary condition for establishing civilised forms of
the market;

for inclusion in the world economy, ensuring the
development of the national economy but not the
interes-ts of transnational corporations; for self-
management and strong representative power as a
conrrterweight" to centralised executive power;
- for honest power, guaranteed by the separatton of
state and commercial activity and the precise
delimitation of the public and private sectors within
the framework of a mixed economy;
- for real equal rights for women, for the opportunity
for women to participate fully in the life of society
while not giving up their rights and obligations as
mothers;

for the rights of national, curltural and religious
minorities;

We declare our intention to organise a broad Party
of Labour, a party-movement, built on initiative from
below. We reiect the idea of a vanguard party. The
Party of Labour must become the party of support
for the trade unions and workers' movement. Orrly
such a party can become an organic part of the
international left movement. We call upon all social
forces and trade unions, who recognise the necessity
of political defence of the interests of wage-workers,
and all citizens who understand the danger of a
'one-party system in reverse' and share these views,
to join in our initiative.

RU$$IA

The
Party
of Labour
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I

is {t mefttber of thc
Or gnnisin g Cornrr'tttt ec
of the Partrl of
Labotr.
He wfis interi,iewed
in London on 22
FebrunrLl 1992
by Rfctrc Simon.

The left
organises in

Yelfsihb Russia

lnterview with Vladimir Kondratov

W0tat sre the oigins af the Part.y of Labrrur?

There was an initial meetirg between representatives
of the Socialist Party, Confederation of Anarcho-
Syndicalists (CAS) and Moscow Trade Union Federa-
tion (MFTU) at which we checked our positians and
then we began to work together. Our first acticn wa$
a rally on Red Square on 1" Muy 1.991" This wa$
followed by some local acfions during the surnrner.
The next big ratty against rising priceJ took place in
October and atkacted more than 50,000 people. I was
in Leningrad at that time at a rally organised by the
Leningrad Trade Union Federation which was much
srnaller but still important. These were the first
practical actions and we understood that we had a
real need for each other.

A bit earlier, after the coupr we wrote an open
letter calling for the establishment of a Parfy of
Labour which was signed by me, Mikhail Nagaitsev,
Deputy President of the MFTU, Boris Kagarlitrlqy,
Andrei Isaev, leader of CAS, Nikolai Gonchar,
President of Moscow City Council, and journalists
Anatoly Baranov and Aleksandr Fopov"

Followirg the letter's publication we were
approached by Aleksandr Buzgalin and Andrei
Kolganov, leaders of the Marxist Platform. They have
now joined the" leadership of the Farty of Labour.

Did other nterubers of Marnst P{atforru l*io the Parly af
Inbou r ?

Marxist Platform split over this question. Those
mernbers of Marxist Platform who said that they
needed to organise a communist party expelled
Buzgalin and Kolganov but a lot of members of
Marxist Platform followed them and formed an
organisation called Communists for fhe Party of
Labour

?lhere hes the other 7xrt af Marnst Platform gonc? .Hre
it 57onc info ott€ of the other Cornmunist orSpnisalions or
is it on its own ?

There are a lot of communist organisations now. At
first the other part of Marxist Plitform organised on
its own and then it joined with Antipov's Communist

Wrnl ahout Ro.r/ Mtde,tdcets Soaalist Part.y af Workers ?

Everyone on the Left says the SPW is the most
boring parry in Russia. However, the leaders of the

SPW have been very interested in uq and in worki.g
together. For exarnple, the SPW's two co- presidents
met $rith trs and we d.iscussed our positions and then
one of them took part in fwo meetings of the PL's
Organising Comn"liffee. So we shall have common
actions but we d.on't have any faith in them because
they took all the bureaucrats from the Communist
ParW who were rejected by the liberals and because
they have no concept of what to do.

f*tw drtes lhe Party of Labour organise? Is it like E

ftderatr'on ?

Yes, it's like a federation. The first part of the
proc€s$ has been to develop the Moscow region
organising committee. There was a small conference
whrich elected the commiffee and now we have a

Moscow organisation which is growing. The same
process is going on in Irkutsk although not as fast as
in Moscow" Oleg Voronin and his comrades organ-
ised a committee with th"e Irkutsk Trade Union
Federation" This process later went on in Leningrad
where there were initially some difficu.lties but they
no\M have an organising iommiffee in which the local
union federafion is also taking part" So we have
different levels of development in different regions
but we intend to hold a congress in which all of these
regional organisations can be gathered into one large
party.

In January 1992 we held the first conference of the
Movernent fcr a P*{ty of Labour" This confurence
established a republican organising committee to
co-ordinate regional activities. This consisted of
twelve people, including myself, Kagarlitsky, Buzga-
lin and Isaev. A number of places were reserved for
trade union representatives. Two weeks dgo, the
vice-president of the General Confederation of Trade
Union;s (GCTU) [formerly the 'official' union con-
federation the. All-Union Central Committee of Trade
Unions - RS], Vladimir Kuzrninok, became a member
of the organising committee. This is very important
for us.

I{oru does the GCTU noa) orgnnise? Is il slill on E 'sociel'
hosis ?

The tmions are now in a difficult situation. The Soviet
Union no longer exists, which I think is abnormal,
unnatural, but it happened. The GCTU has been
working to become an international centre, first of all
to solve the problem of workers moving from one
republic to another. For example, if you were born
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Ken Livingstore, MP with Kondratou

and lived in Ukraine, then you moved to the north
to work in an oil refineryr 1rou worked there for
twenty years, and then you move back to Ukraine,
the Ukraine goverrunent is saying that it will not pay
the benefits you are due beca use you did not work
in Ukraine. This sort of problem will be the main
work of GCTU. There are also difficulties in the
republican confederations. For example, in Russia, I
don't think the leaders of the Federation of Indepen-
dent Russian Trade Unions (FIRTU) understand what
the problems facing the unions are. There was a crisis
in FIRTU and 14 federations in industrial regions
organised their owrl association ir opposition to the
whole republican federation. But now the process has
begun of changing FIRTU's leadership and officials.
Kuzninok may stand in the elections for fie new
leadership.

Wtal is the situation in lhe IndeTmdent Miner.s' lJnion?

There is a deep crisis inside the independent union.
There was a scandal over finances and as a result
th"y have lost many members, who reioined the
'traditional' miners' union. The old unions have
changed very profoundly both in terms of their
functions and their officials. For example, Mikhail
Shmakov uras elected eighteen months ago to the
leadership of the Moscow Federation of Trade
Unions, one of the conditions b"i.g that none of the
old officials could stand.

Hre thot hagrnd in the old minss' ttnion?

Utkin is the new leader but his position is like that
of the 'yellor,r/ unions. He tried .to take money from
Yeltsin's goverrunent in return for not organising
strikes. In Sotsprof there is a new scandal emergirg.
Initially during the coupr Sotsprof's leader Sergei
Khramov said that the union was non-political and
didn't therefore want to take a position. but on 22 or
23 August he called a meeting of the union's
Co-ordinating Council and at that meeting they voted
against the coup. When he informed the press he
gave the date of the decision as '1.9 August.

Can .yoa gizt€ tne sofir€ firor€ infonnation regarding the
Party of Labowr's prosrfrntrue?

There are two main themes. Firstly, what do we think
about Yeltsin's government. In general, we think it is
a fascist regime. If you look at the social base of
Yeltsin's movement you find it is composed of people
who want to get rich quick through privatisation.

This is a fairy tale, it is impossible. But Yeltsin says
this and they believe him or at least used to believe
him. Then he began his changes, prices went up, and
most of these people became very poor. Now he is
beginni.g to lose his support but many people still
believe him. New entrepreneurs supported him
r:nconditionally because. his regime gave them the
chance of making more than 200 per cent profits"
People not interested in politics also support him
because in the past he was against the bureaucracy.
So people aren't differentiated by real economic
interests, they are kept together through mystifica-
tion. If you look at Mussolini's base you will see it
was the same. If you look at Yeltsin's policies you
will see the s€une thing. For example, using the police
against the war veterans last Sunday (Zg February)
when there were not many people and it was a
spontaneous demonstration which happens every
year when people go to the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier. This tirne this demonstration was blocked by
the police and we think this was a provocation to
force people into a struggle with the police in the
streets as a pretext for implementing a special regime
in Moscow to curtail some laws and human righb.
It was unsuccessful this time but it may be successful
next time. So this is a fascist regime, not national
socialist, but like the Italian fasciits.

Wat's the source of Rut-skoi's disagreemenls alith Yeltsin?

Rutskoi understands that Yeltsin's time may bu ,p
this autumn or r,rrinter and he wants to be in power.
So he is manoeuvring and starting to criticise Yeltsin
in order to gain support. He is exploiting the national
idea but the nationalist movement is not so strong in
Russia. Many nationalities live in Rr.r,ssia, perhaps one
hundred, and if you say 'Rr.rssia for the Russians'you
will be opposed by almost half the population.

Yeltsin is losing support and so he has created two
'devils' to frighteh people into supporting him: first,
extreme communists; second, extreme nationalists.
All newspapers depending on Yeltsin's government
have published masses of material on this theme.

So what are we trying to do about all this. We
don't i*t have an ideological but also a very practical
position. If you compare the cor:ntry's economy with
another country it can only be compared with the
United States' economy or the economy of Europe as
a whole. Such an econorny cannot be geared to export
- perhaps only ten per cent of goods ctu:r go to export.
The majority needs to be sold internally. Workers are
not jrrst producers but consruners and they need
money to buy these goods. So you need to fight for
higher wages and only the Left can do thip.

You'ae zoofl the nght to hac,e wflg€s indextd.

This is one way to protect people but urltimately you
need to find another solution. This solution lies
through supporting state errterprises. We are against
privatisation of any kind. We are against privatisation
through giving enterprises to the workers this is
another por-tcal fairy tale. We need to stimulate
production.

How do you enzisage the c:nlrpns* opcraft'ng? In o
rnarket or uaould you reinstitute some fonn of central
/anning?

There are two main elements. First, at the level of the
enterprise, workers need to be able to control
economic decisions. So enterprises need to be
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independent of the state and we may need to
organise companies which control state property but
which are not its owners. These companies make
profits and give part of this profit to the state through
taxes. The next element involves communications
.between enterprises. We need to organise a state
company for exchanging information financed from
the state budget. This woutrd not invalve commercial
exchange. Every state enterprise would want give
information concer*i^g what and how much they
wished to produce to this company" Private com-
panies can get information at low prices. If the

economy were organised in this way we would have
a chance of overcoming the crisis.

Fruuruably this anuld lntf be al a Russian lezd. Hout
yott €nlzisage relah'ons ?nth the other reTwhlics ?

We need to be united but under new principles:
much greater freedom for regions and for local and
republican goverrunent" But not independence, that's
impossible. But our main priorities ire the unity of
labour and the maintenance of social guarEu:rtees.

Trade Unions in Moscow
' -,,^^ Pv {1,. N?gaitsev

vice-president, MFTU

$t?ossstu Federatlerr
overwhelrningly the largest trade unir:n organisation
in the Moscow region is the Moscqw Federation of
Trade Unions (h{FTU), which has 5 7AA 000 workers
anc{ 39 affiliated unions" The main affitiated unions
are those of the construction workers, science and
education workers, health workers and engineering
workers" Each of these unions has betweer* +OO 000
and 600 CI00 members. The raihrvay workers union has
300 000 n'rembers. others are smaller, for instance, the
theatre workers union which has 5 000 merrtbers. All
affiliated unions are equal within the Federation and
have the sanle rights. In Decernber tg90 the MFTU
declared itself independent of all politicatr and state
structures.

The MFTU is financed hy contribufions from
affiliated unions, with workers' contribufions set at S

per cent of wages. It also has arr incmme frorn the
Trade union Bank, which it ovrms. The union receives
no rnCIney frorn the governrnent or frorn ernployers.
The unions of the forrner usSR distribute social
security payrnents as wetrl as payments for medical
treafrnent anrl holidays. The ne&v Russian govern-
ntent wants to take clT/er this function"

Other unions
Tl"rere are three other trade union organisations in
Moscow, Ieaving aside very small organisafions with
rnembership in single figures. The first is thc Trade
union of Small Businesses, Innovative Eaterprises
anri Other Forms of Enterprises (h{AKKXtr). This
organises the workers of the small private enfer-
prises, leased businesses, etc., although the MFTU
also organises some of these workers. 

-The 
fuIAKKIp

has 15 00ff mernbers. The lvloscow Federation is o11

very good terms with this union and cooperates with
it. MAKKIP generallv supporb the activi[r of the
kxoscow Federation and has participated in the
actions organised by it. This union sees its job as
protecting the interests of the workers in the srnaitr
private businesses but it does not consider strikes to
he an appropriate weapon.

The other union is SOTZPRCF. This originally
called itself a 'soeialist union' of the LJSSR but now
it describes itself as a'social trade union'. It is

difficult to kreeiw its membership exactly. TTZPROF
is a \rery potriticised union, very nnuch oriented
towards flernocratic Russia [a mainskeam political
bloc led by Popov, Afanasiev, etc and supporti*g
Yeltsin. Ed.l The MFTU claims that sorzpRsF backs
out of agreed joint activities whenever Democrat
Russia opposes fhem. For example, there was a rally
in Moscow on 23 October 1991, organised by the
Moscow Federati"on, which attracted 40 000 people.
Having initially agreed to participate, SOTZPROF
wifhdrew. It alsr: actively participated in rallies
organised as part of Yeltsin's [presidentiall election
carrrpaig*. They have nCIw cCIme out in favour of the
Yeltsin's econornic programme of price liberalisation.
They appear to have a lot of internal drganisationatr
problems.

GFTU
The third u.nir:n organi"safion is the Confederation of
the Free Trade Unions of the USSR. $OTZPROF is
affiliated to this federation but it is unciear at the
mornent whether the inclependent miners' union, the
NPG, is affiliated. The NPC has been severely
weakened by financial scandals. There is a split in the
NflG because of violations on the part' o$ the
executive corurrnittee of the union, which has its
offices in the nrinistuy for coal prad uction. The
journatrists' union, with about 320 rnernbens, is also
affitriated" Altogether the Confederation probably has
between 50 CI00 and 150 OCICI aff,liated members. It is
openXy supported by and has links with the
AFL-CIO, which has donated eornplrters, fax
machines, ph6to-copyir:rg and printing *qrrip*ent as
well as experts and training. There is no attempt to
conceal this.

Legislation at the montent is very inadequate anci
this causes big tregal problerns for the unions. The old
Soviet iegisiation is no longer operative while the
new Russian legislation hasn't begun to operate
There are quite a few legai conflicts as a resrrlt. on
the luestion of price 

"iiberalisation the Moscow
Federation, after a meefing udth the chairs of the
sectoral unions, adopted a position of opposition to
liberalisation until adequate social guirantees are
given.
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CNSATIA

The myth of
jhlstorlcal 

confllct'
by D rago Ro ksa nd ic

For the Serbs in Croatia it is a rnatter of urgency that
this war, which never should have started, be
brought to an end as soon as possible and that the
issues affecting the relations between Serbs and
Croats be settled through potritical dialogue. This is
essential, especially in Croatia, but also in the other
territories inhabited by Serbs and Croats, includirg
Bosnia-Herzegovina and Serbia.

This conflict has led to incredible human suffering
among the Croatians and among the Serbs in Croatia.
Itoperty and cultural artefacts created jointly by
Serbs and Croats over decades, indeed cenfuries, ane
being destroyed to an unimaginable degree. But even
if we ignore, for the moment, the moral aspect of this
unnecessary war, we still must condemn it. Neither
side is able to resolve its most elementary problems
against the will of the other. The whole culture of
human and national interaction which edsted
between the Serbs and Croats in this area is being
destroyed in an unprecedented manner.

This war is being fought in the name of the Serbs
in Croatia. The republics of Serbia and Montenegro,
as well as the Yugoslav arrrlr actively supported by
a considerable number of Serbs in Croatia, ?E
pursuing this war. It is essential, therefore, from the
point of view of the Serbs in Croatia, to make
something absolutely clear: the war in Croatia is a
war against Croatia, fought for Croatian territories,
and it is a war which is fundamentally against the
interests of the Serbs in Croatia and elsewhere.

As in other countries of central and eastern
Europe, in the process of dissolution of the system
of 'real existing socialism' which, at the political level,
took place in an extrernely short period of time, many

k"y social issues were not adequately dealt with.
Here is a sou.rce of real confliit for the fufure,
creating many uncertainties. From a historical view-
point, it is deplorable that the 'political revolutions'
of 1989-L990 completely ignored the problem of the
relations among different nationalitie. Croatia is no
exception, but the consequences here have unfortun-
ately been more tragic than elsewhere.

Hj:t?yroint of view of the polirical-cultural
interaction of the Serbs and Croats in Croatia, it rnust
be said that the manner in which the changes were
carried out in Croatia in 1990 was a step backwards
compared to the way in which these relations have
been managed over the past two hundred years.It is
important to stress this because there seerts to be a
general acceptance of the myth of a cenfuries-old
irreconcilability of Serbs and Croats.

The whole history of the relatiors between Serbs
and Croats on Croatian territory in the 19th and 20th
centuries provides ample evidence that any poliry of
exclusion, any poliry that ignores the national
intere ts of either commr:nity, can only lead to
conflict, with negative consequences for boih national
communities and for the whole of Croatian society.
This same history also demonstrates that the periods
in which the fundamental national interests of both
communities were reconciled were also periods in
which Croatian society rnoved forward, modernised,
and in which Croatian as well as Serbian national
identity were preserved and developed.

An example of this was the Illyrian movement of
1835-1848, which was an important phase in the
national integration of the Croats, but also of the
Serbs in Croatia and Slavonia. Other instances were
the period of revolutionary upheaval in 184849, th*
period of renewed constitutionalism from 1860 to
1,868, as well as the period of the Serbian-Croatian
coalition from 1905 to 1918.

The conflicts between Serbs and Croats in Cro aha,
followirg the creation of the Kingdom of Serbs,
Croats and Slovenes in the aftermith of the First
World War, only lasted until 19?5 or, at most, until
1,927. This r"?s followed by a period of cooperation
between the Croat Peasants Party and the Indepen-
dent Democratic Party (SDS) which represented the
Serbs in Croatia. This cooperation lasted until 1941,.

Both sides in the conflict today tend to ignore the fact
that it was this Independent Democratic Party of
Croatian Serbs, led by Svetozar Pribicevic, which
opposed most strongly the dictatorship proclaimed in
1,929.[On 6 January 1929 democratic forums were
abolished by Ki.g Alexander and a dictatorship
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proclaimed, in order, it was said, to safeguard
national unity.J In 1939 the government signed an
agreement with the Croat Peasants Party which gave
autonomy to those parts of Yugoslavia in which
Croats were a majority. The majority of experts today
overlook the fact that this agreement was supported
by the IndepenCent Democratic Party. In fact, had the
SDS opposed this agreement it is unlikely that it
would have come about.

Ghetniks
In the period 7947-1,945, following the creation of the
independent state of Croatia in 7941, and the genocide
carried out by the Croat Ustashi, the overwhelming
rnajority of Serbs in Croatia did not go to war against
the Croatians or against the Croatian state. On the
contrary, their r*rporlse was to form an alliance with
anti-fascist Croatians who were fighting fsr a
federalist Croatia and a federalist Yugoslavia. There
is also a tendency today to ignore the fact that during
this difficult period, when their physical existence
was being threatened, the majority of Serbs in Croatia
opposed the Chetniks [Serbian right-wi*g royalist
mCIvementl precisely because of the latter's anti-Croat
policy This decision of the majorify of Croatia's
Serbian population at the time is . of tremendous
significance- for our situation today.

For each of these examples of positive cooperation
on the part of the Serbs, we could also provide
instances of a similar attitude on the part of the
Croatians. In fact, this cooperation could never have
come about had the Croats not been willing
participants" Again and again in the 19th and in the
20th century, the leading political, social and
economic forces among the Serbs and Croats in
Croatia found ways of working together, of reconcil-
i*g their national interests, with different degrees of
success. In the sifuation which confronts us today, the
fundamental question is: why is this cooperation
lacking now, at a time when it is so essential?

Errors
It is not possible, within this brief article, to give a
comprehensive answer to this question, but the basic
elements can be stated. I deal here with Serbia only
to the extent that it is necessary for understanding tt "situation of the Serbs in Croatia

No one could dispute the fact that only the
framework of a Yugoslav state could provide an
overall territorial solution to the national question in
both Serbia and Croatia. Every conceivable division
of Yugoslavia could only exacerbate the national
problem for both Serbs and Croats. The present
division into six independent states creates immense
problems for both sides. A quarter of Serbs, more
than two million people, live outside of Serbia.
Likewise, roughly a quarter of Croats, around one
million people, live outside the territory of Croatia.
this massive population of three million people lives,
for the most part, in mixed areas, generally with
Mu^slims and Montenegrins.

From this fact alone,-it becomes obvior.rs that both
sides, Serbs and Croats, had a fundamentally flawed
approach to the whole question of a new political
order in Yugoslavia during 1989 and 1,9gA. It is clear
today that neither side thought in terms of a modern,
democratic, national programme. This is the primary
cause of the present conflict, quite independently of
the degree of responsibility on both sides. The two
previous models for a Yugoslav solution to the
national question, the unitary-federalist model from

&a

1945 to the late .1950s and the nationaldecentralised
model that existed until 1989 190, both failed and,
since 1989, neither the Serbian nor the Croatian side
has succeeded in creating a new liberal model.

New Model
Any new model would have to do two things: firstly,
to ensure the principle of national selfdetermination
for people living within their mother-republics and,
secondly, to ensure the principle of internal'
selfdetermination for national groups living outside
their mother republics (Serbs in Croatia, Croats in
Serbia, and so on). I took part in numerous
discussions, before, during and after the multi-party
elections in Croatia, with leading political figures
across the political spectrurn, and I can state quite
categorically that all 

-of 
those political leaders, both

Serbs and Croats , by and large ignored the tragic
consequences that might result from establishing
Croatian independence without a clear poliry on
relations between the two national groups within
Croatia. They also ignored the consequences of this
new situation for relations between Serbs and Croats
in general. This is obvious today if we look back and
read the newspaper reports from that whole period,

, Why were the Croatian political leaders so
convinred, during 1989 and 1,990, that during the
transitional period after the elections, the issue of the
relations between the Serbs and Croats inside Croatia
would not become a serious problem? One could
enter into a lengthy explanation but it boils down
essentiully to a few main factors. Firstly, there was
the relatively successful integration, sometimes assi-
milation, of Serbs into Croatian society after 1945. We
can add to this the fact that the Serbian population
was gradually declining as a proportion of Croatian
society. There was also an extraordinarily high
degree of identification on the part of both communi-
ties with the party state. This in ttun was a result of
the strong identification of Serbs in Croatia with the
Croat popular liberation movement during the years
194L to 1945.

Populist nationalism
This is the background also to the Croat-centrism of
most of the political parties during the election
period. There was a widespread belief that the
overwhelming majority of the Serbs in Croatia would
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maintain their allegiance to the reform qommunists
who had iust constituted their own Croatian party.
The election results seemed at first to confirm these
assumptions. However, the changes introduced after
the elections created the conditions for a powerful
national polarisation. These changes put a question-
mark over the entire post-war settlement and in
many cases involved a positive reassessment of
manv aspects of the previously independent Croatian
state. Indeed, there was an overall reevaluation of
the whole of Croatian history

This led, among the Serbs in Croatia, to a
desperate attempt at establishing some form of
self-identity. Among the Croatian Serbs, however,
there didn't exist a sufficiently strong layer of
intellectuals who were able to enter into this debate
under way in Croatia and combine the issue of
dernocratic national identity with a radical critique of
the whole post-war experience of Yugoslavia. Under
such circumstances, a populist-nationalist mobilisa-
tion based on mythology was inevitable. This, in fact,
fitted in well with the interests of the political parties
on the Croatian side, especially given the increasing
signs of disintegration of the Purty of Democratic
Renewal, which had been the common party of both
Serbs and Croats in Croatia during the elections.

As this polarisation increased, the entire political
culture of Serbian{roatian cooperation that had been
established over the past two centuries was thrown
overboard. The road to disaster was nqr.v open for
both sides.

Serbia
The crisis in the Serb-populated areas of Croatia
intensified dramatically as a result of the influence of
Serbian populism since 1987. This Serbian form of
populism emerged as a synthesis of the authoritarian-
ism of the commr:nist-party regime with traditionalist
nationalism. This synthesis represented the complete
negation of the political culture of the Serbs in
Croatia. Its rapid and uncritical acceptance was very
destructive, politically and intellectually, for both
Serbs and Croats in Croatia

The uncritical reception of Serbian populism in
Serbia, reinforced by the illusory slogan 'All Serbs in
a single state', led a significant number of Croatian
Serbs into a war again-st Croatia. Acfu ally, it
manoeuvred the Serbs in Croatia into a suicidal
situation.

The policy that Serbs and Croats could not live in
a single state meant the end of Yugoslavia. The
consequence is a war for territories on which they can
live separately. But this means tragedy for millions
of people of both nationalities who now face not just
war and misery but also the disaster of being
uprooted from their homes and from the areas where
they have always lived.

National rights
If the aim really is that people should be able to go
on,living in their native towns and villages, in the
framework of sovereign states of Cro at.a, Serbia and
Bosnia-Herzegovina, then the only possible solution
is to begin a process in which the national interests
of Serbs and Croats can be articulated in a democratic
manner. But a fundamental precondition for this is
the recognition that national rights are only one part
of the general human and civil rights of each
individual. It is the drty now of the international
communify to establish the framework for a dialogue
on this basis. What the international community has

so far done has only strengthened the authoritarian
illusions on both sides. It has failed to give the
necessary support to the politically liberal forces on
both sides, which would enable them to vigorously
pursue a policy of reconciliation between their two
peoples, who simply cannot flee from each other.

The proposal that Croatia should establish legal
guarantees for national rights is no solution because
this South Tyrol model does not correspond to the
reality of Croatia. Only a quarter of the Serbs in
Croatia live in communities in which th*y are a
majority. Three quarters of them live in mixed
communities spread all over Croatia, from Dubrormik
to Zagreb and from Pula and Rijeka to Vukovar and
Osijek.

Dialogue
The key question is, how to open a dialogue in
Croatia between those Serbs and Croats who
understand that the only possible solution is one
which is acceptable to both sides. The drty of the
international community and of international public
opinion is to support such a dialogue because this is
the only way out of the dreadful situation in which
both Serbs and Croats now find themselves.

This article uzas translaled ,fr*u the Austion mocgazin€,
Ost-West Gegeninformationery December 1991 .

"lnterrratiorral protcsts aljaiust the war irr Yr,rg<.rslavia
lra ve becrr very linr itcd . Sirrce the Culf war, the
resol r-rtion of conflicts Lry nrilitarry nreans nreets with
Icss rcsistarrc e tlran previor-rsly. Many, anrong thenr
thc lr1c1l'l)/ hr-rndrcds of tfuousapds who took part i'
thc pcacc den-ronstrartions of thc carly ciglrtics, uow
prlac:c tlrcir hopes in 'peace keeping forces' clf tlre UN
or tlrt: E(-. Iu Aurstria thcrc was an anti-war
clcrnonstratiorr by sclrool sturdcnts, as wcll as the
Vierrna 'lrritiative for Scrbo-(-roatiarr f)ialogLre'.
Otht:rlvisc littlc was clr>rrc. Mr:arrwhilc tlrc Austrian
nrcdia have'stirrcd Lrp anti-St:rbiau fcelings to such
an exteut that St:rlriau refuger'- fanrilies cleuy tlreir
idcntity ancl prctcrrd to Lrc (-roatian. (...)
Whatcvcr ouc thiuks alroi-rt the issurc of rccognisirrg
(-roatiau inrJcpcnclcnce, thcrc a-lrc othcr steps whicir
aro nr()r(: cruciarl and nrorc lrdpfr-rl, alrovt: all support
for .rll tlrost: ()rga u isa tious itr tlre Yugoslar,, rcpr-rblics
rvlriclr favour uorr-vir>lcncc aud dialoguc bctn ccn the
rrations arrd rrationalitics arud whiclr offcr lruttraue
sLrpport for rcfutgecs fronr the arreas of cottflict."

Ll d i t o t' it tr l c ou u n tl t t i t' t'tr r r C)s t-Wt:s t Ct:gc u i tr ftr rtna ti otrt:tr
l-)t'(t'ntltct: / l)9 /.

-war protestsNo an
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The first free parliamentary eleetions to be held in
Poland fsr at ieast half a century, held on October
2Vtla 199'1., produced a parliament fuagmented be-
tween 26 different politicatr grouprings and revealeC a
deep cynicisnt in the eleetorate towards the political
options availabtre" CInly 43Vo voted" It took two
rmeinths of negotiations to produce an unstable
c*alition of the centre*right, led by Jan Olszewski.

lA/hitrst the weakness of this government will
reduce its ability to impose the social costs of the
transition to capitalisr:ru, such as nnaior econqlmic
re*tructuring, clcsures and mass unemptroyrnent, it
also increases the scope for President Walesa to resort
to authoritarian methods, over*riding parliamentary
dithering. Indeed ontry fear of Walesa playing the
'Pilsudski eard,' delivered a parliantentary rnajorify
to the new Government, since the three parties
forneally within the coalition do not have a majority
in the S*i*.

Ironically, although the new govenftment is ideolo-
gically to the right of the former governrnent parties,
it has been nx.ore willlng to bend to political pressure
from below for more state intervention ift the
economy and the maintenance of minimurn welfare
standards. It is rnaking up for this ,r rith dennagogic
support for the church and for the 'de-cornmunisa-
fisrf witch-hunt.

Ex-comrvlumlsts
One striking aspect of the election u/as the relative
success of the ex-Communist 'sociatr democracfr'
which campaigned under the narne Dentocratic Left
Alliance (mainly the Social Den"rocracy sf the
Republic of l=oland or SDRP). The DLA scored
17.98Va of the poll and elected 60 MPs. The
'post-Solidarify left {Labcur Soli6fariry; Sociatr Demo-
crafie Movement; Polish Socialist Parfy) by contrast
did badly, gaining only 2"5Vo and electing only 5
tuIPs.

The relatirre success cf the ex-Cornrnunists is
against a background af a rising wave of indwstrial
unrest, as lvsrkers protest against a further decline in
living standards, particularly sharply rising heating
charges" These events havp created solrre space on the
Ieft, as the need far re-alignment becomes apparent
and the new lines of di*"ide, between an anti-
capitaiist left and an authoritarian, Catholic-fundame-
ntalist right, gradually replace the old divisian
between regime and opposition.

Thus the Ccngress of Labour Solidartty, held on
1l"th january, issued an appeatr for the creation of a
new Potrish Labour Party. This appeatr however
specifically excluded the ex-communists and was
addressed .to the' Sacial Dernocratic Movement,
headed by Bujak and the tiny Polish Socialist Parfy.
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Labour unrest
Recent induskial ernrest has featured manoeuvring
befween fulidarlty, the breakaway Solidariry '80 and
the APZZ federation, which is linked to the old
regime" Each union cenke has been anxious to
canalise social discontent and put itself at the head
of workers' protests" Solidarity, which is rnost closely
linked to the nast two goverrunents, headed by
Bielecki and Marcwiecki, is particularly anxious to
avoid. being out-flanked in militancy by its rivals.

Thus, after the announcement of an OPZZ'day *f
aefion,' jointly with 'Solidarify '8A: demandi*g the
withdrawal of large increases in heating costs,
Solidari$r announced its ourn nation-wide stoppage"
This was irnmdiately supported by the other union
centres, who are as determined to force united action
sn fulidarity as Solidarity is to act on its own.
Significantly, Solidariff did not demand the with-
drawal af the price rises, but merely protmted against
the absence of consultation.

trt is worth noting, that by contrast with the
General Elecfion turn-out, suppcrt for the sfrikes has
been extremely solid, rising towards g5Yo. A wide-
spread discontent therefore clearly exists but canr:.ot
find adequate political expression. More strike action
has been threatened at the end of February.
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New Ieft
We publish below three interviews of representatives
of the post-solidarity left, eonducted by iournalists
from two titles from the "posttommunist" press:
respectively Tr1y'tuna, (formerly Tryhuna l.udu, "Organ
of the Central Committee of the Polish United
Workers' Party;') and Nie, (or "No") the controversial
and successful political weekly, edited by former
press spokesman for the martial law regime, Ierry
Urban.

Those interviewed are, finsttry Zoha Kuratowska,
the leader of a new left faction in the Democrafic
Union, the liberal secular Parfy of the ex-Solidarity
intelligentsia, which includes figures well known in
the West, such as Jacek Kuron and Adarn Michnik
(the Party gained 72.3Vo of October's polI and 62
MPs); secondly Rys zard Bugaj, one of the parliamen-
tary representatives of Labour Solidarity, a nascent
social democratic current; and lastly, a group of
young left-wingers from the Wroclaw based Socialist
Political Centre, whose best known representative is
socialist and former Solidarity underground leader,
Jozef Pinior. Two of this last group, Jarek Wardega
and Krystyna Politacha, stood in the parliamentary
elections on a Labour Solidarity platform.

The tensions between interviewer and interviewed
reflect the continuing pariah status of the ex-
Communists, as well as the growing mufual appre-
ciation of the need to 're-group to oppose common
enemies on the right. Although the ex-Communists
are proportionately larger, they desperately need the
legitimacy which would be conferred upon them by
alliance with well-known figures of the former
opposition.'t*o 

of the interviews refer to Miller, leader of the

SDdRP fraction in the S.i* and "red smear"
allegations that he received money from Moscow in
the past. This smear campaig. was denounced by
Jozef Pinior, in Ern earlier interview with Nie. Pinior
was a member of the national underground leader-
ship of Solidarity during rnartial law and was
therefore in a good position to observe the large scale
American financial assistance to the union. As the
Treasurer of Solidarity in Lower Silesia, he was also
the victim of unsuccessful affernpts at financial
smears from the Communist authorities and so
occupies a strong moral position to affack politically
motivated smears, now that the boot is on the other
foot.

The creation of a rnass party of Polish labour is an
urgent priority" It is scarcely surprising that there is
some natural reserve on the part of those who only
a few years ago were being iailed and persecuted by
police obedient to politicians now extending the hand
of friendship as fellow social democrats. However,
organisations like the SdRP are not the same as the
many miltrion strong PUWP of old: few careerists
would seek advancernent through donning red ties
now" The process of dialogue and realignment on the
left is indispensable if a politicaX challenge is to be
mounted to the triumphal advance of free market
capitalism.

The other surprise beneficiaries of October's
elections were the natisnaltst right wing Confedera-
fion for an Independent Poland, who won 7.5 Vo of
the poll and elected 46 MPs. Christian Democrats
took a further 49 seats. The advance of deeply
socially reactionary politics is reflected in the efforts
to criminalise abortion. This theme too appears in
two of the interviews.

The left wing of Democratic Union

InteruieT,o nlith
Senator rytn
Katfuuisls
president of the
socia/-liberal
faction of the
Deffiocrafic Union,
conducted bu
Arfirr Sieffir*
nnd first
published in
Tryburu.

Democratic Union
The soctal-liberal fuction of the Democratic lhnian (DtI),
wltich yoa lead, deuelopd from the Assoaation .fo,
Democratic Action (ADA or 'ROAD' in Pdish). Wtk tlte
beneft of hindsight, athat do you think nozo about the
deasicm lo tTrergs ,NA into the Democrstic Union ?

Prior to the unification congress of DU, tr had many
reservations. It seemed to me that the Union should
be a coalition of groupings, rather than one polifical
party. However, in hindsight, in spite of differences,
which undoubtedly exist within DU, I think that the
decision was right. Fragmenting political movements
into different tiry groupings doesn't bring anything
good. On the one hand I would like the l-Jnion to
have a more distinct profile, but on the other, it
represents a huge human poterntial and this is
irnportant, including people with very widely differe-
ntiated views.

Wat uniles and zahot diz,ides lhnion supynrters ?

The differences are particularly evident if you
compare the positions of my faction with those of the
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Forum of the Democratic Right. Chiefly these are
differences in approach to Church-State relations. We
are decidedly against the introduction of elements
belongi^g to philosophical world views into legal
instruments and thence into our public life. We speak
expressly about the division of Church and state.

The second fundamental difference is in the
socio-economic sphere. For example, it is the view of
our faction that the state has major obligations to
citizens. The participation of the state in *;jcos of
public life such as education, health care and culture
is indispensable. A certain amount of state interven-
tion in the economy is also indispensable, at least in
the transitional period. '

However, despite differences, there is much that
unites us in the- Union. We have similar views on
democrac! r on the conduct of poliry, on the role of
the law and state institutions, such as parliament,
president and government.

In spite of this, it afim s€€rts that the Union is kqn
together by force...

People are very hostile to divisions. They are very
impatient with them because they often do not
underetand their basis. When I speak at meetings
about factiorn in the Party, I frequently encoturter a
fear of disintegration of this Party, which th*y trust.
The Union is and should remain one ParW.

Labour Solidarity
Yaa u)€re a guest at the prografftmatic confrence of
I^aboar Solidaity, You spake tltere about n ant/ issucs
ruhich anile you. Hoat tlose are Labour Solidanty (LS) and

It seems to me that we attach significantly greater
weight to the liberal programme, to the necessity of
the existence of a free market, than LS does. I am
close to LS. LS grew out of the 'Group Workers'
Interests' which existed within the Citi zgns' Commit-
tees, to which I belonged. Later our paths diverged
because the ADA was established and I strongly
supported its progranune, of which I was a
co-author. We have many reseryations about the
strong support LS has for the workers' self tnimage-
ment councils. We also have differences of view
about the Balcerowrcz Plan, as a point of departure
for reform which LS criticised so strongly, We
accept tt, albeit only as a point of departure.
Moreover, I also have the impression, perhaps
erroneorsly, that LS places too much emphasis on
workers. I certainly would not wish to deprecate the
role of workers, but I am against the division 9f
people into workers and intelligentsia. That is a
classic division from the past period. I am afraid that
there has come into being a kind of shaky
equilibrium between the interests of the workers in
the productive sphere and those dependent on the
state budget, who are nearing pauperisation. They
should be treated on an equal basis, because both
these productive spheres are equally important to the
state.

Social Democrats?
The nant€ socialliberal faclion ffiay be a bit af a rnistake,
arter ruony ruonths of goz,ernruents af so-calld liberals..,

Yes. Perhaps it is a mistake. The word "liberalism"
does not for us ,chiefly imply economic liberalism,
although it does mean support for the free develop-

ment of economic initiatives. What is most important
for us is the conception of liberalism arising from the
European tradition, such as defence of the rights of
individuals and social groups i.e. the acceptance of
political and philosophical pluralisffi, opposition to
lack of tolerance and discrimination against people
for whatever reasons.

IJout anuld you dno yoar faction on the pliticat
sTrctrunt ?

I would say that we could be placed somewhere
between the German FDP and the social democratic
parties.

Would yoa aenlure lo describe Warsetf as a social
deruacrat ?

I am not at all afraid of this description and certainly
I anl extremely close to such a position. I am however
aware that my political views are still something in
between.

The Democralic Lrrt Ailiance MPs (the electoral caalition
made ap af ex- Communist group) ar€ sing that a
collape of cizilization threatens Pcland...

Certainly without a good educational system, without
an efficient health service, without the development
of culture, w€ cannot build a modern state. Every
set-back in these areas has irreversible effects.

You haue ortm txprwsed the fear that a caricature of
democracy n ay be established in Poland...

For me an excellent example of a caricafure of
democrary was this unfortunate congress of doctors
and the adoption of a Code of Medical Ethics. I think
that ethical norms canrtot generally be chosen by
voting. [t was forgotten at the congress that there is
a principle of democratic conduct known as consen-
sus. As a result, the minority, because the delegates
are a minority of the whole body of doctors, imposed
upon the majority something which is wholly
unacceptable to that majority and this was
trndoubtedly a caricature [the neference is to the
adoption oi a virtual ban on abortion transl.I

Abofiion and the church
You u)€re strongly oppntd to the consideration in
Tnrliament of legidatittn to protect the foelas...

Personally, I think that this matter should at least be
deferred, since society is entirely unprepared to
discuss it. There is no sex education oi knowledge
about contraception, or even moral education, (in
spite of the efforts of the Church). What is more, the
measures that have been prclposed completely take
away women's right to deterrnine their own destiny.
Our social infrastructure is also quite unprepared for
a demographic explosion. Today there are already
increasi.g problems with criminal and pathological
behaviour amongst young people and children, and
a large 'number of abandoned children. We should
exert every effort to change this unfavourable
situation before we discuss restrictive laws.

At lhe end of the iasl prliamenlary s€,asion, lhe llnion
proyned its ozon bill to re.gulate abortion and then
uilhdreru it. IMhat is the situation noaz ?
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The earlier bill put forward by the parliamentary
group of the Union was withdrawn because from the
one side it was attacked by the church and on the
other side by part of society which was opposed to
this kind of law. At present our group does not
intend to put forward any kind of initiative on this
subiect. Urifortunately , a bill is now circulating which
bears the signatures of MPs from the Christian
Democratic Union. In my opinion, this bill is
dangerous. One must bear in mind, however, that
every bill has to undergo amendment in committee
and it may still be amended out of recognition or
thrown out.

Wtat do .you think about lhe role of the church in the stste
and aboit piilical groilpittgs which loudl.y app,%l to the
authon't.y nf the church ?

We must remember that we owe the church a debt
in the struggle for independence and democracy in
Poland. However, because of this and other factors,
the situation has changed. This is why the relation-
ship between politics, state and church should be put
on an entirely new basis. I am against those
groupings which abuse the church for their owrr
ends, in order to subordinate people to them. Some
parties batten upon religioriry; on beliefs, on ideas
dear to the mijority of soliety. This serves the
interests of the church in Poland very i11.

And prhaln the church in Poland is nol entirely without
fuult ?

Certainly some clerics get up to things which are
difficult to accept. For example, among the observers
of our elections from the European Parliament were
members of Christian Democratic Parties who spon-
taneously expressed their opposition and shock at
instancei of political agitation in the churches before
the elections.

You said to yoy'e froru Labour Solidan'ty that athat .you
shared zoith'thim was ntor€ irnptrtant tlian what dio;d€d

.you .{rr* them. IUould you hac,e lhe cottrag€ lo say the'iami to Denrocrstic Lert Ailiance MPs? -

Certainlv only not to the DLA as a partf , but to
particular people with whom I share values. In quite
a few concrete matters, I can se the possibility of
ioint activity and cooperation. I am a foe of
discrimination against people on account of the past
and the more so if it is the past of their political
grouping. I think, however, that it is necessary for the
DLA to sort out its attitude to certain activities in the
recent past and to certain people who took part in
them, for examptre, an MP like Miller. Then the

;]tuation 
would ^be straightforward.

The politics of Labour Solidarity

Ill t e rrticztt
with
Rllszard Bugaj,
onc of thc
I enders of
I ,nbtntr Solidnrit.tl

Thc in tcrutiezo
ro{ts ccrricd
oLtt btl
Artur Siedlarek
and T.Llas

fjrst Ttuttlishcd
u1

Tr11buno,
28 Inn uarv 1992.

Solidarity
Tzao goevrnments on,Enating fron Solidaity haue con €
and gofi€. How do you eualuate tha'r record ?

It is a mixed one. Some desirable changes took place.
There was a profound democratisation, whilst the
stability of the country was maintained. Also on the

positive side, it is indubitably the case that Polish
sovereignty has increased - although this was in large
measure due to the evenb on our Eastern borders.
However on the economic front, trnfortunately it has
to be said that the balance sheet is predominantly
negative. The stabilisation progqamme has broken
down and the process of transforming the system has
reached an impasse.

From the expimce of the last frut areks, do you think
that the suTipn Sro*'by lhe Laltour Satidaity Far{imnen-
tory Group to the Olszezuski Gorsernment 'uws risht ?

It was right at the time. What Olszewski was saying
then merited support. Now we would like to hear
something more concrete. I am well aware that in
such a short time one cannot prepare a comprehen-
sive programme, but I also know that the people who
have taken over the reins of government have been
preparing for this for a long time and that they have
promised real changes.

You urere a.xocialed alith the Salidanty moa€r?rant fron
the beginning. What is yoar attitude to the Solidaity
trade anion tday ?

My view of Solidarity is first and foremost that of a
union member. I identify with it and I have certain
expecl.rtions of it. I have always felt that this
movement brought very beneficial changes to Poland,
so I do not agree at all with Zbysz,r;k Bujak's position
of apologising for Solidarity. But at the same time I
thinl thit in the last two years the union has made
its share of serious mistakes. The failure to reach an
express agreement with the Ma zfiwrecki Government
on socio-economic policy was a fundamental error.
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$olidarity shculd have tried for an asreement which
t**k cognisanee <:f economic realifies, "but at the sarrre
fime defined th* eq:ndition$ ul'rder which the unimn
*mulel stili support S$vernment policy" This !v"as the
union's fault and Leeh Waiesa's fautrt. I think that
$*lidanity has paiC a ltuge pclifical price for this, in
ik hase and cll-rrer'rtlv sheky soeial standing. Xt is high
ftme $pr a ear*fully ccnstCered p*Ii*y cf representn*
t{cn uf the workers' int*rmsts. There ar* atrread3, e}ear
signn o$ this taking place and tr am there$*rs
*ptirnistic ahq) ffit the union's futurre.

#* rytw ihiwk ift*t fi;s S*fidsrx"i"y dlros slr// sxl"sts?

Yes, i think $#, *vesl if it ts slot very *vtdent q:n the
.puhlic $cexle" The klidarify ethcs {s c}raracterised h3r

& ,$eeling mf s*tridari$, with a small n$,' & strmng
f,eeling for social jamtre* and & wish tq) remolve mll
rvaatters in a d*m*cratic $asfuon. These are nt:t values
helC ln very high ssteem today by a signi$ieant part
*f the nelnr p*ITfical eXass"

{abrsur Ssf{dsrit,y /s $r ftt* wdfar* stsls amd tlrer,;f*r* a
ststs 'wn"tfu s$/n{ y€:;oi{ r€ffi " kWreve :,*owld it den'z,s fh*s*
rffs{}s{r€€s ;?*w ?

A state ean proviCe wel$are only ire accord with iLs
*apacities. These &r* very trimited n*w. F{owev*r
there Bre $#rne possibitrities *$ iner*as{ng i.ncornes,
without waifing f*r the end *f fhe recession. For
example, it wouli be a simple mtep tc end tax
*snecssions, which have indirect pathological effects
ffi$ well ffi$ direct *nes. tr am thinkinE of the tax
fl#ffire$si*ns *rdered by ffialcerotkteu-, which have had
thm effect *t turning "us {nto a nation of middle-rneffi.
Sr:n'uething else that coutrd be doras would be the
tvrtroe$ucfion mf intport $ranehis*s. gf, the right to
ineport go*Cs on & f;omrsrercial scale was held not by
two milli*n firrn*, like nCIw, but, lct's salr fifty
th*usand, this would fully *a$eguard compefition,
hut elso permit the intr$duction *f $ome kind of
taarrrover tax, #r import d*V. This woulC not only
hel p the buetrg*t, but also act against disloyaX
#*smpefition writh X)*Iish indusfry" Xf, taxes *$ thts kind
;1r# not irnp*ser$, especialXv *n higher qualiff Eoods,
tlren the imp*rter e&R retail &*Vo cheap*r then th*
f)*lish pnoduecr. In this sttraati*n c:rlr u.nfcrtunate
{ndush-y has ffio chen*e. In the abserree of any other
mtrternatirr*, tr wsuld he ir"a fav*ur p$ raising twn-over
tmxes CIn $sm?e high quality g*c>Cs, which w*uld
ree{uce irnports *f consurmer -gooCs and rsdireet
dsmand tmwards dorn*stic producfiqln" #ne could
add t* thess idcas. ?hcy &re better sne$ than thr:se
pr{t f*rwarC hy fulim"tster k{iskiewicz for a poll tax to
iley ,$or thm h*alth service...

ffimmtm$ ffimmffiffiffi#W
{.sbrsxsr S*iid*r{f 3V xctiut'sis 8r€ *eg"nwiw.g fo $mcribs
f&swss*futrs #s s*risf dsrnwrsfs"..

Th* I]*trish politieal scene is sl*rvtry erystallising anC
w# er* mq:t ex*rffipt fu*an the inereasing pressur€. But
we have n*t,'er adq/erfised }s$f wins sympathies and
&r# sQil n*t *t*ing $ffi, not beemuse we do n<:t have
th xxt, hut beeause *f the enorrnou.s palitieal e*nfu-
sion" The MRfi {$oeial ffiern*eracv of the R*punblic of
X=mlanct) &rtPs $,?y the3, are left wimgeirs.". I tldnk that
*.miy $*rm# of #rexxa ffir#/ sffiffite sirnpXy Con't knmw h*ruv
il* $ei rtd *$ the }*ft-w{ng iabetr" Ther*'s ffi simrilar
situati*n *n th* *th*r side. 3?eople asl thc L"Inr"#n of
Chrisfinn tr)ent**rats {UCmi sey tXtat thev ;are right

ffi$szews${l and Walmsa

wingers, but when they speak CIIl soci**ecoRomic
topics, they voice left wirg views. For CIur ptrt, wB
want to avoid this confusion and so do xrmt u:rderline
sur leftism, but if ure are asked...

Thers Vtlu are st)€xal deffiocrsls ?

So we are coming to nealise" But we are avoidins any
appeal to this traStion. We want to avoid entangtre*
ment with ideotogical baggage, even when it is
undeniably in tr:ne with our views, sr"rch as the PSP
(Polish Socialist Parfy) tuadition. We are tryirrg to
define ourselves in relation to the problenrrs of Foland
and Polish society and not in relation to our descent
from the deeds of our predecesssr$ long ago"

f{$us€{,€t', {)nc {sft sfr_y t&st Labour Solidantv is firu
srganisatr'on which se*s ifself ths task of stragg{irug for tke
interests af wor*ing 7:eoyie?

Of corrse. But I think that in the modern world, the
times of class struggle haave ended, however you
define class. From this point of view, the Feasants'
ParV for example, with which we have a lot of
$ympafiry, seems a bit of an anachronism. We
c-onsider thoush that in today's Poland it is the
interests of the wage eamers whicl"r are r:most weakly
expressed. This leads to a potritical imbalance, which
we should like to correct.

Left groupings
{Mhat lrm Lahoar Solidan"ty done for working peo$e?
Fr*aVx olhsr lefrist Srailfat'ffgs ltsae dorue ffiore?

X"Je'efortunately, all of them put together have done
very little. As regards sur activity, which only dates
back aboi.at six months and so far eomprises the
activity of tr,500 to 2,0S0 people, I would say that we
have undertaken various initiatives, rather than that
we can shaw concrete results. In parliament we have
tried to oppose polieies leading to economic
recession. We have demanded that the cosB of the
reforms are distributed fairly, with higher taxation on
higher i.ncomes. We have opposed and. still oppose
attacks oR workers' rights, such as the po\A/ers of the
workers' self managernent councils. This does not
srrean that we have lost touch with reality. I do not
want to hide our support for the amendutent of the
pensions' legislation" But to do otherwise, as some CIr,t

the lefr of the ehamber wanted, wor,eld have
represented ec*narnic imsanity" I think that H/e have

L"effi#L$ffi p#ffiffi$ #pd ffies?'ffiffiru ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffiffi



succeeded in exerting a certain amount of pressure in
parliament and also achieved a couple of trifling
victories. However we were weak in parliament. Our
demands were not supported by colleagues from the
Democratic Union (DU) or the Citizens' Committees.
Nor were they supported by the side of the
parliamentary chamber that likes to call itself left
wing. I can give some concrete examples, if you are
doubtful...

Plmse do.

For example, the privatisation law. We wanted to
amend it so that it would be more favourable to the
workers and included guarantees of protection
against corruption. No support was forthcoming. We
wanted to get stronger representation for workers on
the supervisory boards of one-person partnerships
with the state treasury, but again there was no
support. The causes of this kind of attitude were
simple enough. The Communist Party grouped
people from all political orientations, including some
very right wi.g ones on fundamental matters. I once
used the term "Red Thatcherism" and I consider that
in the Polish United Workers Party (PUWP) there
were and in the SDRP there still are a large group
of supporters of this philosophy.

Ex-communists
Ifac,e not the Lahoilr Solidarity MPs elezwtd hisloncal
differences oa€r prografitmatic agreement ralher too
open ?

There are historical diffurences that will remain
important for some time to come. When I look
around the S"i- today, I see a lot of faces that I
remember from the television screens as sycophants
of Edward Gierek. I do not deny that people can
change their opinions in politics, but d* balance
sheet of people's personal biographical histories also
counts for something. On our side too there are
people who were members of the PUWP and during
this period were responsible for some ugly deeds. In
general however they have paid a price for this
history. It's a different matter for many of those on
the present left of the charnber. It seems to me that
a little humility is needed. Someone who was
involved for a long time in policies which had
nothing in common with Polish interests of any kind
and has never paid any penalty for this, has not
gained the moral right to public statements and
expositions of their views. That doesn't mean that we
are supporters of the Centre Coalition's (CC) ideas on
de{ommr.rnisation.

Do you also condernn members of the PA WP zuho u)er€
in fawur of reform and denocratisation?

I reject this theory which MPs like Kwasniewski
(leader of the SDRP) have so often pressed into
service. I am thinking here of the role the reformist
faction of the Purty played during the 'Round Table'
negotiations, which had a cornpletely different
direction, not much advertised by Kwasniewski
today. This was to retain power, whilst sharing
responsibilify. It did not succeed, because the lack of
cohesiveness of their camp was not anticipated, nor
what was to take place on our Eastern, Western and
Southern borders. Decadent regimes can be saved in
two ways: by shapp repression, or though a project
of controlled opening, whilst holding on to the

crucial positions. If the old PUWP had taken the road
of intense repression, then the view taken today by
supporters of the CC would be understandable. The
option that was chosen was better for the authoritie
in power then, for the opposition and for society as

a whole. This should be accorded due appreciation
but not over-valued.

In the aftrmath of the dectoral cataslrortte expienced by
the post-Solidarity lrfr, zwuld it nol be more sensible to
put thae preyudicw behind you ?

As far as the sifuation in parliament is concerned, I
think that there is absotrutely no obstacle to pragmatic
co-operation on concrete matters with the SDRR or
the UCD. Our principled evaluation of the SDRP is
not in contradiction with real politics.

The future
Do you think thal the psl-Solidaity lefi will r€pr#n t the

fature for the left?

Perhaps that would sound ridiculous, even megalo-
maniac, but if I have to give an opinion on this...
please take a look at Western Europe. There are many
strong left *i.g parties, but the Communists, outside
Italy, have not survived anywhere. But in Italy the
Communists initiated the process of transformation
themselves, against the whole set-up. They have been
doing this for almost 30 years and this is a
fundamental diffurence. Apart from this Communists
have never succeeded...

Do yoa think that in Europan calegoies, the SDRP is
mor€ af a Crmtmu:nist Partq?

I do not want to push this analogy too far, becau,se
the European Communist parties have kept a great
deal from the orthodox canory whereas the SDRP
immediately and unhesitatingly threw out the whole
orthodox ideological package.

Labour Solidarity
Andruej Milkouxki has catled for the suri.fr orgnniwtion af
a @itical prty on tlte basis of Labour Solidarity, the PSP
and tlte Social Democratic Moaentenl (SDi/il. You haae
argaed agninst haste. Das yoar pasition nol make the
deaeloprnant af the post-Solidanty lefi imptxible?

In Poland we have had the experience of dorens of
parties, which were set up very quickly, only for
nothing to come of them" Today the establishment of
a pafiy must be a process, in which a significant
number of people are involved. I do not think that
we could repeat the methods u^sed to create the DU
or the CC. Both these Parties were created from
above, by people in power and attracted people
aspiring to power. We are not in power. We cru:r only
compete for influence on power.

Then !/ou lhink lhat o nnion af Labour Salidanfy, ilte
SDM and rurts of PSP would still be too small ?.

Definitely too small. We will only be successful when
we manage to reach a wider audience of workers.
Without this, I would have to accept the creation of
a party on the basis of an agreement between three
leadershipr of little organisations, a fusion and a
division of influence in this new organism. This does
not augur any good. trt does not interest me...
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Solldarlty
dlssldents

In Wroclaw

Grzegarz Woitowicz is 22 and works as a rnetal
worker in the Wroclaw factory, Pilmet. When
Solidarity was still underground, he acted as a
courier for illegal publications. He formally joined
Solidarity in 7987.

trftystyna Politacha works in the Municipal Trans-
port organisation in Wroclaw. She has been a
member of Solidarity since 1980 and was an activist
in the underground structures of the union after the
proclamation of martial law. She became a leading
union activist in the union after the Round Table
Agreement legalised the union once more and took
the lead in forming the Solidarity Womens' Section.

|aroslaw Iflardega is 27 and a journalist. He was
active in the r.rnderground work of the Independent
Students' Union, was a co-organiser of the TOrange

Alternative,' and made contact with Western
socialists in trips to Athens and London.

Solidarity
You ro€r€n'l in the PLI WP (ps6t2 tlrcited Wor*ers' Party)
the sYU (soaslist Youth llnion) or €u€lt the ssPF
(Societ.y,fu Soz,tet-Palish Fn'endship), Your Snlitical
fl u rs€ry zaES Solt'dadt -y.

]. I{ardega: I certainly grew up through it. In 1980,
I was 16 and at school. I went on the marches, to the
meetings, joined the dernonstrations. In the family
home, I was also involved with Solidarity.

K. Politacha: August 1980 above all represented
hope to us. We rebelled against the people who
treated us like robots and excluded us from
everythi*9.

G. Woitowicz: When Solidarify began, I was 11 72.

This inteftsie'u, ztttts conducted 4rl Sfufulfrr, Pelcw,
nnd rtpp€nred in the 2nd /nruuary 1992 issue of Nie.
The interaiear is u?ith .yoafiX support€rs of the Wroclaut
based fucfulbt PoWtiml Cffitrq, whose best knoam
rqres€lttatiae is the socialist tzltd fonner SolidnntA
Undergroand lesden lozd Pinior.

was the tanks surroundi.g PAFAWAG, the factory
where my father worked. He was a union activist and
was interned. We sent hirn parcels. At home people
talked a lot about Solidarity. It was a chance for
workers' families like mine. When I was still a boy,
I went on the demonstrationsr gav€ out leaflets, sfuck
up posters. The whole time I knew that Solidarify
was the only hope for my future. Now it seems to
rne that the union has lost its direction. The leaders
have got to the top and forgotten about Lrs.

Walesa once said that he had to .sn.y differ€nf things
sometimes so as to fool the communists, Did he ez,er s€€nt
lo he a fraud to you ?

]. *trardega: Solidarity was an authentic movement,
originatirg from below. This movement sought new
solutions. It developed the Programme of the
Self-Managing Repubiic. Not -r"hlir heard of this
nowadays and if it is mentioned it is distorted. This
programme sought a third way. A blend of market,
plan and self-management was our patent for the
future. But after martial law, the leadership rejected
this road. In 1987 they had already started to discuss
a change in the programmatic goals of the union. The
free market option appeared and contacts with the
IMF. The result rl/as that in L989 Solidarity supported
the Balcerowicz Plan, which had little in &mmon
with the Self-Managing Republic.

K. Politacha: When in the 1980s we struggled with
the party*tate bureaucracy, none of us thought that
soon the union would be just as bureaucratiJed and
that we would have to begin our struggle from the
beginnirg once more.

On the 4th af Decentber Solidan't.y organlsed a protest
rxsrch in Wroclsza. Did yoil march ?

K. Politacha: No ! From what I heard from some of
the participants it was like one of the old Party events
that people were herded to. Some of the activists said
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frankly "We're going, because we've been ordered
to." I will go to somethi.g when I am convinced it
is right. This protest march, it seems to mer was
organised by the regional executive because elections
were coming

f. Wardega: That's right. It was a manoeuvre, not
part of a proper strategy. The conception of the
founders of Solidarity of the changes needed in
Poland were first and foremost from the stand-point
of securirg basic workers' rights. It is true that many
perceived the West as an Arcadia, but nevertheless
there was an awareness that reform in Poland would
need to incorporate the positive elements from both
systems.

Soa'alist condih'ons of ruork and a standard of tizin,g tikc
u nder Weslern capn'talt'sln ;7

Krystyna Politacha: Certainly not. That's i,rst a ioke.
I rernember that the strike in the Gdansk ship-yards
began after Anna Walentynowicz was sacked. That
was the real beginning tof Sotidarity. How can you
compare that with today? Today there are hundreds
of thousands of such tragedies befalling workers and
Solidarifv helplessly sits back with its arms folded.
People are being thrown on to the street one after
another without any future. Tn-at is what is
happening in the collapsing state factories. However
it's no better in the 'transformed' work-places. There
is no labour code there, no trade unions/ no workers'
self-management council. The worker is defenceless.

]. I{ardega: In Solidarity tn 1,991 we are dealing first
and foremost with a powerful bureaucratic appar-
atus. What is more, this apparatus is completely
insensitive to the step-by-step elimination of labour
legislation, giving the alibi that this is a communist
relic. However the labour code was not a present
given by the authorities, but something won by the
struggles of the workers. Even today this labour code
is the envy of Western trades unionists. They regard
it as progressive.

Defending workers
W,.,/ cannot thc unions cffectiacl-y defend tfu zaorkcrs'?

K. Politacha: The trade unions today are marginal-
ised in the work-places. They are restricted to
organising tickets to the circus and things like that.
They are beginning more and more to resemble the

old CRZZ unions [the official regime trade union
tederaton betore L980 - trarts\.\ A\\ tha(s \acY..rng rs
that they sort out supplies of vegetables for their
members.

G. Ifloitowicz: Today a factory worker really doesn't
know where to turn. Even if they do W, the unions
are ineffective and thafs what counts, not good
intentions.

K. Politacha: Ordinary workers are often accused of
being responsible for the failure of the union - they
are apathetic and do not want to get involved.
However, at the base, we talk to each other and we
know that people now are waiting for some kind of
movement. It is not possible to define exactly what
at present. But I rernember 1980. There was a similar
feeling of anticipation then. Perhaps the *orkers
should organise themselves from below again.

). *tlardeta: It is also worth saying, that on the basis
of observations through rank and file structures like
the Inter Factory Co-ordinating Cornmittee, that there
are people in the factory con'tmissions, who are still
active. These activists have not forgotten that this a

workers' union. In the Wroclaw ASPA plant, for
example, such a proper workers' commission beat off
efforts to impose mass redundancies, held a
referendurn and forced through its own ideas for the
establishment of a workers' co-operative. Unfortun-
ately, such activity is ever less and ideas like these
cannot be won on the regional executive. Becarse at
a regional level, they are putting forward proposals
for universal privatisation. These activists I was
talking about are isolated. They do not have political
support. That is why more and more of them are
talking about the need for a new political organisa-
tion like a Labour Party. The thing is that no platform
has developed inside Solidarity, which cil:r effectively
defund the interests of the working people.

G. l4loitorricz: This has caused a tremendous
despondenry amongst the workers, because they see

it and that it is they who suffer the consequences. tr

see it rnyself in PILMET and at home too. My father,
who still works at PAFAWAG, is no longer
motivated. He is disenchanted and filled with
resentment. He has withdrawn frorn active work.

No left force
Perhnyx you should hlaffie todaj{s leaderc, who haue
c.ynically usril yoa and haza'ng done so, casl you aside?

!. Wardega: They also made some mistakes in the
process. The programme wanted by the IIvIF was
adopted too hastily and without taking account of
any social programme. They iust tried to tell us that
there was no alternative, except a return to the past,
which no-one wanted. Moreover, no political force
capable of realising an alternative programme has
been developed.

K. Polir-cha: It is sad that no such force emerged
from Solidarity. As far as I am concerned, the
workers' interests can only be realised by u left wi*g
force. But Solidarity people fear this label like the
devil fears holy water.

f. Wardega: The image of the left in Poland is
completely distorted. The Solidarify political elite is
dominated by people of a right wing orientation, who
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are conductirg a continuous anti-left campaigr,
appealirg to the history of the PRL [People's
Republic of Poland - transl.l and of the whole of the
Eastern bloc. Everything is branded with the same
taint of Stalinism. It is forgotten that the ethos of the
left is made up of the experience of trades unionists
and activists of left wing parties, who were also
victims of Stalinism. These propaganda campaig*
have instilled a reflex antipathy amongst the workers
to the traditions of the left.

And is thol wh-y the zaorkers z,ote ,fu lhe KPN ?
(Confederation for an Independent Poland a right
nationalist Party transl.I

J. trffardega: That is why it is difficult to build
effectively an authentic left wing force with people
deriving from a variety of currents.

The future
Do .you think lgg7 ra'lt crtnte n€a) disSxtsitions or uz'll lhe
zaorkers' lfiouefftent suffer fifiher disinte,gratioru ?

K, Politacha: Nothing is going to happen in the short
term. Ten years ago, f n*.I*r *ould hav* thought that
I would be expressing my views in a weekly run by
Urban. So much had to happen. And we are here and
discussi^g with each other. I think that people who
think similarly will begin slowly to join forces.

G. I4roitowicz: People will rebel. Especially young
people who have absolutely nothing" School leavers

. can't find work and in the factories it is the oldest
workers and the youngest who get the push" The
youth today haven't got a chance. We can't even join
one of those damned housing co-op queues.

I" I4lardega: We are threatened by a further
pauperisation and rnarginalisation for workers' fami-
lies. The revolt appearirg in the strike-wave at the
moment is practically ignored by main-stream
political discussion. The present strikes are an
expression of the canalisation of this mood of
rebellion, often with the active involvement of the
trade union apparatus.

K. Politacha: That's right. We must oppose the
intense bureaucratisatiori of the union, b".u** it
does not permit any rank and file movement. I say
this with my own experience in mind. In 1990 I
founded a national lAy'omens' Section of Solidarity.
This really was a rank and file movement. From the
beginning we had problems with apparatchiks. They
are so sfrong that in May 1,991,, the Secfion was closed
down. We managed to keep it going only in some

;3HH #::il.Jt #*',:#Iff ffi;;:: i:"ffi
Strowik would not agree to the creation of a Regional
Wornens' Section !

W,-y zofrs there this hurrnucratic blockode?

K. Politacha: The real reason was our attitude to the
abortion bill. The union decided to support it. We
were against this decision. So we were forbidden to
adopt resolutions, write to the newspapers, give
interviews. We had to take everything to Gdansk for
approval from the centre. Every bit of paper. Party
discipline in the old style. That is how rank and file
mobilisation is stifled today.

There ro&s a time u,hen .you zc€re rtndy for an/hing in
defence af ,your nghts, for .your zision af Poland. You went
on to the streets. You consprcd. What aboul nout?

G. ltloitowicz: There is an urgent need for thoughtful
activity, because our interests are threatened eil:tew.

]. Wardega: What may yield less immediate results,
but is more urgently needed is systematically
constructive work. We have already mentioned
workers' co-operatives, similar to those in some
Western countries. What is most important is that
people who want to be active, to defend democratic
gains against the threat of authoritarianisffi, should
begin to join together, because otherwise things 'will
turn out very badly" I am convinced that there are
many activists in Poland who' are thinking like we
do. We must find a way of organising ourselves in
common activity. If we succeed in this in 1992 there
is hope.
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The Party
of Democratic Socialism
by Gus Fagan

ffiHSffiW

The emergence, in a major capitalist country in
Europe , of a party to the left of social democraS r
with a significant base in society and a presence in
parliament, would be a matter of some importance to
the left in Er:rope. Or is the German PDS (Party of
Democratic Socialism) simply the successor party of
the old Stalinist state pilW, the SED , comparable to
a number of similar parties that now have a

precarious existence on the margins of Czech, Polish
and Hungarian society? The possibility that the PDS
might represent a new beginning for the German left
generated enthusiasm not only on the radical left but
also on the left of the Greens and even among, some
members of the SPD. On the other hand, the harsh
reiection of the PDS by the West German Social
Democrats and the hostility to the new party shown
by almost all of the new political forces that emerged
during the revolution in the old GDR did much to
isolate the PDS not only within Germany but also
internationally.

First of ?[, the basic facts about the PDS: the
party's new name, its programme and leadership
date from the Special Congress of the old SED in
December 1989, less than two months after the
resignation of Honecker and just a few days after the
resignation en bloc of the old leadership, then led by
Egon Krenz. The old SED had 2.3 rnillion members,
one in every five working persons in the GDR. PDS
membership, at the end sf 199'1,, was around 180 000
(down from 350 000 at the beginning of 1990). Over
99 per cent of its membership still comes from the
old SED. In purely numerical terms the PDS is one
of the biggejt mass political parties in Germany.

In the local goverrunent elections of 6 May 1990
in the territory of the GDR the PDS won over 10 000
seats in regional, city and local assemblies. In the
parliamentary elections of December 7990, the PDS/
Linke Liste grouping won 17 seats in the Bundestag,
the C,erman parliament. Electoral support for the PDS
(on the territory of the GDR) declined throughout
this period: elections to the East German parliament
in March 1990 (15.2Vo); local goverrunent elections in
Mry 1990 (1,2.6Vo); state electiors in October 1,990
(1,1.6Vo); parliamentary elections December 1,990
(9.9Vo). This represented a loss of two million votes.

.I . ORIGINS OF THE PDS

The 'successor Party' of the SED.
The PDS is both formally and politically the successor
party of the SED. At the special conference in
December '1,989, the party had adopted the name
PDISED, this nar.ne in itself a visible expression of

the internal conflict about its identity. The 2 7N
delegates ' at this conference voted unanimously
against the dissolution of the SED. It was a crucial
decision. More than anything else, this decision
determined the attitude of th* iew political forces in
East Germany to the PDS.

The PDS, in its policies, structures and self-
understanding is clearly something quite different
from the SED. However, the political-cultural tradi-
tion which it inherited from the SED, its role in the
GDR revolution in the autumn of 1,989, as well as the
way in which it established its new identity are part
of a complex 'burden of inheritance' (Efrlast) which
is important in understanding the present dynamic of
the PDS. Before looking at the party's programme I
will look briefly at those three aspects of the party's
past which crucially help to determine its internal life
and external polifical dynamic today.

The Tradition of Conformity
Unlike in the other societres of eastern and central
Europe, there did not emerge in the GDR, neither in
the period preceding the disintegration of the ruling
system, nor during the process itself, a radical-
democratic alliance of citizens and intellectuals.
Whatever the deeper roots of this much remarked on
conformism of the GDR intelligentsia, it has been a
persistent feature of that society.

In addition to such comrnon factors as security of
position, social mobility and material privilege, it was
certainly true that the SED regime was particul arly
efficient and effective in its management of repres-
sion. Another imi:ortant factor was emigratiorr or
forced emigration to West Germany. Up to the
building of the wall in 1961 around three million
citizens left the GDR, among them many potential
oppositionists. In the late seventies and again in the
late eighties, enforced emigration was a deliberate
poliry of the regime in dealing with potential
opposition.

There were, however, other integrative factors
which were quite specific to GDR, society and which
have deep roots in intellectual political culture. If we
understand legitim acy as the acceptance by society,
articulated in a system of shared values and goals,
of the euhblished system of rule, then we can say
that the system of party rule, with its ideological
accompaniment (Marxism-Leninism), maintained its
legitim acy in the GDR, especially among the intellec-
tuals, far longer than was the case in Hungary,
Czechoslovakia or Poland.
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The East German Revolution
'The revolution in the autumn of 1,989 didn't come
from this party. This is a scandal which the one-time
members of the SED will have to live with.'
(Bortfeldt, 199A, p.10) This assessment by one PDS
writer rather understates the problem. V"ry few SED
members participated in the demonstrati *,.ls of
October 1989 and party intellectuals were very slow
to realise the fulI significance of what was happening.
Those who prote ted against the policies and
paralysis of the party leadership kept their protests
within the boundaries of the party and, in their
counter-proposals, didn't really question the essen-
tials of the system.

One of the big unanswered questions about the
GDR revolution is why, in spite of the impefus
provided by the Gorbachev reforms in the Soviet
Union after L985, no radical/reform current came
forward in the SED which was capable of linking up
with the mass movement in the surnmer and autumn
of 1989. It is known that there was a growing
dissatisfaction among ordinary party members dur-
i^g this period. This is indicated by the number of
members who left or were expelled from the party
during 1988 and 1989. In 1,987 the number of
members expelled from the SED was 2 792. In 1988
the number rose to 11 000. Between January and
October 1989, the number expelled from the parry
rose to L8 000. Embittered by the hard line of the
leadership, many members simply left the party" In
the two months of July and August 1989, 1,4 000
members handed in their party cards.

The significance of these figures is that they
demonstrate that the reformist intellectuals were not
without a potential base of support in the party. Why
didn't they attempt to organise this potential? The
answer is that, right up to the final collapse, the
intellectuals still hoped for some 'reform from the
tnp'. There is a strong indication of this in the many
party-internal resolutions and statements that came
from party intellectuals in the surnmer and autumn
of 1,989 and which have since been published in
various collections.l In none of the statements that I
am aware of do the intellectuals call for independent
action by the people nor do they challenge the party's
'leading role'.

As late as 9 November 1989, the day on which the
Berlin wall finally came down, the highpoint of the
revolution, leadi.g reformist intellectuals in the SED,
many of thern now leading members of the PDS,
published a statement which said that 'The transfor-
mation can only be made irreversible when all party
members, unCer a new party leadership, are able to
contribute their political experience, their democratic
potential and socialist ideals. (...) The leading
influence of the party's policies is something which
we ourselves recognise as necess ary for socialism in
the GDR. ..'{Rerliner Za'tung, 9 Nov 1989)

From SED to PDS
Politically, the opening of the wall on 9 Novernber
had initiated a mass movement of 'unity from below'
which was by then unstoppable. The whole project
of the SED reformers a renewed party in an
independent democratic socialist GDR- had collap-
sed. The sober realisation that this was the case led
to the final exodus of most of the career bureaucracy.
It was clear that the SED, the old 'Marxist-Leninist
state pa;rty', had no. future. In this situation some
elements of the old apparatus, in alliance with
reform-minded intellectuals, stepped in to rescue

October reuolution without SED members

what was possible from the old party and transform
it into a post-Stalinist modern democratic socialist
party. On 3 December 1989 a a5-member commiffee
was established, made up mainly of party regional
secretaries" Leading figures in this committee were
Wolfgang Berghofer, mayor of Dresdery Hans Mod-
row, party first secretary in Dresden, Gregor Gysi,
lawyer, and Herbert Kroker, first secretary in Erfurt.
This committee undertook the preparation of a
special party congress to be held within days, on 6
December 1989.

It was during these days of imminent dissolution
that the new programme was elaborated which was
to determine the character of the new party. It was
draram up by a group of reform minded intellectuals
and accepted without any serious discussion by the
270A delegates and was forrnally approved as party
programme by the party conference held in February
1ggo.2

What is remarkable about this qualitative transfor-
mation of the old partf r with its new programmatic
goals, newly adopted traditions and new self-
identity, is the fact that it took place without any
critical discussion and without any involvement of
the party members. It was truly a 'renewal from the
top'. One of the few written accounts of this process
describes it thus: 'The once alien social democrats
Kautsky and Bernstein, previously "renegades",
"opl)ortunists" and "revisionists", became overnight
indispensable theoreticians of the party. The dele-
gates acceptecl without any difficulty this new state
of the party's tradition. The part!, in the process of
self-renewal, has to ask itself to what extent its
members knew or could know anything about the
origins and contents of this new programme. The
collapse of the all-powerful state party caught the
members so unprepared that th"y were willing to
accept anything that offered a glimmer of hope. This
is the only way to explain the fact that they elected
a party leadership which th"y hardly knew and
accepted a programme which previously had been
considered revisionist.' (Bortfeldt, p.26)

The absence of a culture of critical debate in the
old SED and the strong tendenry towards conform-
ism among the GDR intelligentsia, with its roots in
a 60-year history of fascism and Stalinism as well as
in the specific status of the GDR as the 'socialist
nation on German soil'; the failure of the reform-
minded intelligentsia in the party to mobilise the
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party base t,* play * ryx#firxing$ul r*[e in the revq]]utt*:n
d uring the ere"aeial mqlntl-w *f #etoh*r mnd N*v*sxt'her
3 989; the cv*rnisht trmmsf*rrnatiom 'fr*m ab*v*' *$
the old $taludst SHm intu fr 'mr*dern sr:eiatri*t patrW',
eumm'ritted t* fr market ec*nsmy mnet refornt, the
qanerifical adoptior"l *$ & n*&v idenffifyr m i*&v
emnfcrrnism these $aeterr* hav* had a pro$*und
influence CIr'B the p*liti*al character *f the llm$. A
hostile pa:litieal *nvirCIffiI:??*nt, *xperienceel n*t mn]y at
thc nevei of pffirty poiities hurfi .ris*, and perhaps ffir#r*
crucially, tn the d*y*t**J*y ?ives {and c&re'ors} *$
parfy m"rermbers, a$ wr*}} &$ tlt* strongly felt need t*
dern*nstrate a ccmpiet* brenk with the past, help t*
reimforee this s?el{/ 'uni$, ar*und flh* }eader,*hip', this
?readtrong rlrsh into a mow ce:nforffiify (near unnr:i*
{r1*Lrs suppcrt fCIr t}re l*adership line at p;rrty
e*n$erenres, h$stils reaetiCIn t* the 'cCInf,lietuatr styl*'
*f the westcrn nadienl left, rejectimn of criticism ffi$

urzd*rrninirrg s*lieiarity, ete.).
We *&n thr*w $#xffie tright on this prr:blem fr*rn

an*ther angle it q,ve i**k at the speinl c#ffitp{ssit{om clf
tlte PDS. Wh* were they wh* stayed with the perry
during thc di$ficult peri*d *$ 19$9/9CI?

m. ffiffiffiffiAtu ffiffiffipffi&HY&ffiru
Im his rep*rt t* the 'Ken*wal Cq:ref*rsnre' eif the PffiS
in Septernb*r 1"99ff, Gregcr Gysi satd that t$:e party
e*nsisted *f tfuse main gr#up$: 'First mf all, there mre

t?"re old fai.thfutr ec,rnrad-es. $ee*nCly, there frre the
y#rrng c*mrade$, ffirany *f wrherrn wers part of the e:}e{

inn*r-parry *ppositicn in ths $Hm. Thirdly, there mre

ths s:ne*fimre c&r*€r $unetioraaries *f the pffirry mnet

state apperatus. {n this mixtur* ther* &re prerbl*m*
br:t also *ppontunnlfies.'(Gysi,'ffi.ef*r&t', p.33]

T.here rnFere rnany fuq:m the mtrd ag:paratus of flhe
party nnd ffii&$s orgardsnfiCIns whe:
nei:'rained. in th* $ffim / flm$, partly
beeause th*y retain*d soeialist idemls
and s&w the need fCIr s*rffi* $*rm mf
mrganised poiitical activity, partly be-
cffiffise th*y h*d n$ other p*r$peetive
either irr polities #r cffire€r. Thes* sti}l
emnstitute the essential orgami*tng and
rmmbilising f*rce inside the parff. They
s::ak* up around 2# ptrr eemt *f the
rnsmh*rship" {t w&s t}"lis }ay*r whi*h
reatrly saveC the party fu*nt the jaws *f
imrrrinent disintegrati*n in hicvem*
ben/Deeemrber l[9S9. ffiut it is a s*cticn
*:f ths parry which is hit pmrtrculartry
?rarC bt s*ciatr qlsvel*pm*rats in ths
e x*GtJR. and there is ffi *ignifieant

prr>blern of dem*ralisatitln.- 
Ths real mass bese nf the par$, alntsst Sft per eent,

&re sffiernb,ers whs) have reaehed the pensisnmble eH*"

They are faithful to 'the pertSr*, sttll id*ntifo with ttre
p*t-45 ucmnstruetion uf *oeialisrn' in the GmR and are
sxlt remlly, e{ther emCItitlna}}y *r p}itieally, part of the
'xr*w identiff' t>$ t}"ue pm$" Th*y a$s mlso, of c*ur$e,
by end large inactiv*.

i\Sexmb*rs i:nd*r the ffiSffi o:f ffi xrtake up only S per
*,snt t>$ th* parry {iaetuary 1SSS}. Arnun$ n*xdr recruits,
h*:tryev*r, *$ &f,hieh thers wsr* mrcund 

-S 
0S0 in 1990,

35 per e*nt er# ilt the :8*k5 }rtrar Sr*rrp" W*rkers
rxa*ke up *r*exsxt ?* per **xtt *$ th* membersh*pu
mlrh*uEh st:m* *sfiim*t* it tm he reml}y larwer thmn t#
p*r **nt. Th* pffirry, c*mp}*tetry t*st its hase in th*
-f,aet*ri** mn** *{**sx"t't t"amvm *ny oxgmnis*d intervenfi*xr
th*re .slr in the h:ad* utli*xls.

ffiy f*r the rn*st ixnp*rtmnt imyer in the perry is that
s3$ the intellig*ntsia, urh* rnake up ?S p*r cent of the
:*esxtbership. It i$ thim laymr whieh is the EeaI social
base *f the party's 'r*new&l'. Threatened eximt*ntia1x.y,
raert sCI much bf the revoluticn *$ N*:vember 1$&S as

by the West ffiermam anmexati*n mf thm ffimR wlth im
subs*quextt 'eleansios' of ffiffiR meademtcleultural
insti**fi*ns *f enlr fmrm mf Marxist influene*,3 ;
sfrongly inf,uenced hy **eial mnd pmli*i.eatr. movem*nfis
in h*th eastern and wsstern Htxupe; wfthsut a $ecur*
nieh* in the p*litieal-*ulrural lnnds*ape mf pust*
il#mmrunist ffiermramy tltim imtellectual layer, in affi

rrn*esy alliance with the layer of ex-SHD $unctionar*
i.es, has a very unc*rtain and unpredfcfnb}.e relation
t* the Pm$ perty proiect.

#" Pms pm*GmAMh#ffi
At the renewal *onferenee of the PDS in $eptember
t$9G, *ysi said it we$ the goal of the PS$ to be ' ffi,

{rffitr/v parff, whtch has & ccanp}etely different under*
standing of itself frorn th*t eif the Sffim, which
understands it*elf as & l*ft-wimg force amd which, in
##mffirCIn with other forees, $eels tfself bound tm the
soeiali*t fradition', ('Ke$erat', p.t$) The pP$ in *arly
1990 quite consciously offermC itself ft$ somefhing
new. In this it diff&red fumm all the other ex-
*mrnmunist fmrmaticns in east#rll Eurmpe which, like
the Humgarian fueialist Farty, delibermtely adopted
the socialdem*erati* etr*mk. This, *f c$Larse, had a lot
t* du with the mpeetftc situ.ati*n of Hast ffierrnany,
which initially the Pffi$ wnntmcl to maintain ns arl
ierd*pet"rdent isocialist) stat*, mmd also \,rith the Pffi$'s
esrnpetitive-h*sfile rstr*tir:n t* the ffimN"rman SPD" It
y/e$ thim prcelaimed self-umdmr*tanding of the FDS aq

&st mnti-$taltnist pffirfy to the left of the $Pm which
attractd the interest CI$ the western left.

'-ffi#lp rE I nnffi't tffiar ruly$elf ffiwffiylu'
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A Socialist Party of the Left
The programmatic proposals adopted at the special
conference in December 1989 described the SED-PDS
as 'a modem socialist party in the tradition of the
German and international labour movement. It
proclaims itself to be part of the tradition of Marx,
Engels, L,enin and of the democratic, communist,
social democratic, socialist and pacifist movement.'4
This basic definition of the party's self-identity
remained very similar through- all- its subsequent
formulations

The question of where the PDS places itself in the
political spectrum between radical socialism and
social democrary has been a difficult one for the
party. At the renewal confrrence in September 1990
Gysi addressed this problem: 'We are neither a social
democratic party not, in the traditional sense of that
word, a communist party. What we are on the road
to becoming is a modem socialist and internationalist
democratic German party...' (Gysi, 1990, p.34)

[r its programme the PDS proposes ' a partnership
relation with the Social Democrary'. (p.91) However,
'we/ as a socialist party, with our reform demands,
go beyond the Social Democracy, because we don't
want to stay at that level but consider a social
alternative to capitalism essential... It has been clear
for some years now that the SPD has made ib "peace"
with capital. The decisive difference lies in our goals,
in our understanding of democratic socialism, in the
programme and politics of the PDS which point
beyond capitalism.' (Gysi, 799O, p.27)

The sense in which the PDSs programme points
'beyond capitalism' is however, a subjEct of some
debate, both inside and outside the PDS. Party
leaders do not describe the party as 'anti-capitalist'
and the party has a very une€Ey relationship with the
German Marxist left which, by and large, considers
the PDS to be a reformist party.

The programmatic document of December 7989
describes the kind of society that existed in the GDR
as 'state-administrative socialism'. The term used in
the party programme is'adminisfrative-centralised
socialism' (p.88). The view that what existed in the
GDR was not socialism of any kind, either 'state-
administrative','bureaucratic' or'really-existing', is
generally rejected in the PDS. According to one of the
party's leading theoreticians, Andre Brie, 'we are
letting ourselves off the hook too easily [f we say this
this was no kind of socialism. Socialism this crenhrry
did take this form, this dictatorial form.'s

What kind of 'socialist model'is to be found in the
programmatic thinking of the PDS? In common r,rrith
most of the other groups that grew out of the
German revolutiory ttrc PDS tends to expness itself in
the language of value rather than in the concrete
pragmatic political language more common in the
Anglo-American left The first section of the party
programme gives a list of sudr values - individuality,
solidarity, justice, meaningful labour and leisure,
freedom, democrary, human rights, preservation of
the natural world as well as inner and outer peace.
Democratic socialism is defined as a 'peiceful,
humane and solidaristic society' (p.92). The program-
me rejects the notion of socialism as a 'social system'
and sees it rather as 'a way, a constant task and
challenge' (p.93). Socialism is often spoken of as 'an
ageold idea ..as immortal as christianity'. This
Bernsteinian thought is most clearly expressed in the
speeches of Gregor Gysi: 'socialism is no longer

Andr6 Brie

understood by us as a specific Wpe of society but
rather as a process, a movement of change, of
transformations with a revolutionary character which
develop all areas of social life in the direction of
demociatisation.' ('Referaf, p.35)

There is a strong reluctance, in view of what the
PDS sees as the discrediting of that concept by
Stalinism, to even use the term socialism at all. In a
new programme drawn up for the party congress in
June 1991, the term 'socialism' has all but dis-
appeared. (It is rrsed only to describe the party itself.)
The party's goals are now expressed as 'a civil,
ecological and solidaristic development of society'.

Gapitalism
In the first programmatic document of December
1.989, the PDS declares its goal to be ' a third wa! r

beyond administrative socialism and beyond the rule
of profif. This concept of the 'third way' wffi, of
course, linked to the expectation that the GDR would
survive as a state. In the programme whic-h was
formally adopted in February 199A, this concept of
the third way had disappeard. By now it was clear
that capitalism would be restord in the GDR as part
of the unification process. The harsh critique of
capitalism has also disappeared. The accent has
shifted onto the global problems of humanity.
'Capitalism is economically efficient and has enriched
world civilisation. But it has proven itself incapable
of resolving the global interets of humanity by
securing peace, disarmament or a balanced relation to
nature. Nor has it succeeded in creating social
jr.r.stice.' (p.89)

In the final programmatic draft (May 1991) the
term 'capitalism' itself has been, in most instances,
replaced by 'capitaldominated society' and the
problem displaced onto the global scale: 'Can the
new global challenges as well as the international and
national relations of forces force the owner,s of capital
along lines of profit production in which civil goods
and services, environmentally friendly technologies
and consurnption patterns and a partlership relation
with the third world dominate?' (p.5)

The Economy
This programmatic development of the PDS from
'third way' to reform of capitalism is also reflected
in its economic conceptions. The initial programmatic
project of December 1989 envisaged an economic
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PBS leader Gregor Gysi

reform which would 'transform state property into
genuine social property'. The programme adopted in
February 1990 calls for a 'rnarket economy because it
makes possible rapid scientific-technical progress and
a high level of economic effectiveness.' This market
economy has to be 'complemented by strategic
economic guidance onnthe part of the state...'. (p.93)
The programme calls for 'a variety of different forms
of ownership of the means of pioduction' in which
'social property would have an important place'(p.g3)

The earlier concept of self-management was
replaced by a concept of influence': 'The party is in
favour of the free and democratic election of
enterprise, econornic and social councils. It favours
the establishment, in enterprises with foreign capital
investment, of democratic representative bodies.
These social supervisory councils should be made up
of representatives of the workers, managers, capital
investors, regional representatives and experts and
they should ensure the influence of the workers on
strategic decisiol'r,s.' (p.9a)

As Gregor Gysi expressed it, in his report to the
renewal conference of the party in September 1990:
'We are fighting for a new historical compromise in
the distribution of social power between capital and
labour as well as between bureaucratic elites and
citizens.' ('Referat', p.39)

The 'producers' of the earlier draft have become
'the people and their communities'. Heinrich Bort-
feldt, in a PDS brochure quoted from earlier,
remarked that in terms of membership and electoral
support the PDS had 'moved house, from the factory
to the communitSr'. (p.38) Something similar has also
happened at the level of programme.

The working class
In its programme (of February 1990) the PDS
describes itself as 'a socialist party open to all
popular forces... It is oriented especially towards the
interests of the workers and all wage€arners.' (p.90)
This special relationship to or special interest in the
working class, however, is no longer part of the
PDS's Jelf-identity. The last programmatic draft (of
Muy 1,991,) states quite clearly that the 'fundamental
change' which the party aims for 'cannot be the
historical mission of one class or of one political
parry'. @.7)

The working class is no longer the subject of social
transformation, much less the 'revolutionary subjecf.
'The solution of global problems of humanity
demands an approach which transcends classes,
which cannot be developed from the understanding
of a particular class.' (Gysi, 1990, p.20) According to
two leading intellectuals of the PDS, Dieter K1ein and
Michael Brie, the problem of labour is no longer
central: 'In ow view, the social situation of the four
fifths of humanity who live in the developing
countries has replaced today what was the primary
social problem of the nineteenth century, the situation
of wage earners in the industrialised societies.'5 The
PDS understands itself therefore 'not as a class or a

mass party'. It is open to an alliance with all 'left and
democratic forces'.

Marxism
Just as the PDS does not see itself as a class party,
nor does it see itself bound to a particular ideology
or Wdtanschauarrg. While identifyirg itself, in its
founding document, with 'the traditions of Marx,
Engels,..' etc., it reiects any 'political or ideological
values or limitations placed on science'. It also sees

itself as open to 'contact with christian and other
religiously-based humanistic standpoints'.

There is broad agreement in the party that it has
to be ideologically pluralistic and that Marxism-
Leninism, understood as the edifice of dogma that
served as the ideological support for the communist
parties' monopoly oT powei,-has been discredited.

Theoretical discussion in the party on the broader
issues of Marxism, the heritage of Leniry critical
evaluation of the different historical currents in the
Marxist tradition this has hardly begun. There is
very little sympathy in the PDb foi the radical
tradition in Marxism the Bolsheviks, Rosa Luxem-
br.ug, etc. There is a certain amount of 'rediscovery
of Bernstein' which is received very sympathetically.
There is also a large eunount of interest in Gramschi.
Up to now fiere has been no great interest in
Trotsky.T

It's now a question of histoyf , what was possible
in the GDR in the autumn of L989. The subsequent
rush to the West German capitalist model has tended
to overshadow the fact that, in its early and more
spontaneous stages, not only the intellectuals and
citiren's rights groups, but also a majority of the
population wanted what could be described as a

iocialist-inspired alternative to the West German
consumer sotiety.s PDS policy, in the early days, was
a reflection of this mood, which changed later to a
mone positive evaluation of West Germany's annexa-
tion of the GDR, seeing this as 'a change from
half-way modernisation to a modern society'.
(Michael Brie, in Neues Deatschland, Z July 1990)

On other issues intemational poliry, ecology,
feminism, racial and sexual politics - the PDS shares
the attitudes cornmon to most radical and left-wing
movements in Europe. The new social movements in
western Europe (feminism, peace, ecology) as well as

the civic oppositional movements in eastern Europe,
including in the GDR itself, (strong moral character,
emphasis on the 'citi zort') have had a,strong influence
on the PDS. In his introduction to the special edition
of the Fischer Wlt Almanach on the GDR, Dietrich
Stantz described the new movements in the GDR:
'What moved this avantguard seemed to be a mixture
of traditional Marxism, post-industrial values and a

strong orientation towards rank-and-file democracy.
This *as also true of the SED-PDS, whose base and
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theoreticians, in the meanwhile, have adopted this
whole mixed catalogue.' (Staritz, '1,990, p. 32)

On the basis of its programme alone, it would be
difficult to make any final judgement about the
character or trajectory of the PDS, especially if we
take into account the way in which this programme
was adopted in December lg9g/February 1990. From
the point of view of the party leadership w}'r. h saw
the need to salvage something from the old state
party at the end of 1989, the new party was certainly
conceived of as reformist and parliamentary. In its
programme and political practice the PDS is no
longer a Stalinist parry. On rnost political'issues it
also stands to the left of the Green Party.

4. POLITIGAL CURRENTS
One of the most irnportant achievernents of the PDS
has been the thorough democratisation of the party.
Members have the right to organise themselves into
political platforms with the right to use party
premises, media, etc. The stafutes also provide for the
existence of interest groups ({nt*xsen.yruplxn) that
are active in particular areas of politics such as
ecology, economic policy, etc. as well as 'working
groups' Q4rbeits.gerndnschafien). For instance, youth,
women, lesbians and gays are organised in these
'working groups' (AG).

Among the political platforms, the most important
was the Communist Platform (KPF), which formed
itself at the end of December 1989. In its founding
declaration, it statd that it wanted to 'bring the
communist tradition into the programme and
political practice of the SED-PDS.'e The Communist
Platform was the only platform to argue against the
dissolution of the SED.

A number of political platforms were established
(Social Democratic Platform, Democratic Socialism
Platform, etc), but by the end of 1990 only the
Communist Platform eontinued to exist. Up to now
the KPF has ftmctioned as a loose ideological current
in the PDS. Its organised intervention in party
conferences, etc. has been very weak. Two members
of the KPF were elected to the party praesidium at
the party's second congress in January 1991 but this
was not a result of delegates' support for KPF
positions. The congress simply decided that the
platforin and the other interest and working groups
should be represented.

The KPF has also not succeeded in its aim of
attracting communists outside the PDS to join the
parfy. A couple of snlall Trotskyist groups operate as
a tendenry inside the KPF itself but their influence
is minimal. The platforrn claims to have about 25 000
supporters in the PDS of whom, however, only about
1" 000 could be considered active.

Women and Youth
There are many interest and working groups (IG and
AG) but, from the point of view ofoiganising large
numbers of members, only two of them are
significant the youth group QqC funge Genosslnnen)
and the women's group UC LISA). Given the age
structure of the partf , the youth group tends to be
the organisational home for most young members.
Although it is not a political current as such, its
positions tend to be to the left and very critical of the
PDS leadership and policies. The AG Junge Genossln-
nen probably has somethi.g over 1, 000 active
members.

In November 1989 a Women's Working Group
(Frauenarbeits.gema'nschafi) was established in the SED.

At the special conferenc€ in December 1989 a party
commission was established that was to deal with
women, youth and sport. There were problems in
the relationship between the base groups and the
commission. On 25 May 1990 the founding congress
of AG Frauen (LISA) (Linke Sozialistische Arbeits-
geruanschart Frawen) was held. LISA is now the main
organiser and initiator inside the PDS* on the
women's

At its 1990 the
adopted a Women's
Action Programme. In
the PDS's pariiamentary
group the number of
women corresponds to
the percentage of
women in the PDS (42

per cent). There are two
representatives of LISA
on the Party Council
(Parteirat). a 50 per cent
quota operafies in the
election of PDS leading
bodies. A member of
LISA, Marlies Deneke, is
also vice-president of
the PDS.

5, PD$ AND
GERMAN LEFT

The hopes expressed in early 1990 for a realignment
and renewal of the Gerrnan treft around the PDS
proved in a very short time to have been illusory.
Similar hopes among the Greens for new life from
below via the citizens' movement of the GDR proved
likewise to have been unrealistic.

SPD
Although the SPD had traditionally been the
champion of rapprochement with the GDR and the
SED leadership, even sigmng the inter-party agree-
ment in 1987, it adopted an extremely hostile attitude
to the PDS. This was partly because it didn't want
competition from the left in the five new Gerrnan
states in the east and partly also becau.se it wanted
to distance itself as much as possible from any
connection with the discredited 'really existing
socialism'. There was no seriously organised left in
the SPD which could have been a dialogue-partner
for the PDS although there were individual SPD
mernbers who were critical of the party's ostracism
of the PDS. A small number of SPD members went
over to the new party but nobody with even a
middle-ranking position in the party.

Greens
The Greens as a party were also hostile to the
successor-party of the SED. The collapse of the
system in eastern Europe and in the GDR gave an
added boost, in fact, to the 'ecological capitalism'
wirg of the party which saw the collapse as provi.g
that 'there is no positive socialist utopia which is
superior to the market economy'. (Fischer, '1,989, p.
58) But there was syrnpathy from the radical-
ecological wi.g associaiea 

-with 
Jutta Ditfurth. Some

of the left Greens also went over to the n€w pafiy,
among them the Green MP Ulrich Briefs. Although
Ditfurth was one of the speakers at the election
conference of the PDS and its West German left-wing

Amdrea Lederer, Ml
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allies (PD$Linke Liste) in J,rly 199A, there was no
organised co-operation and relations between both
groups have considerably cooled since the German
elections in December 1990.

The groups that came out of the East German
revolution and that went to make up the citizens'
movement (lr,iew Forum, Democracy Now, indepen-
dent Womens' Union, etc) were generally quite
hosfile To the PDS. These g**ofr* $oufht the
December 1,99A Election in the alliance Btindnis
9ff-Gr&ne" The left-wing grouping, LJniteC Left
tVer*ini.Se Linke) had representativ*s in both aXlian-
ces, the Birndnis 90 and the PDS-Linke Liste. Most of
these groups now have onlv a shadow existence irt
the ex-GDR. Bundnis 90-Grune has eight MPs in the
ffiunn parliarnent.

Pm$*Lfrmks l-Este
The PD$Linke Liste was meant to be the first
pracfical attempt of the FDS to estabtrish political
co-operation with the West German left, The ques-
fions posed by thte Ar*elferkarrupf, newspaper of the
Kornmwnistt"scfter tsund {Cornrnunist League}, in
August 199A, were a matter of intense debate right
across the German treft in 1990: 'Does reunification
offer us the possibility at last to be represented by
a socialist Sroup in the coming parliannent? By
clvercorning the 5?o hurdle, cauld , the socialist
parliarnentary group,, PDS-Linke Liste, become the
crystallisaticn point for an ail*Gerffilan rtrass socialist
party? After al! the vears of rnarginality, is this an
opportunity to come out of the ghetto?'lO The
questions were answered dl$ferently, of course,
including in the Bund itself, wtuch split within the
year, Iargely over this issue"

Ttre PDSLinke Liste never really became the kind
of proiect that the PDS had envisaged" This failure
rryas also reflected in the elecfion outcome. The
support fc:r the PDS-Linke Liste in west Germany
was onlv *.3 per cent, which was about what the
DKP (the West German CP) used to get when
canrlpaigning alone {tr976: 0.3Vo; 1983: 0.2Vo}" The
result is severe disillusionment with the initial hopes
for some kind of qualitative renewal. The poor
election showing for the FDS has also damp*ned
hopes that the PDS will get into parliarnent in the
next election and that it r,vill succeed in beccmi*g
ffrcre than ar1 exdDR regianal party.

Groups trllte Neuu Fsrum teosti$e to PDS

6. PDS IN CRISIS
The PDS has faced an existential crisis a number af
tirnes since it established its new identify in
December 1989. There was the dissoluficn crisis af
January lftg}. Then in the autumn of 199CI the finance
scandal prompted a large exodus of members, put a
serious question mark over the willingness of the
PD$ to rnake a clean break with its SED past and tred

to an atternpt on the part of the state govarnrnent in
Bavaria to h.ave the party banned"11 The federal
eiections in December 1990 also put in question the
ability of the PDS to establish itself as a Gerntan
party"

hilesmbership
The deeline in rnembership is also a serious problem"
After the massive exodus in late 1989 and early 1"990,

the party had around 350 0CI0 nnernn:ers in the
surnmer of $9A. At the beginni*g of 1991 member-
ship had declined to around 284 CIO$ and during the
year up to its conference in December 1,991. the part
lost another 100 CI00 mernbers" lvlembership in West
Germany is around 600. But even these figures
themselves are deceiving. The big majorify of
mernbers are inactive, either because of ege, demoral-
isation, fear for their jobs or simply because they no
longer believe that it is passible to change anything.
Financial contributions fuom the rnennhership are
r:ncertain and the party supports itself, up to now,
on the money inherited fron"r the old SED" Under
those circumstances it is difficuit for the party
leadershlp to mobilise the base of the parry around
any kind of political action"

Inn*r-parry discussion and theoretical elebate are
at a very low level, exacerbated by the lack of
cornmunication between the leadership and the base"
Parfy conferences take ptrace without any serious
debate or criticism of the leadership policy, some-
thing admitted, in a self-critical mannetr, by the
Comnrrunist Platform. The paper Neues Deutschland
has not become an organ of political debate or
discussion. There is CIne political/thesretical journatr,
Utope Krestit, published independently by PDS
rrrembers, but the articles generally reflect party
officiai thinking and, in any case, it has not'become
an organ of debate or an instrument for poliry
formati*n for the xnembership.

Workers
The most serious probtrem for the PDS, as a socialist
part!, is its near total absence in the Germafi" wcrking
class. Lack of support for the PDS in the working
class of the ex{DR became very clear in the
ail-German electicns in December 1990. Aceording to
the polling organisation 'infus': 'The link between the
industrial working class and "leff' parties, a link
which has existed for over a hundred years and
which is changing onXy very slowly, has cornplet*ly
disappeared in the eastern part of Germany'. ]akob
Monet&, & prominent left-winger in the West German
trade union movement for many years and riow
rnember of +he pramidium of the PDS, made this
assessment of the election resulb: 'We can make no
greater condernnation of Stalinism than this, that it so
totally destroyed the faith of the class, in whose name
it ruled, in what it claimed to be socialism. The PDS
will have to Iive with the consequences of this for a
long time to come. ' (in Sozialistische Zataeng, 27 Dec
1ee0)

G
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"Whiclt letter did you start with?" asks $PI) Ieader -!ochen Uogel

FOOTNOTES
1" The most important collection cf c&rcuments from this pcrioc{ is
fler Sclnllrrer Wa;g der Lnreuerung. \'ttn der Sf,D atr PLIS, tr.:,itrt:

L)okrunentafiotr, pnblished by Dietz, Bcrlin, \qql..
2. The full tcxt of the PDS Porfy Prograrnrne, adopted in February
199A, is containecl in Wahlyartuit*g dar lrLlS, Dictz, Berlin, 1990.
Page referenccs in the text to the Programme refer to this eclition.
3. According to a clause in the unification treaty, the governrnent
was gil,en the right to examine, reorganise or close clown acadernic
institutions, university clep;rrhnents, etc. in the GDI{ which we{"e
icleologically influenced by Marxism-Leninisrn. Affectee{ are the

social sciences/ ec()nomics, philosophy ancl eve'sr literature.
4. The initial draft ltn)gramrne, 'Fiir cine sozialistische Fartei dcr
DDR. Ein Angebot fiir Diskussion zum Progralnm', was publishecl
in Nelrcs lltrttsr-hlaxd, 12 Decembcr 1989.
5. Andrd Brie, Debate with Emest Manclel, Berlin, Muy 1q91.
Unp4$l;shed.
6. Michael Brie ancl Dieter Klein, 'Das Enrle des adnrinistrativen
Sozialisrnus. Chancen fiir neosozialistischa Bcwegung', in Wir
brau{lrcn eincn dritten [Vc;q, p. 63.
7. Trotskyist groups are acceP[sd ils tcnq{cncies within the
Cotnmunist Platfonn but the gencral irttitude to Tnrtskyisrn in the
PDS is quite hostilc. The *x-CDR publisher, Dietz Verlag, has
publishcd a volumc rvith (significantly) Tnrtsky's ?'erruristrt rrnd
Ctttttttttutisrr and Kautsky's reply.
8. According to opinion polls in November 1989 anc{ January 1990.
9. The Dcclaration of the Cornntunist Platfonn (KPF) is in Ncucs
I)eutsthland, 3 Janugry -t990. Basic docunrcnts o$ the KPF arc in
Ausktilrftc von und iiber die KPF, published by the PDS, 1990. The
KPF publishes its olvn Infonnatictt'tsblnff.
1"0. 'Take it Cysi!', in Arbeitc,rkautpf (AK), no. 321, August 1990. 11.
In 1990 a mernber of the PDS leadership was arrested in Norway
and accused of atternpting illegally to smuggle SED funds out of
Gennany. The PDS praesicliurn clairrred ign(rranee of the transac-
tion but the scanclal was a ssvere blorv to the creclibility qrf the
PDS.
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Socialist Altern.atiues is an international journal
published in iVloscow and S{ontreai, in Rusian and
English editions. It was founded by activists and
scholars who believe that socialism remains a
viable option, indeed, tire only humanistic and
genuinely democratic solution to the crisis facing
societies today in different parts of the world. It
ainrs in particular to promote dialogue between
socialists, activists and scholars in countries and
regions that.until recentiy have been cut off from
each other. It contains articles from The Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe, the developed capitalist
countries ancl from the Third World.

Socialist Altern,atiues is published twiee yearly. The
first issue, 244 pages, appeared in October 1991
and is still available. Subscription price outside
Canada: $30. (Part of the subscription goes towards
the cost of production of the Russian language
editic'n . )

Write: Socia List Al,tern.atiues, CDAS
McGill University, 3715 rue Peel
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A fxl
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It was a cornmon feature of both German and Italian
history that national unity was achieved late and
with sorne, difficolty" The political and economic
structure of bsth cou.ntries was clnaracterised for a
long time by the csexistence of modern industry and
relatively feudaX agrarian eonditions. This ccntributed
to an instability of dernocratic structures" It also
contributed to the fact that the colonisation of weaker
national econornies, a tendency common to all of the
imperialist countries, was directed towards neigh-
bouring countries and u/as accompanied by a
particularly aggressive form of domestic politics.

After the seccnd world war, both Germany and
Italy experienced their capitatrist econamic miracle in
only half of the country. Today, after the callapse of
the GDR, the econouric and social differences
between eastern and western Germany are asslulri.g
forms very sirnilar to those that exist between the
north and south of ltaly: different levels of income,
difference$ in the level of infrastructure and private
eapital, a'nd the need for large*scale transfers of
public funds.

In 1989, 36"6 per cent of the trtalian population
lived in the south, 30 per cent of the employed and
59.1 per cent of the unemployed. Creation of value
per head of population in the south is 56 per cent of
the level in the north. In the present arficle, tr would
like to look at the relationship between the north and
south of ltaly and ask whether we can learn
something from this about likely developmenb in the
relation between eastern and western Germany. I am
,aware of the difficulty of drawing exact historical
parallels and of drawing conclusions directly frorn
such paraltrels.

Annexation
Garjbaldi's forces, who liberated southern Italy from
the Bourbons in 1860, had definite illrcions about ,

their own strength and about the mood of the
population. Within months of their victory, they 'were

a moral symbol but no longer a political force. The
south was de facto annexed by Piedmont which
transferred its laws and administrative system
directly to the new territory

In it',* first phase, it was thought that the
introduction of free trade and the scrapping of feudal
restrictions, especirtly the privatisation of common
land, would lead directly to advance and irnprove-
ment for the middle classes. But the price for this
privatisation was paid by the poor peasants who
began to idealise the old regime and became
reactionary 'social rebels' on a very large scale. But
for reasons of political stability and in order to
protect private property, the north and the new
administration in the south supported the old hated
power structure of the big landowners. As Tommaso
bi Lampedusa said, 'everything had to change, so
that everything .could remain the same'. The new
agrarian middle class that did emerge remained weak

Frmpeil'ty
A large arnount of unclarity remained in the scuth
about the legatr rights to land and property. The ne$r
laws and regulatiCIns were manipulated in the
interests of the neT*,r property owners. Among the
rnass of the peoptre this leC to rebellions and
occasional sacking of land-registry offices. Landless-
ness and memory of the olC csrnmon land were k*y
factors in determining poptllar consciolrsness": 

This chaotic and frXg**r,tary dissolution of feudal
property relations led to the emergence of a new and
lucrative econontie crtrninal class, the Mafia. The
Mafia was by fio means a feudal relic deomed to
disappear under capitalist conditions; it was rather a

hybrid structure of fuudal and capitalist elements
which later u/as given new life in the hothouse of the
n"lodern welfare state. The klafia doesn't iust reptrace
the rnarket, it also needs the nnarket.

Free trade and an expanded domestic market
benefited first of all the intensively-farming small and
middle farmers (wine and citrus fruits). The introduc-
finl of probctive tariffs in the interests of developing rindustry and the grain-producing big landowners
was destructive for the small and middle farmers but
was good for the extensive agriculture of the big
estates. Nrples, at this tirne, was a developed
industrial centre similar to Genoa in the north. It was
in Naples that the first Mediterranean steamer was
launched (1818) and this cify was also in the forefront
of rnpdenr railway construction. tsut the sudden shift
to free trading after unification had extremely
negative effects. Industrial development was nipped

;87 came to late for
the south and *u* a pracfical benefit only for the
north. It was in the very first decades after
unification, therefore, that this alliance was created
between industrialists in the north and big landown-
ers in the south, creating a national division of labour
between southern agriculture and northern induutry,
a division which prescribed a subaltern role for the
south. ^ 

'

Postwar economy
After the second worl.d war, under the influence of
political and economic concepts of development then
current in the USA, the south of ltaly was described
as a devetroping country. It was thought at the time
that the sr,.rth could catch ,p with the north in about
,ten years if the rnistakes of the past u/ere avoided.
Up to then, the north had financed its CIwn
developrnent with capital drawn from the south; now
this direction was to be reversed. Up to then there
had been an urban-rural division of labour between
north and south; now there was to be land reform
and investment in infrastructure as a prelude to the
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industrialisation of the south. An authority was
created, the 'Cassa per il Mezzogiorno', and the task
of this authority was to redistribute public funds,
improve infrastrucfure and and allocate investment
subsidies to private industry. Low-interest credits
and other fiscal measures were also part of this plan.

Within a few years, however, it was becomirg
clear that the south was not catching up with the
north. At best, they were able to achieve an
equalisation of growth rates. The situation is essen-
tially the same today. Between 1950 and 1986
value-creation per head of population in the south
rose from 55 per cent to 60 per cent of the northern
level, sinking back to 56.4 per cent in the period up
to 1989" &

The difference between north and south increased
every time there was an economic boom in the north
This was most obvious during the years of the
'econornic miracle' befween 1958 and 'j,963. The south
contributed significantly to this 'miracle' and thus to
its own relative backwardness. Public and private
spending in the south paid for goods produced in the
north, while cheap labour from the south improved
the international competitiveness of northern Italian
industry. Even at fie high point of the economic
miracle, before 1963, there was no increase in real
wages. In spite of all this, liberal economists blamed
the lack of investment in the south on the lack of
downward-elasticity in wages.

By the rnid 1960s, Italy's economic rniracle had led
to three fundamental imbalances: (a) the poorer areas
had adopted the consurnption rnodel of the richer
counkies and neglected collective needs (health,
transport, education) in favour of a policy of
satis$ring expandi^g private consurnption demands;
(b) the gap had increased between traditional
labour-intensive industry and the modern capital-
intensive sector; (c) the gap between north and south

had been intensified.
A maiority in all parties, from the communists to

the christian democrats, were of the opinion that only
democratically planned investment could move in an
opposite direction to spontaneous market foqces and
solve these problems. According to the new
consensus, the problem of the south was not i*t a

problem of the south alone: a single mechanism ('il
meccanismo unico') was creating wealth on the one
side and underdevelopment on the other. A solution
to the problem of the south could not therefore be
found 6y simply transferring accurnulation funds to
the underdeveloped area; the accumulation model
itself had to be examined. The driving force behind
this practical critique was the labour movement.

Hybrid modernisation
Already in 1957, big industries with state participa-
tion were required to place 60 per cent of new
investment in the south. The consequence of this law,
which was never really adhered to, and of the shift
away from promotion of labour-intensive investment
towards the .creation of maior capital-intensive
projects, was the creation of large petrochemical and
steel centres in the south, the so-called 'cathedrals in
the deserf. The new working class in these industrial
enclaves, supported by the workers in the north,
fought against the 'gabbie salariali', the wage
difference€ between north and south. Sirnilar wages
in the north and south, it was thought, would stern
the flow of workers from the south and would force
industry to consider placing planned new invest-
ments in the south. And this did indeed happen
between 1969 and 1973.

During those years, southern ltaly's share of
industrial investment rose from 28.1, per cent to 33.5
per cent" But the oil crisis and the steel crisis of the

Bitterfeld: wil! GtlR !ndustry survive unification?
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mid 1.970s brought an abrupt end to this phase of
industrialisation. In the 1980s, southern Italy's share
of industrial investment fell to below 25 pbr cent.

By the end of the 1970s, politicians and economists
who were concerned about the Mezzogiorno, found
themselves confronting a conceptual shambles. None
of the expectations had been met. Neither the gradual
modernisation and rationalisation theory of the
technocrats nor the concept of dialectical transforma-
tion entertained by the political economists gave a
correct picture of the reality. It was time for a change
of paradigm.

To the modern observer, southern Italy appears as
a hybrid combination: resistant to modernisation but,
at the same time, easy prey to modernising projects;
a primitive landscape subiect to earthquakes and, at
the same time, post-industrial; rebellious, but christ-
iandemocratic; an Eldorado with a state-promoted
shadow economy in which the mafia is the biggest
enterprise, with a turnover bigger than Fiat.
Respectable political economists are horrified by this
image and leave the field to the anthropologists and
the sociologists. The south, in its transition fr"om
feudalism to capitalism has apparently discovered a
third way. Or, to express this more cautiously, it has
discovered its own economic style, one which is now
pushing its way northward. As Sciascia has written:
'The palm line is moving north.'

Free Market
The south of Italy is quite different from either
Germany or eastern Europe. But I do believe that it
has relevance for what is likely to happen in eastern
Germany, even more so for the rest of eastern
Europe.

The goal of Italian government poliry was the
creation of a modern free-market economy in the
south. The means used towards this end - transfer of
funds, investment subsidies and tax concessions
were essentially similar to those being pursued now
by the government in Bonn.

Not only did these policies fail to bridge the gap
between north and south, but the regular and
large-scale transfer of funds altered the class strucfure
of iouthern Italy. The complex channelling of funds,
extending from Rome through to even the smallest
villages, created not just a bureaucracy but a whole

social layer of mediators and agents. These people
marketed their know-how and connections and
ptrayed the role of brokers in the trading of political
power and public funds. Access to both political
power and public funds is essential to the success of
any enterprise and is a matter that touches the
existence of wide layers of the population.

The sailre is true of the labour rnarket. It is only
in this complex network of familial and client
relationshipr that iobs can be found. The most
sought-after iobs are not in production but in the
formal and informal apparafus that controls and
distributes public funds. This apparatus, a large part
of which is in the hands of the criminal fraternity,
plays a central role in the southern Italian economy
and sociefy. It has hegemony over the whole
structure of production. The allocation of money,
credit and jobs takes place via the rnarket, but the
way this market functions has little to do with otrr
usual conception of a free market economy. Augusto
Graziani, the well-knswn Italian economist, described
the situation thus: '14y'e persist in describi.g these
structures as a market economy. In reality, however/
this is a modernised version of a feudal economy,
with this difference, namely, that the role of the land
has been taken over by public funds"' (In Il Manifesto,
Muy 1990) If Graziani is right, then the attempt to
introduce a free market economy doesn't necessarily
lead to a free market econorny.

No 'western model'
These considerations may be more relevant for
eastern Europe than th.y are for eastern Germany.
But even in the case of eastern Germany th"y do put
a question mark over the established consensus,
which expresses itself more or less as: 'W'e want the
western model. There is no third way. No rnore
experiments!' The examp]e of Italy demonstrates that
there is no such thing as 'the western model', that
capitalist reality iu more differentiated, even within a
single country, than is usually assumed. The
relatively homogenous West Germany was more the
exception than the rule and the unification process
has made the reality in Germany also more
differentiateri and complex.

The inkoduction of a market economy doesn't take
place in a vacuurn, but in a society in which there

already exists a comptrex' set of
rnore or less resistant material anC
non-nnaterial structutres. The
attempt to reach back to the past,
to the period before 1945, sho*'s
how important past history is for
the future. But the German
Democratic Republic, the social-
political structures created there as

in the rest of the eastern bloc, are

iust as much part of that history.
The attempt to introduce a free
m arket eco nomy into these
societies of so-called 'reaily existing
socialisrn' is actuatrly an experi-
rnent, tl're *utcome of lvhich is very
uncertain.

(This article first appeared in the
German journal, PROKLA, 1997.
The translation is by LFEE.)
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This article is an attempt to draw some conclusions
from the experience of the Polish economy since
January '1,990. It is common knowledg" that the
introduction of the economic reform programme,
associated with Finance Minister Leszek Balcerovrncz,
has led to a deep recession. What is not so well
understood on the left is what this recession means
for Poland and what economic influences it
represents. The tendency has been to assimilate the
Polish experience to a model of capitalist crisis, in
which crises lead to the elimination of unprofitable
firms with a corresponding restrucfuring based on
the flow of capital to new profitable sectors. Most
research on the last two years in Poland paints a very
different picture. The argument of this article is that
the Balcerowicz plan has, if anything, hindered
restructuring in Poland. In what follows I concentrate
on internal developments in the Polish economy ; to
draw firmer conclusions the analysis would have to
be extended to include external factors, particularly
foreign inveshent.

Profitability
The generally accepted view of Polish industry is that
it is largely unprofitable and that the recession in
Poland reflects this. The decline in the economy is
seen as an inevitable consequence of introdu"i.g
market forces into such an environment, as recom-
mended by the free marketeers. Jeffrey Sachs, the
Harvard-based adviser of the Polish goverrunent has
been quoted as saying "My goal was to lead the big
nationalised enterprises to bankruptcy". However, the
facts are slightly more complex.

The drop in state sector indr.r^strial production of
about ?SVa in 199A was almost entirely concentrated
in January.In other words, the slump in output came
in the first two weeks after the adoption of the
stabilisation programme at the beginning of the year.
But profits were high throughout this period. Mark
Schaffer gives figures for the percentage markup over
costs for the socialised sector. These show this
measure of profits reaching a peak of 44Vo in
December 1989 and falling to 29.97o in January 199A,
then remaining stable for the first half of the year
(Schaffer p25). Profits were high in 1990 compared to
the pre-september 1989 level. The very high profit
levels of late 1989 were a result of high inflation
boosting inventory values. Janusz Dabrowski and his
co-workers camied out a study of 50 enterprises
during this period. They found increases in profits for
most firms in the early part of 1,990 "caused by
massive increases in the price of goods made with
materials purchased at pre-stabilisation prices"
(Dabrowski et al p41n. So the Polish recession
was not caused , dt least initially, by a crisis of
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profitability. Schaffer argues that prior to 1"990 only
about lATa of state owned enterprises were loss
making before taxes and subsidies, and none after
(Schaffer p3). Loss makers were heavily concentrated
in food processing and coal mining,

The high levels of profitability in the early part
of 1990 raise the possibility that enterprises may have
been exploiting monopoly power in the newly
liberalised economic enviroruRent, cr.ltting output and
raising prices in order to raise profits. If true, this
monopoly power indicates a significant barrier to
industrial change and restructuring in Poland.

Frofitabilify did begin to decrease in the second
half of 19ig1. But this was not a straightforward
consequence of the recession. It partly resulted from
holding the exchange rate constant while inflation
was higher in Poland than elsewhere, thus hitting
exporters. This policy has now been relaxed. Tha
decline in profits also resulted from rising real wages
in the second half of the year (Schaffer pp2*5).

Wages
Real wages fell dramatically in January 1990, by
about 50Vo, and in February as well. After that th*y
grew by about 3.57o a month for the remainder of the
yu* (Sihaffer p4). The reasons for the initial fall have
been much discussed, since as noted above profits
were high. Both Schaffer and Dabrowski argue that
an important issue was the role of employee councils
in Polish firms. They argue that, as the Polish
government retreated from the direct guidance of
enterprises, the vacuurn was filled by these councils,
which had been in existence, but largely ineffective,
since 1,982. Councils, and the managers they
appoinEd, were concerned to protect employment
and ensure the survival of enterprises. Th"y were
very cautiou,s in the new economic environment. But
"it gradually became clear that neither their own
enterprises, nor nearly all other stateowned
enterprises were going to fail" (Schaffer p9). In
addition, "short-term survival could be insured
through price increases, interfirm borrowing and
moderate adjGtment stratqies" (Dabrowski et al
p 18). Gradually real '{^/ages began to rise.

Two conclusions follow from this. Firstly the
infarnous ptpiwek, the tax on wage increases above a
certain limit, only became operafive towards the end
of 1,990 (Schaffer p7). Thus the poliry of limiting
wages cannot explain the initial course of the
recession. Secondly, as Warsaw economist Grzcgorz
Kolodko notes, wages did not play a rolJ in
restructuring the labour force. He argues that wages
changed in roughly the same proportions within
industries and between industries, so that wages did
not ptay a role in reallocating workers to new

The Polish economtc cflsrs
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of wage labour from outsider particularly peasant
farmers affected by the very severe economic
situation in the countryside. Those school leavere
who did not find jobs soon faced lengthy unemploy-
ment. At the end of 1990 about 287o of the stock of
school leavers for that year were still unemployed
(Gora and Lehmarur p18) and of those school leavers
unemployed in October 1990 only '1"8.47o had found
a iob by Muy 1,991,. This suggests that a significant
amount of unemployrnent in Poland during the first
eighteen months of the Balcerowrcz plan arose from
new entrants to the labour force.

This is borne out by data on vacancies, which fell
from ?54,5W in Decernber 1989 to 20,"1.00 in February
7990, then rose gradually to &,000 in October 1,990
before falling sharply for the next four months (Gora
and l,ehmann p19)" The unemploymentlvacancy
ratio rose from almost zrro in January 1990 to 33 in
June 1991,. This concealed sharp gender differences -
for women the ratio rose to over 70, while for men
it was around 20 (Gora and Lehmann figure 11). In
December 1990 51Vo of those unemployed were
women and 57.9Vo were unemployed graduates (from
second ary or higher education). During 1990 the
number of positions open to women represented just
26.1,Vo of vicancies handled by the refiional Labour
Offices. Regional differences were also Ilgnincant. In
December 1,990 the unemployment rate varied from
2.1Vo in Warsaw to about lOVo in several other
regions, such as Katowice and Lodz (figures from
Gora pp157-9)

The conclusion here is that the maiority of
unemployment in Poland during the current
recession has not been the result of changes in the
structure of the econorny. It results more from a
generalised tendency for firms not to hire new
workers at"a time oi fulling demand and sales. As
Gora and Lehmann argue, this implies that if
restructuring does tatce place 

-in 
Poland

unemployrnent can be expected to climb dramatically
higher than present levels.

Inflation
The Balcerowicz plan was in large measure an
anti-inflationary plan. The image of the plan in the
West has been centred around ifs role in curbing
hyperinflation and allowing a 'rational' price
structure to emerge in Poland to facilitate the
emergence of a market economy. However, this again
is somethi^g of a myth. Grzegorz Kolodko argues
that, far from the inflation of L989 being sornething
uncontrollable, it largely resulted from two specific
decisions made in the round table nryotiations of that
year. These were the wage and price indexation
system and the liberalisation of agricultural prices
"without the necessary previous demonopolisation
measures in the area of the agricultural products
trade and the supply of agriculture with production
means. This operation largely contributed to the price
rise in August by as much as 40 percent in
comparison with Jrly" (Kolodko 1990 p9). Kolodko,
a supporter of a transition to a market economy,
nonetheless argues that the inflation of late 1989 was
induced by thA PoHsh authorities in order to obtain
political consent for a shift to a shock therapy for
itabilisation and to soak up excess money sivings
from households. Whether or not this is true, he does
show that the trend of inflation was down in late
1.989, prior to the stabilisation programme, from
54.BVo in October to 22.4Vo in November to 17.7Vo in
December, raising questions about whether inflation

90 v[.90 t.0r
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activities. Consequently, further wage increases will
be necessary in the future to encourage this
reallocation, and this may well lead to new
inflationary pressures (Kolodko 1990 p28).

Unemployrnent
Neither wages nor profits were instruments of
restructuring in 1,990 in Poland. This has
consequences for the analysis of unemployment.

Unemployment reached 2.1 rnillion by the end
of 199\, 1'l..4Vo of the workforce (Finana'al Tims 7
February 1992). In addition the nurnber of pensioners
rose by 800,000 last year to 8.3 million, some of which
represents disguised unemployment. Since J"ty 1997
unemployment benefit is only paid for 1,2 months.
But Marek Gora and Harfmut Lehmann conclude that
"restructuring ... has not been an important source of
unemployment (Gora and Lehmann pZ) and that
"unemployment can be expected to rise to much
higher levels in the near future if restrucfuring gets
under way in earnest" (Gora and Lehrnann p2).

They argue that, within the stock of unemploy-
ment, the proportion of group layoffs, which is an
indication of unemployment due to plant closures
and restructuring, was only 207o by June 30 1991,"

Group layoffs occur when firms shed at leas t 1.AVo of
their labour force or 100 workers (in firms with more
than 1000 employees), or when firms go bankrupt or
are liquidated. There were relatively few
banlruptcies in 1,990 (Dabrowski et al paD).
Individual layoffs represented the largest component
of the stock of unemployment, but also significant
were school leavers and those corning into the arena

Group layoffs - Poland (Jan 90 - June 91)
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could have been controlled in some other way.
The view of the Balcerowicz plan as leading to

a more rational structure of relative prices is ilso
questionable. Kolodko shows that in December 1989
the share of freely negotiated prices in total sales was
867o for consumer goods and services and 89Vo for
procurement goods; though of these 6.6Vo of the
figure for consumer goods and 21Va of that for
procurement goods represent goods subiect to a
maximum allowed price rise (Kolodko 1991, p9). So
prices were largely flexible prior to the Balcero wicz
plan in January 1990. The kuy element of pricing
policy for the government in 1990, for Kolodko, was
a massive rise in centrally administered prices,
particularly energy prices. The aim was not so'much
to change the entire price structure of the economy,
by introducing market forces, but rather to raise the
relative prices of a particular set of goods. These did
in fact rise dramatically in January 1990. But the
higher than expected inflation rate throughout the
rest of the economy in that month meant that they
did not rise as much as planned in real terms. This
has created the need for continual further 'corrective'
rises in energy prices, provoking the recent strikes in
January of this year. While rises in energy prices,
relative to other prices, may well be necessary in the
long run, for ecological reasons, the Polish experience
shows that they are not easily achieved in a context
of the introduction of free market prices throughout
the economy.

The Balcerowtcz plan has not eliminated
inflation from the Polish economy. The monthly rate
fluctuated between 2Vo and \Vo during the February
to December 1990 period. As real wages rose in the
latter half of the year prices atrso rose since Polish
enterprises tend to set prices according to cost plus
a mark up. Kolodko also makes the point that the
recession itself, by reducing supply, has an
inflationary impact.

Recent Developments
The above analysis tries to show that the first year
of the Polish goveffrnent's stabilisation programme
did not encourage a restructuring of Polish indu,stry.
It is obviously important to analyse what has
happened in the last year as well. However, this is
rather more difficult as detailed data on things like
profitability are harder to obtain for the recent
period" Clearly the Polish economy deteriorated
significantly in 1991. There was a decline of B-lAVa tn
GDP and of 9Vo in investment. Despite the
devaluation of the zloty, the hard currency trade
surplus which was one of the successes of 1990 was
eliminated in 1991 Vinancial Tirnes 3 February 1992).
The predicted current account deficit for 1992 is
$2600 million (Finanaal Times February 18 1992), and
an YVa fall in GDP is also forecast. Inflation was at
60.47o for the year in 1991., and is forecast to be
around 407o in 1.,992. The government budget deficit
has grown sharply, and is expected to be around f3.3
billion or 57o of GDP this.year. To what extent does
this modi$r the conclusions drawn above fronn the
experience of 1990?

A central development in 1991 was a steep
decline in enterprise profitability. The Financial Tirux
of 7 February 1,992 reports nearly half of Poland's
8,400 state enterprises as making losqes. As argued
above this trend began in the second half of '1990 as
real wages rose. But it worsened dramatically in 1 991,
partly due to foreign competition and the collapse of
trade with the Soviet Union (Wellisz p217). This is

UnemploymenUvacancy ratios during 1990
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one of the main reasons for the collapse of the state
budget which is highly dependent on profit taxes on
state firms (Schaffer pp27-9).

The Polish goverrunent has been forced to respond
to these developments. In February of this year it
agreed upon a modification of economic poliry,
which has now been put before the Polish parliannent.
This new approach attaches greater import€ulce to
supply side policies aimed at increasirg invesfment
and exports, and hopes through this to improve the
balance of paymenB, reduce the goveffunent budget
deficit and lower rrnemployment. However, it not
clear exactly how these obiectives are to be achieved"
The main policies announted $o far are tough wage
controls, which aim to cut real income by 57o this
year and higher taxes on consurner goods. the idea
is that this will boost profitability and lower imports.
However, this means that the goverrunent is relying
on firms to use these profits to carry out restructur-
ing, whereas the experience of 19% indicates rather
that low wages and high profits will lead to cutbacks
in output with litfle industrial change.

Do developments such as the decline in profitabil-
ity mean, however, that the recession in Poland is
now beginning to take on the form of a capitalist
crisis and that restructuring is starting to take place?

It is too early to aruwer this question. However,
the above analysis suggests that if restru.cturing is
taking ptrace in Poland it is as a process superim-
posed on a very different set of developments. The
first eighteen months of the Polish recession were
characterised more by a general fall in output, and
by economy-wide changes in wages, profitability and
unemployment, than by significant changes in
industrial structure. In addition, the survey carried
out W Dabrowski and his colleagues suggest that
even as profits fall there are significant barriers to the
restructuring of Polish indu.stry. To a large extent
these barriers originate in the financial sphere.

Finance and privatisation
In Dabrowski's survey the largest falls in profitability
were in large firms. Yet the response to this was a
growth in interfirm borrowing, at least relative to
monthly sales or profits, with the trarger firms
borrowing from smaller, financiully healthier firms.
Sirnilar conclusions arise from looking at borrowing
from the state commercial banks. Here, over the
course of 1.99A short term borrowing increased at the
expense of investment loans and weak firms
expanded their borrowing while strong firms often
reduced it. "ln short, weak firms are making more
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use of the banks than stong ones, and the banks
continue to subsidise minimal survival rather than
promote development Not surprisingly, strong firms
often complain that they are refused credit while
their nearly bankrupt neighbours receive it"
(Dabrowsh et al p422). The Finarcial Tima of
February 18 7992 reports that some 407o of bank loans
in Poland are non-performing and *rere have been a
number of financial and banking scandals.

The above account is based on a relatively
small survey, but it does suggest that the develop
ment of the financial sector of the economy will be
crucial to whether restructuring, and in fact capitalist
restoration, takes place in Poland. Kolodko also
stresses the importance of financial policy, but he
concentrates on the flow of finance from households
to firms. His argument is that interest rates for
household savings have been too low, given the level
of inflation in Poland, to encourage savings which he
sees as necessary to facilitate privatisation and
provide a flow of capital between different sectors of
the economy. In particular he bemoans the failure of
the governmenfs attempt to issue bonds whidr could
later be redeemed with shares in privatised
companies. These have now been withdrawn The
government has faced a dilemma here; for anti-
inflationary reasons they wanted to reduce the level
of household money balances, but household savings
are necessary to allow for privatisation. This raises
the whole question of the relationship between the
governmenfs stabilisation plan and ifs privatisation
objectives.

The Polish government has put forward a series of
ambitious privatisation programmes, but so far these
have amounted to relatively little in practice. In
October 1997, for instance the rninister in drarge of
privatisatiorj Janusz Lewandowski, told a seminar of
Austrian businessmen of a plan to privatise 400
companies, representing ?SVo of itarc owned
indtrstry. The idea was to set up 20 investment
funds to manage these firms and trade shares in
them, and to give all Polish citirens shares in the
investment funds. However, in .u:t interview
afterwards, l,ewandowski said that the number of
firms to be put under the control of the funds was
being cut to 2C4, iwt 77o of state industry, and that
public shareholdings in the funds were unlikely to be
issued before May 1993 (The Gaardian October 15
1991). In 1991 ju^st 6 companies were listed on the
new Warsaw stock exchange and 18 were sold to
foreign investors (The Gaardiaa January 7 1,992).

The problems with privatisation are threefold.
Firsfly, because of the lack of restructuring, many
companies are unattractirre to potential purchasers.
Secondly, it is not clear who has the resourc€s to buy
Pollsh finns. Households have seen their real incomes
drastically reduced over ttre last two years. There are
strong pressures against selling too much of Polish
industry to foreigners, and relatively weak foreign
interest anyway. Schemes have been develo@ to
give away shares in the companies to the population
as a whole. But this will mean that privatisation will
not provide money either for restructuring, or for
reducing the government budget deficit. Thirdly, as
Dabrowski points out,. the increased power of
employee councils and managers, as opposed to the
state, in Polish firms, means that privatisation cannot
simply be imposed by the government. It has to be
negotiated with workers and managers, who can be
suspicious or hostile. The government retains a
formal commitment to rapid privatisation. However,
the new head of the privatisation ministry,

Tomaz GruszecH, was reported at his first press
conference as saying that privatisation policy should
be subordinated to industrial poliry ind that "his.
ministry will focus on legal reforms to allow the state
to act as a true owner for its thousands of companies.
State companies often behave as though they were
ownertress, with no one demanding that they increase
efticiency and produce profits" (Tite Guardinn January
7 1ee2)"

Conclusion 
:

The argument of this article is that the Polish
government has, so far, failed to initiate a
restructuring of Polish industry. Such a restructuring,
guided by market imperatives, would be a necessary
prelude to establishing a capitalist economy in
Poland" Without it the process of institutionalising
capitalism will remain fraught with contradictions. In
addition, the stabilisation programme is in some
ways an obstacle to this process. Polish economists,
even those who support the introduction of a market
econorny, are aware of this: "The market mechanism
may be able to put a market economy back on the
rails again when it is out of equilibrium, but I doubt
that it is able, on its owrr, to transform a command
economy into a market one". (Gora p162) "1{e cannot
continue to be steeped in illusion that the problenns
of sfructural changes and economic recovery will be
solved by the market itself' (Kolodko 1990 p37).The
Ba]"cero$trcz plan has not, so far at any rate, meant
the replacement of plan by market as a regulator of
the Polish economy it has nneant the replacement
of the plan as a regulator by no regulator at all. The
consequences of this remain difficult to predict but of
central importance for Poland and for the rest of
Eastern Europe"
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Representation
One of the most noticeable features of the new
governments elected throughout $9A in eastern
Europe was the absence of women. In Czechoslova-
kia there is only one womarr among the ministers of
the federal government, and one in the Czech
government. In the ltaesidium of the House of the
People there is one woman, but none in the
Praesidium of the House of the Nations of the
Federal Assembly. The number of women in
parliament in Bulgaria and Romania dropped
between 30th June 1989 and 30th June 1991 from 2l%a
to 8.57o and from U*.47o to 3.6Vo respectively.
Although this has much to do with former quota
tokenism it does not bode well for the participatory
nature of these so-called new democracies.

In Hungary the situation is not much better, with
a total of 27 women MPs in an Assernbly of 385. Of
these 28, only Solt Ottilia has written anything critical
concerni.g women's situation. Her article in Besz6lci
early in lggL stressed the need for women to organise
themselves to gain proper representation of their
interests, given the absence of women in politics.
Several MPs stressed their belief to me that women
do not have particular needs or interests which need
representation. In the Free Democrats, and to a lesser
extent, the governing Hungarian Democratic Forum,
women politicians echo their male colleagues in
stating that the most urgent task facing Hungary
today is to 'sort out the economy', given rising
poverty levels and the fact that for vulnerable groups
there is ho, or inadequate, social provision.

What does this absence of women within the
political elites mean? Firstly, it reflects the tokenism
of the quota systems under the former regimes and,
secondly, it represents the legacies of former political
organization - for instance, the idea that politics is a
'dirty business' and therefore a male arena. Within
this is also the legacy of the public/private divide, in
which women are more concerned with the domestic
side of the new politics, servicing active men, and
@-rking in the offices and on po1iry documents
behind the scenes.

A second justification of the status quo is that
'people would not vote for women'. Although this
argument was voiced in general terms many times
dqring the Hungarian elections, the prejudice behind
it became most clear in the case of the leader of the
Hungarian Social Democratic Party, Anna Petrasovits.
Ms. Petrasovits was quite blatantly criticized for the
way in which she dressed, wai blamed for her
party's poor showing in the election^s and was
generally given the 'gossip' treatment from several
national newspapers. This seems to be part of a
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general prejudice against the notion of women as

powerful, capable and able to asstune leadership
qualities prejudice internalised to some extent by
women, so that sorne of Petrasovits' worst critics
were in fact female.

Whatever the urtderlyi.g l€asons for women's
reluctance to participate at the higher levels of
decision-making and citizens' reluctance to support
women who choose to stand for sudr office, there are
women who do want to challenge their lack of
representation in decision-making positions,
including in the trades r.rnions. Such women are
calling for radical changes in the overall approach to
women's issues and are trying to translate their
dissatisfacfion into political action. The women's
groupo that have been formed have been fighting
very much against the odds but have a sense of their
own history of struggle upon which to build.

Folitical organisation
The major distinction in participation before and after
L9B9 is that before it was not possible to set up
autonomous women's groups, political or otherwise.
This was vetoed by the existence of the official
women's councils arrh other bodies sanctioned by the
ruling parties. No other groups being able to exist in
such a climate, it is particularly regrettable that there
was so little encouragement and discu^ssion of
women's priorities within oppositional circles.
However, while the dangerous world of opposition
politics remained largely the preserve of mery within
environmental and peace groups women were active
participants. It was through the organization of some
young Hungarian women within FIDESZ (Young
Democrats) that initial moves were made to protest
against the Danube Dam. This participation remains
largely unrecorded, and unrecognized.

In Hungary the beginnings of distinct women's
organisation arose amongst intellecttrals at the time
when trades unions and political movements were
starting to be formed. One of the first women's
groups was set up within the TDDSZ, the Democratic
Union of Scientific and Research Workers. Later, a
movement arose from a course at the university in
BudapeQt, a seminar series entitled 'Women 

-and

Society'. It became clear over the course of the
seminar that women were interested in meeting with
non+fudents outside the university to discr-r.ss
feminist issues and to organise some practical
activities. On 8th June \9W, 26 women founded the
Feminista Hal6zat (Feminist Network).

Much debate was had about using the word
'feminisf, which has bad connotations throughout
eastern Europe. The word network implies a number
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of small groups linked together, which is how the
women would ideally like to work, but as yet there
are just a couple of groups in Budapest and Szeged.
The Network lacks a strong base at present, most of
its contacts being with feminists in the west.
Feminism in Eastern Europe generally faces
enormou^s odds: economic recession, rapidly growing
poverty, and a return to Christian-Nationalist
conservatism. Issues conceming women's rights over
their bodies have recently fired much feminist debate
and activity in Poland. '.

Abortion
The existing abortion bill (1956), already severely
restricted in April 1,990, is to be replaced with a
Senate bill on the protection of the unborn. The
coalescence of oppositional activity and Catholicism
had been a major factor throughout the 1980s. There
was some evidence, however, during the Pope's visit
to Poland in Summer 1991, that his emotive and quite
shocking appeals concerning the 'holocaust of unborn
children' feII on less than enthusiastic ears. Now that
the communist party has evaporated in Poland, it
may well be that the next monolithic institution to be
attacked will be the Catholic Church. During all the
debates in the S"i* (parliament's lower chamber),
within the Catholic church and around referenda,
Polish women activists have learned much, not ilrst
about political organisation, but about how the
authorities view Polish women.

In Hungary over 8,000 signafures were collected
against any change in the abortion laws during the
surnmer of 1990. Pro-life groups in Hungary and
Poland clamour for an outright ban on abortion. Yet
the debates raging in the media, particularly in
Hungary, are carried out almost exclusively among
men. On 28 December 19X), pro-life groups prayed
for "the almost 5 million Hr:ngarian children who
could not be born in the last 35 years because their
environment decided that there was no room for
them" and church bells tolled for the Hungarian
'victims of abortion'.

Lack of adequate sex education, either at home or
at school, contributes to abortion being usd as birth
control. One of the booming indr.rstries across
east-central Europe currently is the sex industry, with
sex taxis, a sex boat on the Danuber pornographic
magaanes and videos. At the moment the rules and
regulations concerr,i.g these new growth industries
are unclear, but there is a danger of a backlash from
the Christian right which could further ir,i"*
women's rights and opportunities.

Peace movements
In the former GDR, much of women's activism arose
from the peace movements. Women for Peace was

one of the first independent political groups to
develop. Despite their early resistance to 'women
only' working, after ill treatment at the hands of the
Stasi these wornen changed their views and worked
in the non-hierarchical, grass-roots ways that many
women's peace groups throughout the world have
developed. Women for Peace integrated with a mixed
group known as the Initiative for Peace and Human
Rights in 1984, and it was not until 1989 that another
large women's group came together to form the
Independent Women's Union (UFV). Irene Dcilling
notes that representatives of the UFV played a
significant role in composing the Socia1 Charter
(which guaranteed the social rights of GDR citizens
within the unification process) and drafting a plan for
a Women's Ministry or a Ministry for Questions of
Equality.

As an umbrella organization, the UFV included
various emerging women's groupsr p€"ce activists,
lesbian groups, Chistian women and radical
feminists. In listing the reasons why the UF\/ in
alliance with the Green Party received only 2.7Vo of
the vote, Dolling lists amongit other factori that "the
vast majority of women in the GDR do not associate
themselves with emancifatory or feminist ideas and
practices."

In Czechoslovakia women were involved in the
Charter movement and the peace initiatives which
linked with the western peace movement and the
peace groups in the former GDR, Poland, Htrngary
and the former Yugoslavia. Yet, as Jirina Siklova
points out, these were hardly mass movements. Of
the women's groups active within Czechoslovakia
today, numbering over 35 in early 199'1,, few are
oriented toward anything that could be consfuued as
feminist. Issues raised within groups such as Prague
Mothers coalesce arotrnd campaigns against pollution
and in favour of motherhood as an alternative to the
'double burden'. Women active within the Political
Party of Women and Mothers are attempti^g to
bridge the gap between the resistance to feminism
and the need for a movement that recognises the
distinct Czech and Slovak circumstances.

Ghauvinism
In eastern Europe there is a long legary of
chauvinisrn, much of it predatirg the communist-
party regimes, but certainly encouraged under their
rigid and formalistic system. Authors such as Siklova,
Dcilling and Adamik all emphasise the weight of the
past. Nowhere does this seem more apparent than in
women's consciousness of their everyday situations.
Living under the dual burdens of paid and unpaid
work as workers and mothers, women throughout
eastern Europe have had no opporfunity to actively
consider and prioritise their own lives. As has been
pointed out by others (Sas in Hungary and Siklova
in Czechoslovakia) cultural, change has been very
slow, despite, or perhaps as a consequence of ,
immense political upheaval. In this context the
political outlook of the major party in the governing
coalition in Hungary, the MDF, in its distinctly
conserva"-'rc /nattonalist mode, has important
retrogressive implications for women. As elsewhere,
particularly in sorne areas of the former Yugoslavia,
women's rights to abortion are pivotally tied to
nationalis t questions.

Yourtger, militant women, contesting the new
conservatism, face an inhospitable climate not iust in
terms of cultural and generational resistance, but

'The whole time the Stasi were lo
for the man they thought rvas
leading the women's group.r'

Tina Krone, eailier a meruber of Women
Pence in the GDR, after lookin! through
Stasi file.

From the German mag adne, Aznnti 3/92.

oking
realty
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because of the decline of left-wing ideas.' Siklova
notes that "Young people simply cannot grasp that
somebody could believe in socialist ideas. This is a
substantial difference from movements in the West.
The generation of students and of those who
participated around 1968 in political life in Czechos-
lovakia either emigrated or adiusted themselves
during the period of so-called normalization and
even joined the communist party".

Patriarchal legacy
As there are no sizable left-wing groups politically
active, within which the embryonic ferninist groups
could . generate support, the feminist groups will
remain isolated for some time. Yet Siklova does
believe that the younger generation of women, 18-25
years old, will form themselves into a "political
community in opposition to the silent and passive
mass of women brought up under socialist regimes,
against the generation of their mothers".

Irene Dcilling makes the point that a legacy of the
patriarchal state in eastern Europe has made women
susceptible to parties which are ready to deprive
them of their self-activity once again. And the
expectation that women and the family will be taken
care of by the state can be used to support strategies
for the social adjr-rstment to unemployment,
devaluation of qualifications and degrees, cutting
social supports and so on.

It is ironic that the MDF version of state
paternalism is enthusiastic about women returning to
the home and having more children, when little is
offered in the way of social welfare legislation. As
many women in Poland have discovered, it is not a
progressive step to try to raise a family on less
money in a sifuation of rising costs. In Hr,rngary,
creches are still being closd down, with arguments
centering on the choice between making more
workers redundant or closing the creche.

Employment
There is an atmosphere in which women's employ-
ment is once again seen as secondary, yet economical-
ly it is still primary to the survival of most families.
That women are no longer guaranteed their iobs
when they finish child-care leave could mean that
many working mothers will form the ranks of the
long-term unemployed. Despite rhetoric about
women becoming important once again within the
household, strengthening family ties (and responsibi-
lities) and replacing the 'moral vacuum of socialism'
with Christian values, the reality for hundreds of
thousands of women is that they face increasing
hardship.

One barrier to extending contacts amongst women
has been the resistance of many of those wiUrin the
new political parties to supporti^g women's
initiatives" At a meeting on the abortion issue in the
suurmer of 1990 in Hungary, there were representa-
tives from many of the major parties. Unfortunately
many women parry membeis fitt that they could db
little within their parties as it was not a party issue.
This parry identification is an obstacle for those
women who want to attract across-the-board support
in the manner of groups such as the National
Abortion Campaig. in Britain.

Networldng
A more positive prospect is that groups from other

countries can now call upon membens of the
emerging women's groups in eastern Europe to
attend international women's conferences, such as
that of the lA/omen's CSCE in Berlin in November
1990. It was at that conference that the Central and
Eastern European Women's Network was set up, in
part to give those women tqying to create and
support women's activities in eastern Europe the
op[ortunity to work .with each other to compare
experiences, setbacks and potential ways forward.
(See below for statement of the Network.)

Other maior confrrences have included two confer-
ences of the European Forum of Socialist Feminists
(EFSF). At the EFSF conference in Goteburg, Sweden,
in November 1989, women from vario.rs east
European countries including the Soviet Union were
present. It was the first chance that many western
feminists had to exchange ideas with women active
in eastern Europe. There w,ere many fertile
discussions and much networking, which was
continued at the next conference in Norwich, Britain,
in ]une 1991,. A further meeting of women within the
Forum is planned for June 1992 n Brussels.

Discussion around whether to change the name of
the Forum from 'socialist-feminist' at the EFSF
confurence in Britain in 1991 produced a fascinatirg
array of arguments. The voices in favour of movin[
away from the name came mainly from participants
from the former Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia,
their reason being that such labels were not useful to
them in their own environments. However, argu-
ments in favour of keeping the term also came from
one woman from Leningrad and another from
Budapest, who argued that the traditions and
histories behind socialist-feminism in the western
context should not be thrown out because of the
eastern experience. The decision was to k*p the
name and re-open the debate at the next conference.

Such discussions provide real meeting points for
women across different historical, cultural and
political spectra. Several of the women from Hungary
and the former Soviet Union discr.rssed afterwards
their interest in the points made by the speaker from
the London-based women's group Southall Black
Sisters. They found common themes violence
against women, ethnic conflict and pafriarchal
domestic and statist attitudes but also big differ-
ences for instance, in the methods the Southall
women chose to organise themselves and gain
support for their work.

The negative side of such networki.g is that, since
only relatively few women can participate and often
it is those women with the 'besf English who attend,
it could lead to the formation of a 'feminist elite'
unless morc meetings take place in the east.
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Abortion riqhts in
Poland

Examples of the way forward include a gathering of
worrlerl from 'east' and 'west' which took place in
Dubrovnik in June 7991, including wolrlell frorn the
USA. Networks such as the Women's Commission
within the Helsinki Citizens Assembly are active in
bringing together various groups or1 speciflc caln-
paigning issues. In Deceurber 1,991 forfy women frorn
- 
eastern Europe and solne from western Europe rnet

in Prague to discuss wolnell's healtl'r and reproductive
rights.

Perspectives
The changes set in motion in easterll Europe in 1989
are still variable in terms of openings for wonlen.

Women's formal political participation remains low.
Many people are not even rnotivated to vote, as the
October 1,99']., elections in Poland sl'rowed. This cor"rld
result in demoralisation and loss of faith in tl're
legitimacy of parliamentary parties; but conversely, it

could lead certain groLrps to try to organise for
themselves. Recent developments show tha wolnell
are starting to orgapise on their own behalf. Wotuett's
groups in different areas of the fomrer Yugoslavia still
operate SOS telephone lines. A refuge for worllerl
suffering domestic violeuce was set Lrp iu Ar-rgr-rst
'-"997, just outside Budapest. In this uucertain period
of transition, woltlen across easteru Europe are facing
great hardships, br-rt if some of them call continue to
challerlge certain of the rece.ived myths about wolrlell
and prove able to define their own expectatiou-s, then
at least the door to positive change reuraius oPelt.

by Sheila Malsne
"ln the early fifties, five or six worrlen clied every
month in my hospital from botched, amateur
abortions." So w'rote a Polish doctor in January this
year, opposing the proposed new legislation to
recrinrinalise abortion. (Gazets Wyborciza 2A.7.92) Only
legislation in 1.956, which made abortion available on
demand, stopped such situations. Since 1989 power-
ful figures in Poland have organised themselves to
purt the clock back to the pre-1956 days. h'r parliament
this has included a rlurrrber of proposed bitls on the
'rights of the unbom', spearheaded by the Christian
Dernocrats and backed by the Church. Amongst the
uredical profession this campaign has led to a new
anti-abortion code of medical ethics.

The proposals for legal restriction treat abortion as
an infringement of the rights of the foeturs, ignoring
the rights of wonlell. As a result, the latest bill
pemrits legal abortion only when continuation of tl're
pregrlancy tl'rreatens tlre life of the rnother, All other
ionsiaerations, such as rape/ incest, severe defonna-
tion of the foetus, or damage to the worlan's lrealth,
have been swept aside by- u bill which will urake
absrtion impossible to obtain legally in Poland

. The perlalty _ for illegal abortion is two -yearsimprisonment, both for the mother and the doctor
willing to help her. It is not surprising that faced with
this threat there is a widespread fear of the hurnan
cost of a "return to the back-street abortions of the
1950s, as the only alternative left open to wolnen.
Abortion is not all easy question to debate in a poor
and mainly Catholic country iike Poland. Even those
who support a wornan's right to choose criticise
abortion as aI1 inadequate and darnagi^g form of
birth control in a country where 45Vo of tlre
population do not Ltse any forur of birth control. h't
a recent survey a quarter of respolldents said that
they did not use contraception because they were
afraid of the opposition of the Church.

Althougl'r the Church strongly condemns abortiou,
it often becoures a last desperate resort for wotrlen
with already over-large faurilies. Women's opposition
to the criurinalisation of abortion is ustrally tlrerefore
closely linked to issues such as tlre availabilify of
contraception, child-care provision aud sex educatiott,
which alone call provide conditiolls in which a real
choice can be made. This opposition to restrictive
legislation is firm and growing. It is based upon tlre
opposition of a maiorify of Poles to changes in tlre
1956 legislation, sornething ignored by reactionary
senators, clergy and doctors. An unpublished survey
carried out by the 'Doctor's Gazette' last year showed
tlrat 63Vo of doctors in Poland are opposed to any
clrange in the law and that only 7% support a ban
as envisaged in the current bill.

Womeil frorn tl're f)emocratic Left and sotne
wolnen frorn Unia (Democratic Union) have joined
with wornerls' organisations such as Pro Fetniua to
argue that the rigiit of abortion is our civil and social
right as womell and as mothers, which we rlust uot
allow to be wrested frour us by bands of predonri-
nantly rnale self-appointed guardians of women's
moralify. It is a struggle which we must win if these
rights arc' rlot to be pushed back 40 years iu the uew
'democratic' Poland.
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Conferences

Rifon dazione Com un ista
The Italian Corrunuurist Parfy which, Lrp to a few
years flgo, had orle and a half million menrbe and
30 per cent support in the Italian electorate, changed
its name at its last corlgress in February 1991 to Party
of the Dernocratic Left (PDS). Tl're llanle-change and
tlre political shift to tl're right which accompanied it
was reiectec{ by the left in the party, wl'lich lrad the
support of about orle third of the rneurbership. In thc.
event, about 70A 000 ioinecl the new party. The left
split from the PDS and established tl're Rifondaziorle
Comunista (Partv of Cornrnunist Refourrdatiorr),
wl'rich lrcld its founding congress in f)ecernber 1991,
atrd January 7992. The- PCR 

-claims around 120 000
mernbers.

'1778 delegates attendcd the congress, orle for everv
1000 part,v nrembers. A survev of 700 delegates
reve,alcd tlrat 532 catnc frorn the cx-PC[, 713 fram
other political forurations such as Democrazia
Proletaria, while 56 had r1o previous political
affiliation. 108 were bltre-collar workers, 259 white-
collar workers and 82 were students. Wolnelr made.
Lrp 2'L per cent of the salnple.

With the collapse of tlre Comrnunist-Party reginles
in the east and the crisis of the westem social
dernocratic parties/ rnaltv viewed tlre extent of

support for the. PCR as the beginning of a

revitalisation of the left in Italy. There was much
discussion as to whether the PCR saw itself as a

continuation of the PCI or as a completely llew
begiruring. The maiority supported the latter position"

In a variety of political resolutions in both sessious
of the corlgress, the' PCR voted for a campaign in
defence of the sliding scale of wages and a reduction
in working hours, against tl're ratification of the
Maastricht treaty, against NATO and for a calnpaign
against the US blockade of Cuba. There were two
fore-ign representatives, the Cuban ambassador and a
representative of the PLO.

Tl're PCR voted to stand candiclates in all the
constituencie.s in the corning elections to the Senate
and the Chamber of Deptrties. The Congress elected
45 lncrnbers to thc National Political Committee
(another 180 members are ele-cted by tl're provincial
federations). Parliamentary deputies, ittcluding Lucio
Magri, as well as three Euro MPs, including Luciana
Castellina, were elected to the leadership, as were
forrner members of Democrazra Pr:oletaria such as

Livio Maitarr ancl Marida Bolognesi. Sergio Garavini
was elected national secretarv and the rlew party's
president is Annando Cossutta.

Sergio Casini

German PDS

Tlre conf5ress of the PDS took place in Berlin oll
71/15 December 7997. The main problern confropfill*
tlre partv now is the likelihood tl'rat it will fail, in the
1,99+ elections, to win the rlecessarv 5 per cent, tlrus
losing its seats in parliament. The PDS, with not more
than 500 nrembers in tl're west, seetlls set to remain
a regional partlv of the east (currently 180 000
members). The failure to make any headwav in
westenr Gemranv lras strengthened those forces in
the PDS who were always sceptical of the westen'l
Gennan left. In realiry, it was the new left forces frorn
tlre west that rtrade up the most progressive wing of
the partv. It was they who were mainly rt.spollsible
for the partv's firrn stand on the Gulf war, for its
active opposition to the anti-abortion law and for its
progressive stand on the rluestion of asyluril-seekers.
As activists who have long been in opposi tion to
western German capitalism, thev bror"rght into the
PDS a wealth of experiellce vvhich tiris one-time state
parf,v could uot have dr.veloped on its own. In the
PDS, however, thev often met with a distinct lack of
syrrlpathy.

Although the PDS has hardened its views, and
tlrere is less tolerance of left-wing criticlr-re than six
months flSo, there is still a far grc.ater alnount of
iturer-party dernocracy and tolerance than in anv
other European part,v of a similar size.

Some leadirrg rnernbcrs of the party's rnost
important intemal gror"rp, the Stromung [Current],
left the part\r, seeing tlre wlrole PDS project as a
fai ltrre. Tl'le Strrirnung is a ltLllrlerically snrall br"rt

intc'llectr"rally influcntial group which cronstituted
itself in th6 surnrner of iggt Macle up largely of
intellectuals who, from tl're beginning, fought hardest
for- a . thorough rerlewal of the party, the Strcirnung
have been demanding arl uncourpromisi*g exaurina-
tion of the party's Stalinist past. According to Michael
Stamm, one of those who resigned, tl'ris critique of
history has been 'instinctively and deliberately
blocked'.

The other rnair"r currents in the partlr the youth
section and the Colrllnurlist Platforrn, rnade verv little
contribution to the congress. The Comrnunist
Platforrn is increasingly dominated by corlservatives
who use a Marxist terminology burt are largely
proto-Stalirrist. They supported the attempted putsch
in the &rviet Union. The platfornr is a refuge for
collservative members and lets itself be used as a
weapon against Strorrlulrg rneurbers, who are accused
of 'objectively splitting and weakening' the PDS.

The PDS now is a large refomrist parfy which,
r-rnlike the traditional social dernocracy, is without a
base either in the state apparatus or in the
organisations of the working class" It therefore lacks
the essential precondition for a political practice. It is
a colossos standing or1 the sideline. No large party
can survive in this condition. Either, through big
internal political debate, it will change its political
character or it will disintegrate. But r1o or1e, either in
the leadership or in the partv currents, is addressing
this k*y question.

Bj6rn Kriiger
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Appeal to Support Democratic
Socialism

Committee
At the end of 199'1,, a Committee to
Support Dernocratic Socialism in the
USSR was established in London by
prorninent figures in the Labour Party
and the trade uRion movement" The
Committee chair is Jim Mortirner,
ex{eneral Secretary of the Labour
Party, and includes Ken Livingstone
MP and Ken Cameron, General Secret-
ary of the Fire Brigades Union. In
December 199'I-,, the Committee issued
an Appeal, the text of which is given
below.
According to a statement pubtished by
Jim Mortimer, the purpose of this
initiative is: 'First, to encourage
democratic socialists in the former
USSR who, despite difficulties, have
not become infatuated with market
forces. They rightly see a place for
market relations in a restored economy
but argue for strategic economic
planning, including the social
ownership of largeecale indtrstry and
financial institutions. (...) Second, to
challenge those in Britain who say that
the failings of the former USSR
demonstrate that socialism has no
future. This view needs to be chal-
lenged vigorously. The Soviet eco-
nomy broke down because of dicta-
torship in every aspect of life and the
crippling arms burden. Socialism and
democracy are inseparable.'

For some months now, a new informal grouping of
the left in the European Parliament has been meeting
regularly. The European Parliamentary Left Group
includes members of the Socialist Group (SOC), the
Greens (G), the Group of the European Unitarian Left
(EUL), the Rainbow Group (R) and the Left Urrity
Group (LU). Socialist Group members are drawn
mainly from the left of the Er:ropean Parliamentary
Labour Purty"
The European Parliamentary Left Group is convened
by the Labour member for London Central, Stan
Newens. It is concerned with promoti.g socialist-
communist-green dialogue, with the aim of
promoti.g ihe realignment of the European left to
face the challenge of the 1990s and beyond. It has
taken discussions on topics such as the growirg crisis
in the ex-Soviet Union.
The EPLG is now projecting a Conference in May in
Brussels, aimi*g to bring together as many represen-
tatives of opinion as possible to discuss the future of

nflEPs form new left group

the left.
The provisional list of sponsors includes the follow-
ing MEPs:
A. Alavanos (I-U Greece), J. Bandres-Molet (G Spain),
I. Barros-Moura (I-U Portugal), R. Bontempi (EUL
Italy), I.Buchan (SOC UK), L. Castellina (EUL ltaly),
K. Coates (SOC UK), B. Cramon-Daiber (G Germany),
P. Crampton (SOC UK), P. Derossa (EUL Ireland), A.
Falconer (SOC UK), D. Geraghty (EUL Ireland), A.
Gutierrcz-Diaz.(EUL Spain), P. Herzng (LU France),
I. Iversen (EUL Denmark), A. Langer (C Italy), P.

Napoletano (EUL ltaly), S. Newens (SOC UK), E"
Newman (SOC UK), M. Papayannakis (EUL Greece),
R. Piquet (l-U France), S. Ribeiro (I-U Portugal), P.
Roumeliotis (SOC Greece), A. Smith (SOC UK), W.
Tetrkamper (C Germany), D. Valent (EUL ltaly), N.
Van Diik (G Holland), L. Van Outrive (SOC Belgium),
M. vern den Brink (SOC Holland), F. Wurtz (I-U
France) also N. Kertscher and Y. Kaufmann (PDS
Germany, observers).
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Conflict
ffiffiH3WffiffiW

over economtc strategy
by Leszl6 Andor

Hungary has had a freely elected government since
Muy "t"990. The elections raised high expectations that

*;:.;,'9il:'ffif# would come rorward with a

However, the period since the elections has
demonstrated that the government has been able to
change very littte. ftte dramatic political change
didn't lead to a radically new economic poliry but to
the continuation of already existing tendencies. This
is not to say that the present government, led by the
Hungarian Democratic Forum, applies the same
measures as did the HSWP goverrunent up untitr
1990. What is the same is the trend in the direction
of events, narnely, a transition from a centrally
planned economy towards a peripheral capitalist
econom!, under increasing pressure from the capital-
ist centre. The origin of this process dates back to the
late 1,97As, when the HSWP abandoned its traditional
economic priorities.

The 1968 reforms
The HSWP introduced maior econornic reform in
1968. The intention of this reform was to change the
system of economic regulation without changing
economic policy. The significant decentralisation that
took place after 'J.968 had the effect of increasing the
competence of managers in state enterprises. But
when economic developments began to deviate from
potiry goals (increase in foreign debt, relative decline
of workers' wages) the centre intervened and saved
the position of the top fifty state enterprises,
refurning previous wage relativities. This recentralisa-
tion was a result of strong managernent pressure and
had the full support of ihe trade unions"

The economy continued to grow, ES did the living
standards of the workers. The government believed
that the oil-price shock and the world economic crisis
of 1974-76 would have no effect in the eastern bloc.
It launched the biggest investment boom ever. The
rate of investment reached 38 per cent in 1978.
Growth was given absolute priority and top policy
makers foresaw no danger in financing the boom
with massive borrowing from western capital mar-
kets where interest rates were still extrernely low.

By '1.978, however, the deterioration in the current
account was an urgent problem. Some leading
bankers drew up a plan and the Central Comnnittee
passed a resolution laying down a New Path of
Growth which would make it possible to restore the
balance in the current account. This represented a
major change in the economic policy pursued
throughout the entire post-war period. Leadirg
HSWP politicians who disagreed with this were
dismissed. To stabilise the situation the political
leadership decided that, for the time being, there
would have to be sacrifices in the growth of living
standards. It was this constant growth in living
standards which had been the basis of the silent
social contract between the Kadar regime and the

people after 1"957.

The 1980s crisis
Although economic growth slowed down significant-

ll;,ll,flxY-I3 ffi , :1* J*il',T;'*I."H,HX
shock an{, eventuull}r, ift" collapse of the w*it"rr,
market during the recession of 1980{.2, meant that
the hoped-for stabilisation failed to materialise.
Terms of trade declined further and, with the new
cold war, especially after the introduction of martial
law in Poland in L98L, normal management of foreign
debt was difficult. Hungary had no choice but to join
the IMF. The country was able to survive the
liquidity crisis but thi; was to have many serious
consequences for the future.

Although the government was able to avoid a

crash in 1982€a by means of a very hard centralisa-
tion of economic decision-making, it came to the
conclusion, assisted by the experts from the IMF, that
another emergency situation could be avoided only
through the introduction of market*tyle reforms.
Between 1985 and 1988 the main elements of this
market reform were: the decentralisation of owner-
ship fixrctions to management, the establishment of
a two-tier banking system through the creation of
new commercial banks, the introduction of VAT and
personal income tax as well as a significant
liberalisation of foreign trade and prices.

However, Hungary's debt doubled in the three
years from 1985 to 1988 and, in the second half of
the 1980s, the economic crisis devetroped into a
political one. In 1987 there was a change of
government leaders; in 1988 the majority of the
Politburo and the Central Committee had to go and,
eventually, in 1989, the HSWP itself was dissolved.
Cf course, these political developments evolved
under the presslrre of international political changes
as well.

Turn to capitalism
Under the last HSWP goverrunent and especially
after the earthquake in eastern Europe it became
obvior,r,s that capitalism was to be restored in
Hungary. By the end of 1989 there were very few
who were rnaking any defence of planning, regula-
tion, state owrrership or CMEA cooperation. The
public, it seerns, had really opted for the creation of
market institutions although some important ques-
tions about the transition still remained open" Since
open political discussion and party formation had
begun in Hungary much earlier than elsewhere in
eastern Europe, the different transition alternatives
were more or less coherent by the time of the
elections in 1990.

In the second half of the 1980s, Hungary was
definitely on the road to marketisation. In 1989 / 90 a

milestone was reached when a decision had to be
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the transition
national and

Two approaches
According to the national concept, we have to start
the tran^sition to a capitalist economy where the
advanced western countries did, in other words, at
the lowest level of accumulation and embourgeoise-
ment. We are at the stage where Britain and France
were in the eighteenth century. The only way to
emancipate otrrselves in the developed world is
through the creation of our own national bourgeoisie.
Thus the ideology of this project is fairly nationalist
and the reconunended economic policy fits into this.
It is protectionist, prioritises a stable national
currency, which requires a firm anti-inflationary
poliry and moves towards reduction of foreign debt,
and calls for measures to support domestic entrep-
reneurs.

Accordirg to the transnational conception it is
anachronistic to believe that the capitalist develop-
ment of Hungary could or should be started at an
early stage. We have to recognise the contemporary
rules of the global capitalist economy and find the
appropriate strategy of adjr:^stment, disregarding
national pride. Such an economic strategy would
involve: 1) a leading role for foreign capitalists who
must be encouraged by tax breaks and guaremtees of
profit repatriafion; 2) monetary policy must adapt to
transnational norms and Hungary must remain a
"good debtor", maintaining a tight monetary and
fiscal policy; 3) international competition must
determine structural development.

By the time of the $9A elections, the fwo main
parties of the new political stage had formed their
policies around these two different strategies. The
national profect was more or less clearly represented
by the Hungarian Democratic Forum (HDF) while the
Alliance of Free Democrats (AFD) defended the
transnational project. The minor parties also made
their choice" The Forum was supported by the
Smallholders and the Christian Democrats while the
Young Democrats and the Hungarian Socialist Party
(the ex-HSWP) took positions close to the Free
Democrats, the first more radically and the latter with
some reluctance.

One should have no illusions about the extent to
which the peopl"'were familiar with the programmes

of the parties, but according to the election results the
majority of the electorate seemed to support the
national projecl The new govemment was formed by
the HDF president, J6szef Antall, in coalition with the
Christian Democrats and Smallholders.

Government U-turn
However, the preelection promises of the coalition
parties were not really implemented. Spontaneous
privatisation continued, with managers of state
enterprises kansforming parts of state property into
private business. There was a significant devaluation
of the curenry in January 1991 and there was no
announcement of debt forgiveness. Benefits con-
tinued to be available for foreign invegtofs.

The nationalist government, in fact, found itself in
the same situation as the previons gove.rnment of the
HSWP. There was this one difference, however: the
HSWP government had adopted the transnational
marketisation programme of the IMF gradually
during the 1980s, whereas the HDF government had
to dtange its mind overnight, just after the elections.

There was one major reason for this change of
polrry. Foreign irivestors, aware of the preelection
policies of the HDF, withdrew large amounts of
money from Hungarian banks in the month after the
election, threatening Hungary with complete financial
collapse. In order to restore the confidence of foreign
capitaliqts, the government nominated Gydrgy
Suriinyi, a former World Bank employee, as president
of the Hungarian Nationdl Bank Surrinyi represented
a guarantee of loyalty to IMF principles and he was
able to negotiate an extraordinary three-year contract
between the IMF and Hungary. Ttre new finance
minister, Mituily Kupa, also belonged to the same
eircle of monetarists as did Surdnyi and many of the
Free Democrat economists.

The HDF leadership justified the U-turn by saying
that the party had become a modem liberal
christiandemocratie party and not, as had been
intended earlier, a national pop,rl* movement. As a
result of these changes the former HDF leader, ZoltAn
Bir6, left the party and formed a National Democratic
Alliance witti lnire Pongay, former leading reform
communist. At the same time, the opposition, led by
the Free Democrats, began to criticise the government
from a social viewpoint, waming the coalition about
the enormous dangers of shock therapy. One year
after the elections, the new HDF government was
playing the role of crisis manager rather than
glorious founder of a new Hungarian capitalist
society.

Turning point
The summer of 7997, however, was to prove a
tuming point There is no question that western
business had more sympathy for the opposition
Freidmanites than for tfre Bismirctcian policy-makers.
There is also no question that these ftelings were
mutual: the HDF govemment was not happy about
following IMF dictate and selling off undervalued
state enterprises. But the election results meant that
both sides had to do business together. Foreign
interests had to recognise that it was to be a reluctant
HDF which would have to carry through marketisa-
tion and privatisation. Likewise, the HDF had to
come to terms with the necessit5r to follow the basic
guidelines of the transnational project if they were to
avoid imminent economic collapse.

But, in the bargaining process that took place prior
to the middle of 7997, it was mainly the HDF that
made the concessions. It was here that the change

left: Joszef Antall

made about the circle of
future owners. Who
would be part of the
new capitalist class?
What is the best way to
develop such a social
layer? Should we start
the process right from

. he beginning, as hrp-
pened in the advanced
capitalist countries some
centuries ago or could
we enter at the present
stage of global capitalist
development? Basically,
there are two different
aPProaches to answering
these questions and here
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took place in mid -1,991. There were three main factors
that helped bring about this change. First, there was
the famous taxi blockade of October 1990 which
showed that the austerity poliry was car:*sing a lot of
discontent, even in the entrepreneurial layer. Second-
ly, there was the spectacular collapse of the eastern
European markets, which showed that the transition
'ould be much more difficult than had been

anticipated. Finally, there was the national strike
called in June 199'1, by III{;SZOSZ, the largest trade
union federation in the country. This was a wa ring
to the government that it would face massive
working-class action if significant changes weren't
made.

The promoters of the transition process gradually
came to realise that the transition to a market
economy is not simply a technical or institutional

$",'f kJ#,iT:llT,i^Tii,':il:Hf,J'":nliTff;
never, the government set abrout trying to strengthen
its social alliances. At the same time, western
business and the promoters of transnational market
forces had to acknowledge the need for such a period
of adjustment.

Offensive .

The coalition launched its offensive on many fronts.
In July parliament was forced to pass a law making
existing trade-union rnembership illegal and estab-
lished a committee to supervise the property of the
largest trade-union federation. The purpose of this
action was to undermine the militancy of the trade
union movement and to redistribute the trade union
property in a way which would strengthen those
federations allied to the HDF.

During the surnmer, parliament also passed a

revised version of the Compensation Bill, earlier
declared unconstitutional by the Constitutional
Court. The court did not veto the second verrion,
which grr* partial compensation to those expropri-
ated after 1,945. A similar compensation law was
passed with respect to church property.

The HDF also returned to its earlier conceptions
about the management of the economy. There are
now fewer spontaneous privatisations which benefit
"unreliable cornmunist managers" and more control-
led political privatisations which benefit the targeted.
voting base of the coalition. HDF MPs even
submitted a bill to parliament which would revise the
privatisation deals of earlier years. Jiinos Patrotds,
leader of the League of Entrepreneur$ and Gabor
Sz6les, president of the Llnion of Manufacturers, have
both complained, in a radio intervi€w, about irration-
al government intervention in the economy.

Meanwhile, the opposition, both inside and outside
parliament, is in disarray. The only successful
counterattack came from the Budapest city govern-
ment, a liberal Free Democrat stronghold, which was
able to undermine the government's plan for a World
Expo in 1995.

Does this thange after mid-1990 represent a
fundamental policy change by the Hungarian govern-
ment or are these temporary adaptations during a
difficult period? The latter seems more likely. This
last qrarier of the century has seen a decline in the
nation state in Europe and this tendency will be even
stronger in the former planned economies of the east.
The most important item on the agenda here is an
intensified transnational integration.

Hungarian trade unions
Trade unions in Hungary can be divided between
those that broadly support the policies of the major
parties in parliament and those that see themselves
in opposition. Among the former, the largest is the
NaHonal Association of Workere Councile (MOSZ),
which has a membership of around 106 0m (end of
1990) and which is close to the governing party, the
MDF. Its president is the MDF MP, Imre Palkovics.
The MOSZ has exprmsed itself in favour of a market
economy and against strikes. Around one tenth of
MOSZ members, concentrated mosfly in the Ikarus
plant in Budapest, broke away to form the Non-party
Iflorkers Councils, led by Ferenc Streer.

Similar policies to the MOSZ are defended by the
League of Independent Trade Unione (FSZDL), set
rp i. 1988 by intellectual oppositionists. It is
politically close to the main opposition party, the Free
Demoerats, and claimed 200 000 members in the
snmmer of 7997.

Among the oppositional unions, perhaps the most
radical is Szolidaritas, a small union based in a few
enterprises with a membership of 75 0OO in 1991. tn
the public sector, the Trade Union Cooperation
Fomm (SZEF) organises mainly teachets. It had 560
000 members in 1991. As early as November 1990, the
SZEF organised a demonstration against government
atrsErity poliry which drew a5 000 people. Closely
allied with the SZEF is the union of university
teachers, the Trade Union of Intdlectuale (ESZT),
which has around 63 000 members.

Among industrial workers, an important union is
the Coordination Council of Independent Unions
(ASZOK), which is organised mainly in the dremical
industry and has around 375 000 members. It is
politically close to the Hungarian Social Democratic
Party and has linlo with dremical unions in other
crcuntries.

Finally, there is the National Federation of
Hungarian Trade Unions (M97-OS;Z), the succrcssor
to the old union federation, SZOT. It has around 1.3
million members and is organised strongly in steel,
construction, kansport and mining. The MSZOSZ is
politically close to the Hungarian Socialist Party
(MSZP), the reformed suceessor to the old HSWP.
The leader of the steelworkers' unionin within
MSZOSZ is a Socialist Party MP. With its sire and
strength the MSZOSZ is the main opponent of the
goverruhent's social and economic poliry. The taxi-
blockade in October 1990 was one of its first effective
actions.

The MSZOSZ, however, does not actively oppose
privatisation (around 75-2OVo of the economy has
been privatised). The problem here is the absence of
any alternative perspective. When the government, in
May 1997, raised prices for heating and electricity,
\\LSZOSZ called for a national strike on 12 lune (it
was boycotted only by MOSZ and the L,eague). The
union at that time called for more public control of
privatisation. The strike<all was very effective and
led to a number of government concessions (e.g. 75%
of funds from privatisation to create new jobs);
whereupon the union withdrew its threat

The government began its attack on the opposition-
al unions in July 1991 with a law (supported by
MOSZ and the League) whidr forced all unions to
dissolve and re-register, with workers having to sign
an opt-in clause for union dues to be deducted. The
law also confiscated the property of the MSZOSZ (as
property of the old SZOT) in order to redistribute it
in a way that favours the progovernment uniorr;
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HEAEING ABOUT
EASTERN
EUROPE

The nurnerous committees that direct and administer
EC policv towards the countries of eastern purope,
from the Group of Seven and the Council of
Ministers to the lowliest commiffee in Brussels, are
not subiect to any kind of democratic scrutiny or
control But they do produce a quite a few studies,
with the help of academics and practical administra-
tors, which can be very useful to anyone with a

professional or political interest in this area. They are
generally quite detailed and empirical and ar€
usually more up-todate than the average academic
hardback. Th"y also tend to be cheaper.

Reforming the Economies af Central and Eastern EuroTr,
OECD Paris 1,992 1,17p. €11"50 General survey of kuy
issues facing central and eastern European countries
in transition to capitalism. Contains particularly
useful sections on the environment and the issue of
migration.

The Transition to a Market Econany, OECD Paris 1991,

2 Vols: Vol. I The Broad Issuts 306p. Vol. II Spaal
Issux 455p. Includes country essays eg Stanislaw
Gomulka and Daritr.sz Rosati on Poland. Paul Marer
and Salvatore Zecchini (eds.), 2 vols. €15 each.

OECD Economic Sarc,et6 Czech and Slorak Federal
Reqrublic, 199'1,, 148p f13.00.

The Societ Ago-Food Sjoteru and Agncultural Trade
Prrnpcts for Reform, OECD Paris 1,997, 221p f33.00.

cittt,

House of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee,
Chair David Howell , Minula af Ezidence Dez,elopmmts
in Central Europe, Publishes monthly Evidence of
academics on Yugoslav crisis etc. Prices variable but
under f10.00
A11 the above available from HMSO

Soaalist Economic Balletin, Information Service of
Socialist Econornic News and Comment. December
199'1,, no.S, features Czechoslovakia, with articles
from Peter Annear and Adam Novak from Prague.
Subscriptions for Bulletin (6 pa) f1L50; with Briefings
(fO pa) f25.A0; with Research Papers (5 pa) f40.00.
Cheques to 'Local Action Ltd.' From Socialist Economic
Bulletin, Ken Livingstone MP, Hor:se of Commons,
SW1A OAA.

Afiu the Wall. Democracy and Moaemstt Politics in the
New Europe, is a collection edited by Hilary
Wainwright, Patrick Btrrke and Mark Thompson. It
grew out of a conference organised at the Transna-
tional Institute in Amsterdam in June 1990, which
brought together members of Civic Forum, Solidarity,
western peace activists, feminists, Green activists and
trade unionists, to discuss the problems of democracy
in the new Europe. The book aims to show that
there's a place for the social movements in buildir,g
the new European order. Published by Transnational
hrstitute, June 1992, 1.48p, f5.95.

Authors
Chris Corrin is lecturer in politics at Glasgow
University. A collection on women in eastern Europe,
SuTrrwomen and tke Double Burden, edited by Chris
Corrin, is published by Scarlet Press, 1,992.
Gus Fagan is editor of Labour Focus on Eaqtern
Europ.
Peter Kammerer leqtures in politics at the University
of Urbino, in Italy.
Andrew Kitmister lectr-res in economics at the
Oxford Polytechnic.
Bjiirn Kriif er edits a left-wing monthly, Acnnti, in
Berlin.
LAsd6 Andor teaches in the Budapest University of
Economics in Hungary.
! eremy Lester lectures in politics at the University
of Reading.
Sheila Malone is a lecturer in Bialystok in Poland.
Drago Roksandic lectures in history at the Universi-
ty of Zagreb. He was one of the founders of the
Croatian-Serbian Friendship Society in 7997.
Peter Singer, author of The Road to Gdansk, lives in
Paris and is Euro'pean correspondent for The Nation
(US).

Bargain of the century
According to Businas Week (10 Feb 1992) Russian
br.rsinessmen are exporting their profits abroad. The

*ffi;f E#:?"1n",,,*iTfit"'#*:f i5y"*H*
exports oil, timber and materials from the Urals. He
stashes his foreign currency earnings in the Central
European International Bank in Budapest. 'Everybody
wants to keep their money abroad', says Kuliatikov.
US and European bankers estimate that as much as
$X billion may have fled the country since 199A.'It
iust isn't profitable to invest in Russia now', says
Moscow retailer, Igor Zubkov, who is putting his
profits from his family's seven general store into
new shops and restaurants in Frankfurt. 'I1.s frighten-
irg that in poor h*gry Russia, everything thafs
being earned is going to the west', said Zubkov.
Rusinus Wet* comments: 'Indeed, some think that
capital flight has driven the ruble down so fx that
Rrissia is now the bargain of the century.'
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BUDAPEST CONFERENCE
OF LEFT.WING JOURNALS
In April 1991., the Hungarian journal, Eszmelet,
invited representatives of left-wing magazines to a
-cnference in Budapest to discuss the changes taking
place in Eastern Europe and the need for greater
collaboration among left-wing publications no longer
kept apart by the cold war. About 50 people atte:rded
the threeday conference, representing journals in
Europe, Australia, North and South America, Papers
delivered at the conference are to be published in
English in Budapest. The conference established a
network for future collaboration and issued the
following statement:

DECTI\RATIO{ OF INTENT
On 11 and 12 April 1991 in Budapest the representa-
tives of a number of independent left-wing iournals
discussed the possibilities of collaboration and agreed'
to the following points:
1. It is necessary to find concrete means of
cooperation among independent left-wing journals
around the world.
2. Cooperating iournals will regularly exchange
abstracts of articles they publish, these abstracts to be
written preferably in English.
3. Cooperating iournals will make every atternpt to

facilitate the exchange of ideas across journals,
including republication of articles.
4. Cooperating journals will regularly exchange
information concerning written materials, iournals,
books, papers and conferences of mutual interest.
5. Cooperating iournals will investigate existing
networks among left-wing iournals and other forms
of communication, including information bulletins,
computer networks, and so on.
6. Cboperating iournals witl pursue all avenues for
holding regular meetings of fheir representatives.

The founders call upon all independent left-wing
iournals to ioin this initiative by agreeing to the above
points and registeti.g with the Hungarian journal,
Eszmelet, dt the following address:

Eszmdet,
c/o Agnes and Gribor Kapitiiny
Herman Ott6 (it 8
1,022 Budapest, Hungary. 

&

The Declaration was supported by the following
journals:
A Sinistra (ltaly); Concordia (Germany); Critique
Communiste (France); Dialektiki (Greece); Eszmelet
(Hung ary); Forurn (Atrstria); Forum Internationale
(ltaly); Green-Lefi Weekly (Aushalia); Laboar Focus an
East€rn EuroTn (UK); MOZ (Austria); Rethinking
M a rri s rn (U SA) ; O s t - Wes t G egeni nforru a ti on an (Au.s tria)
Sprawy i Ludzie (Poland); Utopte Kreatia (Germany).

Revlews
R Blackburn ed. After the Fall: The Failure of
Commafiisrfi frnd the Future of Socialism Venso,
London L99L pp xvi + 326

This book consists of eighteen ess dys, of widely
varying lengths, deatring with the significance of
the record. of communism in the ttrSSR, Easten:r
Europe and China for the future of socialism. In
addition, Edward Thompson replies to one of
the pieces, by Fred Halliday, and Hatrliday
replies back to Thompson, in turn. The majority
of chapters first appeared in Neas Ldt Rm,ieat
and Marxism Today. Only oner by Fred"ric
lameson, has not appeared in print before.

The essays diverge significantly in quality
and subject matter. They range frpm lvlaxine
Molyneux s careful analysis of the position of
women in the USSR and China to reinterpreta-
tions of the nature of socialism in the late
twentieth century by |tirgen Habermas, Andrd
Gorz and Gciran Therbofir. In general the more
focusbd chapters are the more successful. The
Halliday / Thompson debate, for example, is
interesti^g and worthwhile, while some of the
shorter pieces really do not justify republication
in book form, &s opposed to their original
existence as magazine articles.

The best essay, in my view, is the very
stimulating analysis of the development of the
labour movement on a world scale through the
last century, by Giovanni Arrighi. Ironically,

this essay was written in Muy 1989, well before
the collapse of the East European regimes, and
is not centrally concerned with communism as
such. This highlights a more general point.
There is very little concrete analysis of the
trajectory of the communist states in the book,
apart from Molyneux's chapter. Neither is there
any detailed discussion of the ideas of socialist
critia of those regimes and states, apart from
Blackburn's brief discussions of Kautsky and

Ar^After

Fall
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Trotsky. In fact, while there is much interesting
material in the book, very little is really new.
Many of the ideas about the need for. socialism
to incorporate decentralised initiative, to link
with social movements, and to preserve and
extend democracy are familiar ones. Several
chapters could have been written ten or fifteen
yeals ago.

This raises a more fundamental issue what
exactly is the challenge posed for socialists by
the collapse of the communist regimes? For the
new left, which defined itseU laqgely by
opposition to Stalinism and social democracy,
the collapse of one of these two enemies surely
opens up new possibilities and opportunities.
Why in that case is the tone of many of the
pieces in After the Fall so defensive? In fad,,
some of the ideas which seem to lie behind the
various essays can help to answer this question,

One concept which iecurs throughou[ several
chapters, especiatrly those of Haberrnas and
Gorz, is that of socialism as a limitation of
capitalist or market rationality. The idea is that
the role of socialism and of socialists is to
restrict the encroachment of market criteria
across the whole society, for example to prevent
the environment becomirg a comhodit!; or to
limit working time in order to allow for free
personal development. Now, this view is
probably a necess ary correction to technocratic
conceptions of socialism, which simply adopt
such criteria uncritically. But it is also a limited
view. For Marx the subjection of whole societies
to market rationality was both terrible - and also
liberating, in its unleashi.g of innovation and
dissolution of traditional ties. The task is not to
limit such rationality but to use it for a different
purpose, and in so doing to transform it. The
problem with the approach of Haber.rras and
Gorz is that, by concentrating on the restriction
of the economic sphere, it neglects the struggle
to trarrsfonrt that sphere. Further, since market
rationality refuses to be limited in the way they
prcpose, the strategy does not work. Thus
despite Gorz's often inspiring policy prcposals
he concludes that "there can be no question of
dictating to public or private companies condi-
tions which mdke the calculation of real costs
and performance impossible, or which are
incompatible with initiatives aiming at econo-
mic efficienc!, and consequently prevent econo-
mically rational company management" (page
297). So, the equalisation of incomes and
reduction of working time is to be financed by
indirect taxes "which are cost-neutral for the
businesses" (page 29n.

Somethirg like this conception of socialism as
the 

" 
limitation or restriction of capitalism also

enters into the essays more directly concerned
with communist societies. In particular, the
essays by Halliddy, and Alexander Cockburn,
come very close to dividing the world into two
opposed and self-sufficient camps, one of which
ha; now collapsed. In this framework capitalism
was limited on a world sca1e, and now it is not

with potentirlly disastfous consequences in
Africa, Asia and" Latin America. Cockburn
writes of how, without the Soviet Union, the
Vietnamese and Cuban revolutions would not
have survived, and Halliday argues that "it is to
Brezhnev, as much as anyone else outside South
Africa itself, that credit for cracking the racist
bloc should go" (page 89).

There is dearly some truth in this view. But
it neglects the way in which the ruling
bureaucracy in the USSR acted internationally
primarity to further its own interests. Without
Stalinism, for example, the Vietnamese might
not have won the war - but neither would the
Vietnamese Trotksyists have been massacred,

or the Vietnamese revolution demobilised and
the country partitioned in 1954. The examples
can be multiplied. The k"y point is that the
communist regimes could not be relied upon as
a counterweight to imperialism in the past and
the fact that they are gone does not mean that
imperialism will face no limits and resistance in
the future.

Finally, the view that socialism is centrally
about limiting capitalist rationality shows up fr
a'separation in the book between models of the
economy and political movements. On the one
hand we have a vision of social movements
challenging market criteria. On the other, a
vision of socialism in which the market still
plays a role. The two are rarely linked. So,
Lynne Segal's essay concentrates on feminism as
a social movement, but doesn't extend this to a
view of how the demands of feminism can be
co-ordinated with other demands in a wider
framework. Robin Blackburn's work on the
co-ordination of the economy doesn't really
connect with political activity and pressure. It is
the great strength of recent work on the concept
of a 'socialised market' , in my view, particular-
\y, Diane Elson's writing, that it does make this
connection. However, Elson's piece n Afier fhe
Fall is very brief, and the connections need to
be developed much further.

The pessimism of much of this book stems, I
think, from prrcblems with the view of socialism
as primarily a limitation of market rationahty,
a delimitation of spheres of society where the
market will not tread. Paradoxically, this leads
writers to allow the market too much scope in
those areas their own demand.s rather than
capitalibm's. It also leads to a neglect of the
resistance which does exist to the market, even
in those areas where it does appear to operate
in an unchallenged way. Lastly, by separatir,g
the struggles of social movements from the
issues of economic planning, it pelpetuates a
divergence which has weakened the new left in
the past. In fact, the reintegration of the
questior, of how a socialist ecoriomy will work
with issues of political organisation and struggle
is a central challenge arising from the collapse
of the Communist regimes.

Andrew Kilmister
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